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Chapter I
«
BUILDING .MATERIALS
Wood
Though the use of wood is becoming a more and more expensive
proposition as the scarcity and consequently the cost of lumber in-
creases, it will still continue to be one of the great forms of
building material. Steel and concrete in may instances are dis-
placing wocd as building materials; the substitution is just, logi-
cal and economical, for the new discoveries and developments relat-
ing to steel and concrete wliich have come with recent years prove
their superior value for many purposes. However, when we consider
that there ace yet standing billions of feet of lumber which can be
conserved under proper methods of foresting, we can easily see that
wood will always have a definite commercial value.
Structure
Woods suitable for structural purposes are usually called tim-
ber . Almost the entire amount of timber used in the industries is
obtained from that kind of trees known as exogenous , or those in
which the growth occurs by the formation each year of layers of new
wood on the exterior beneath the bark. Endogenous trees, or those
trees whose increase in diameter is accomplished by the addition of
woody matter in the interior, supply only a very small percentage of
merchantable woods; some examples of the latter class are the bam-
boos and palms.
When an exogenous stem is cut across. Figure 5, three distinct
parts are visible:
First, the bark , a scaly material having a thickness of from
i to li inches or more, which envelopes and protects
the wood inside

FIG I .
ANNUAL- eiNGS \N PINE.
It has no great commercial value except in certain opecies; for in-
stance, as in making binding strips, or in dyeing or tanning; some
barks have a medicinal value.
Second, the sap wood , adjacent to the
bark, and from ^ to 4 inches thick; it is
generally characterized by a lighter color
than the surrounding parts, is softer, and
less compact than the inner wood.
Third, the heart wood , the central por-
tion, generally distinctly separated from
the sapwood. The heartwood is that part of
an exogenous stem which possesses strength
and durability, and which only should be
used where these qualities are requisite.
The development of these parts is ac-
complished by the absorption, in the spring,
of juices from the soil with which the roots
come in contact. At first these juices,
which are converted into sap, serve to form
leaves and new stems. From the upper sur-
face of the leaves moisture is given off by
the sap, and carbon is absorbed from the air
After the leaves are full grown vegetation
is suspended until autumn, when the sap in
its altered state descends chiefly between the wood and bark where it
deposits a new layer of wood. This constitutes the annual ring, and
covers all parts of the stem and branches.
As the tree grows older, the inner layers become congested with
the secretions peculiar to the tree, and cease acting as sap carriers.
ME.t7ULLP.R.Y RAY IN CAK.
I
Their primary function i:3 now a mechanical one, th^.t of keeping the i
tree from falling of its own weight or from the force of the wind.
The layers of wood that are formed each year appear as rings on
[
the cross section of the stem, and the age of the tree or a portion
of it can be ascertained by counting the number of rings. The
width of these rings varies greatly with different trees, being in-
|j
fluenced by climatic and by soil conditions. In good white pine thejj
li
thickness of the ring will be perhaps l/l2 of an inch, while in the
j!
slow growing leaf pine it will be only one-half as much. Theoreti- i
cally, these rings should be uniformly circular in shape, but the
shape may be so influenced by internal conditions and by external in-i;
juries as to result in great irregularity. This regularity or irre-p
gularity in shape of the annual rings has considerable to do with the
|
I
technical qualities of the timber.
Close exajnination of the annual rings will show two distinct
parts as in Figure 1 , one of which is soft and light colored, desig-
nated "spring wood", and another firmer and darker in color, known
as "summer wood", from the part of the season in which each was form-
ed. The latter is much the firmer and heavier, consequently, the
greater the proportion of it, the greater will be the weight and
strength of the timber.
As a#iole, wood is made up of bundles of long tubes, cells, or
fibres, with their long axis generally parallel to the stem. Cross
fibres, known as pith fibres or medullar}?- rays extend in all direc-
tions radially from the pith to the bark, between the linear fibres;
the medullary rays act as a binder for the longitudinal fibres. A-
side from the linear and cross fibres of woody material, there are re-
sin ducts in pines and spruces, and hollow ducts in the broad leafed
trees. The finished appearance of the wood, and its physical and

4mechanical qualities, depend p,reatly upon itn atructure.
Color
The color of wood often serves as a means of identifying the
species. Many woods have a distinctive color, which adds to the
beauty of their appearance, and increases their value. Among these
may be mentioned the black walnut, whose heartwood is a beautiful
dark brown; ebony, black, cherry, reddich, gum, reddich brown;
osage, orange yellow; mahogany, red brown; poplar, light yellow.
Exposure to air or light darkens wood, as is well shown in the
case of osage orange, which when freshly cut is a bright yellow;
after a little exposure, it becomes a light brown. Color is some-
times an excellent indication of the condition of the wood; the
color should be uniform throughout the heartwood in sound timber,
the presence of blotches or streaks indicating disease. Decay, dry
rot, or fungi causes wood to lose its characteristic translucency,
and it is known then as "dead", in distinction to "live" or "bright"]
©ccasionally woods may be differentiated by their odor. Oaks,
pines, cypress, cedar, and apple all have distinctive odors, more or
less agreeable. Decomposition is often accompanied by pronounced
odors; poplar in deca3'' emits a disagreeable odor, while the red oak
becomes fragrant, its smell resembling that of heliotrope.
Defects
Wood is subject to a number of diseases and affections which
sometimes materially decrease its value, or even destroy it entirely.
Some trees seem to have an age limit, beyond which they gradually
deteriorate; others, as the sequoia, or giant redwood or California,
continue to grow for centuries without the least apparent deteriora-
tion. Felling, handling, and seasoning are important in determin-
ing the life of timber, and the methods employed are being so
J
developed as to constitute a science in themcelvec. Timber felled
in winter is more durable than that felled in sumir.er; hewed wood is
more resistant to decay than sawed, since the pores are closed and
compacted by the blows of the slx, while the saw tears their, open.
Dry Rot is one of the worst sources of decay to which wood is
liable. It is the result of fermentation caused by the spawn of a
fungus, upon the introduction of moisture. The wood fibres decay,
i
and the weed crumbles beneath the touch. Wherever there is moder-
ate warmth, dampness and lack of air, dry rot will occur, and the oft-
ly means of preventing it is to dry the wood, and apply some sub-
stance, either upon the exterior or into the exterior layers, which
will prevent the entrance of the fungus.
Wet Rot is caused by the presence of moisture, resulting in de-
composition of the wood tissues.
Worms cause incalculable damage to wood, especially to that sub-
merged in water. The^'- are known as teredos, or "ship worms", and
termites. The teredos are really bivalve mollusks, which bore into
submerged timbers to such an extent that heavy timbers are destroyed
in four or five years. The termites operate on land, attacking wood
after felling, destroying foundation timbers, furniture, etc.. Other
insects, such as the elm-bark beetle, the oak-borer, etc., also do
great damage.
Commercial defects, or defects which
aid in the grading of lumber, comprise the
following:
Wind-shakes - Circular cracks separa-
ting the annual rings from each other.
Figure 3.
f=)S 3.
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3T/XG St-lAKEi.
FIG
-5
l-tE:AE.T SHAKE.
St ar-nhakea - Cracks along the medul-
lary rays, and widening outwards. Figure
4.
Ileart-shakes - Clefts in the center of
the log. Figure 5.
Brash - Timber from trees deteriora-
ting from old age.
Belted - Timber killed before it is
felled.
Knotty - Timber containing many knots.
Twisted - Timber in which the grain
winds spirally.
Rind-gall - Swelling caused by forma-
tion of layers over a wound.
Upset - Fibres injured by crushing.
Seasoning
The purpose of seasoning timber is to expel as much of the mois-
ture as possible, thus increasing the resistance to decay, and making
it more susceptible to conversion. It is rendered imperative by the
changes in volume and shapes that all woods undergo under the influ-
ence of changes in atmosphere, temperature and moisture. This is
especially important in cabinet and wheelwright work, where stock is
usually blocked out and given an extra term of seasoning before using.
The strength of wood is almost always greatly increased by sea-
soning, consequently it is not economical to use green wood; for it
is then not only weaker, but liable to continual changes in volume
and shape
.
The time of seasoning varies greatly, not only with different

7kinds of lumber, but with different trees of the same kind, and in
different parts in the cross section; there may be twice as much
moisture in the sap wood as in the heart wood. Framing lumber is
usually stacked in the yards for seasoning, in layers perhaps six
feet wide, with inch strips between each layer, so as to permit of
the free passage of air. This lumber is rarely seasoned for more
than six months before put into use; as a result of this, the shrink-
age due to final seasoning causes most of the cracks in the interior
of buildings having wooden floors and partitions.
Kiln drying is a process of artificial seasoning, in which the
wood is put into a tight chamber called a dry kiln, and subjected to
a heat of from 150 to 180 degrees F. The time of kiln drying var-
ies from four to five days for soft woods fresh from the saw, to ten
days for hardwoods which have been air-dried from three to six months
previously. Too rapid drying results in "case-hardening", or a
formation of a shell on the exterior before the interior has a chance
to harden, the later drying causing checks along the medullary rays.
Effect of Shrinkage . All woods shrink more tangentially, or
along the annual rings, than in a radial direction, because the pith
rays resist the radial shrinkage. The effect of seasoning upon a
log is shown in A, Figure 6 (KA, 23). If cut in two the log shrinks
as at B; if squared, the shape at C results; while if cut into boards
the latter will take a bent form as at D.
Conversion of Timber
Modern machinery and methods enable the conversion of timber
to be accomplished very expeditiously. Gang or circular saws are
used to cut the log up into planks or boards, the edges being t rim-
ed off afterward. Edgings are converted into lath or molding, or
used for kindling. The United States Forest Service is doing

FIG e
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FIG. 7
PLAIN OR BAST/^.eO SAWiNG
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excellent work in saving waste lumber, by
investigating the purposes for which scraps
ordinarily wasted can be utilized, and
bringing the producer and consumer into com-
munication with each other, to their mutual
benefit. Even saw-dust, huge quantities of
which accumulate at lumber mills, is used in
the manufacture of wood pulp.
When a whole log is cut up into slices
by cuts parallel to each other, the end sec-
tion of the boards will have the appearance
shown in Figure 7; this is known as "bastaret-
sawing "
,
Except for a few boards cut from the center of the log, the end
section will show the annual rings in a more or less complete circle.
Those cut from near the center will have the annual rings cutting a-
cross more perpendicularly to the width of the board, while the medul
Lary rays will extend more nearly parallel to the flat face. Such
boards are called "quarter sawed"from the fact that they are more con-
nonly obtained by first quartering the log and then sawing into
boards by cuts at 45 degrees to the flat surface, as shown in Figures.
When the exposed ends of the annual rings on the
flat surface of the sawed boards appear perfectly
straight, it is known as "comb-grained "; this is
especially attractive and valuable in flooring,
which receives much wear.
Real quarter-sawed lumber, obtained in the
manner described above, is more expensive than the bastard-sawed, on
FlS.S
QUARTER. ;=,AWING.

account of the greater difliculty involved in convercion. However,
there is a strong and recognized demand for it, especially in hard-
woods, as in oaks, where the saw cuts occasionally split the medul-
lary rays, exposing a handsome flaky grain. Quarter-sawed lumber
wears better, warps sind shrinks less, and in most of the hardwoods,
presents a much handsomer appearance than the bastard sawed.
In a lumber year, names are arbitrarily given to various sizes
of lumber. Anything thicker than four inches isusually designated
as a " timber " , or " framing; t imber " Lumber from two to four inches
in thickness is called "plank " , whether four or fourteen inches wide.|
"Boards" include all lumber less than two inches thick, of any width,
j
i
except very thin stuff, which is used for "veneer". A "veneer" is
a very thin strip cut from a log by a veneer machine, there being
thirty strips of veneer in an inch thickness of stock.
All large lumber is sold by "board measure", a board one foot
square and one inch thick constituting " one board foot " . Stock less
than an inch thick is sold by the square foot, the price varying ac-
cording to the thickness. Veneers are always sold by the square
foot, and moldings, panel strips, etc., are sold by the lineal foot.
Lath and shingles, and sometimes weather boarding, are sold by the
thousand. In most instances, lumber is sold in even lengths, as 10,
12, 14 feet, etc., the price generally increasing with the length.
Selection of Wood
The user must of course ascertain what kind of wood is most suit
able for the wok in hand, and then see that the wood he obtains is of
the best grade that is consistent with the construction. Even in
the same species the lumber will vary in grade considerably, and
careful grading is necessary. Winter-felled timber is superior to
summer-felled, and the more mature the tree the better will be the
i
timber. Where lightness is desirable, coniferous woods are advan
tageously used; where jarring loads are to be sustained, denser,
tougher woods muBt be employed.
The following list will aid in the selection of wood for var-
ious purposes:
Light Framing - White pine, spruce, hemlock.
Heavy Framing - Yellow pine, oak.
Exterior Finish - White pine, poplar, cypress.
Interior Finish - Redwood, cypress, any hardwood.
Floors - Quarter-sawed oak, maple, or hard pine (ash).
Doors and Sash - White pine, cypress.
Posts - White cedar, osage orage, cypress, black locust.
Linen closets - Southern red-cedar.
Testing
The almost universal substitution of iron and steel for the
framing of large engineering structures renders exact information
relating to the strength of timber less important than formerly.
In smaller structures, long experience has so developed the use of
proper sizes of timber that one need not worry about safety. A
single quality or combination of several may govern the kind of
wood used; for example, in a joist, lightness and stiffness are
prime requisites; consequently, compressive and shearing strength
is subsidiary to transverse or breaking strength; on the contrary,
transverse strength may be ignored entirely when wood is being
chosen for paving blocks. Where calculations are necessary to as
certain the most economical size or kind of wood to be used, a
factor of safety varying from 7 to 10 is employed.
J
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Reference Tables lor V/ood
Crushinp; Strength
Material Crushing Weight
.
Ibs./sq.in.
Cypress 3,575
Hemlock 3,000
Oak, white 4,000
Pine, Georgia yellow 5,000
Pine, Oregon 4,500
Pine, Norway 3,800
Pine, white 3,500
Redwood 3,000
SiDruce 4,000
Poplar 3,000
Shearing Strength
Mat er ial Resistance, Ibs./sq.i
With grain. Across
Cedar " 60 400
Chestnut 125 400
Hemlock 80 600
Oak, white 150 1000
Pine, Georgia 125 1200
Pine, Oregon 125 900
Pine, Norway 90 750
Spruce 90 750
Redwood 70 500
Poplar 60 450

Tensile Strength
(Factor of Safety, 6)
Material Tensile Strength
,
Ibs./sq.in.
Ash, white 2,000
Chestnut 1,500
Hemlock 1,500
Oak, white 2,000
Pine, Georgia 2,000
Pine, Oregon 1,800
Pine, Norway 1,600
Pine, white 1,400
Redwood 800
Spruce 1,600
Poplar 1,200
Weight
Material Weight in Ibs./cu.ft
.
Cypress 34
Elm 35
Hemlock 25
Hickory 52
Mahogany 53
Oak, white 48
Pine, white 25
Pine, Georgia 3rellow 45
Poplar 29
Spruce 25
Walnut 38
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Common Varieties of Timber
Ash , whit
e
- color, brown; sapwood, lighter, often white; wood,
heavy, hard, strong, coarse grained; uses, interior work, cabi-
net work, implements.
Cedar , white - color, light brown; thin sapwood, nearly white;
wood, light, soft, rather coarse-grained; use, posts, ties,
shingles.
Cedar
,
red - color, reddish brown; wood, .light, soft, brittle;
use, interior finish, shingles, storage chests.
Cypress - color, bright, light yellow; wood, light, hard, brittle;
close-grained; use, interior finish, posts, sills, cabinet work.
Elm , white - color, clear brown; wood, heavy, hard tough; use, posts,
bridge timbers, sills, ties.
Gum - color, bright reddish brown; wood, heavy, hard, tough, close-
grained, inclined to shrink and warp; use, interior and exter-
ior finish,
Hicko ry - color, brown; more valuable sapwood, white; wood, heavy,
very hard and strong, close grained; use, implements, vehicles.
Hemlock - color, bright brown to white; sapwood, darker; wood, light,
soft, weak; use, rough framing.
Locust - color, brown, sapwood, yellow; wood, heavy, hard, strong;
use, posts, turnery.
Maple
.
hard - color, light reddish brown; wood, heavy, hard, strong,
tough, close-grained; use, flooring, interior finish.
Maple
, white - color, white; wood, hard, strong, brittle; use, floor-
ing, interior finish.
Oak
, white - color, brown; wood, heavy, hard, strong, close-grained;
use, interior finish, furniture.
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Oak
,
red and black - color, light brown or red; wood, heavy, hard,
coarse-grained; use interior finish and furniture.
Pine , white - color, light brown, often tinged with red; wood, light,
soft, very close, straight-grained; uses, interior finish, win-
dows, doors, etc.
Pine
,
Horway - color, light red; wood light, hard, coarse-grained;
use, in all construction work.
Pine, yellow (long-leafed) - color, light red or orange, wood,
heavy, hard, strong, coarse-grained; use, in all construction
work; the inferior short-leaved yellow pine is often substitu-
ted for it.
Pine, Oregon ( Douglas Fir)" - color, light red; wood, hard, strong;
use, in construction work.
Poplar
,
(whitewood) - color, light yellow; wood, soft, brittle,
very close, straight-grained; use, interior and exterior finish.
Redwood - color, clear, light red; wood, light, soft, brittle,
coarse-grained; use, building material.
Walnut, black - color, rich dark brown; sapwood, much lighter; wood,
heavy, hard, strong; use, interior finish, furniture.
Steel
The chemical composition of steel is intermediate between cast
iron and wrought iron . It is a mixture of ordinary iron with small
varying quantities of carbon, and is produced either by partly elim-
inating carbon from pig iron, or by adding carbon to wrought iron.
Steel, by virtue of its carbon content, possesses the property of
tempering; however, in very soft steels, in which the carbon is low,
•tempering is not apparent.
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Classification
Commercially, steel is designated as "mild " or "soft", "medium",
and "hard " . Though there is no definite line of demarcation, gener-
ally it is taken that soft steels contain less then 0.15 per cent
carbon, that hard steels contain above 0.30 per cent, while the in-
termediate grades constitute medium steel. The tensile strength of
steel varies with the percentage of carbon, from an ultimate strengtl
of 54000 pounds per squqre inch for a carbon content of 0.08 per
cent, to 87000 pounds per square inch for a carbon percentage of 0.4C .
Method of Manufacture
AlmoGt the entire output of steel used for structural purposes
is made either by the Bessemer process or by the Open-Hearth process.
Small quantities of higher grade steel are made by special methods.
Bessemer Process. This process involves the melting of pig
iron, containing a large percentage of carbon, in a cupola, or run-
ning it direct from a blast furnace into a converter, a pear-shaped
vessel lined with firebrick. While the metal is in the converter
a strong blast of air is forced through it until all the carbon is
removed. Then a small quantity of spiegeleisen, a metal containing
a known percentage of carbon, is added, in order to control the car-
bon content of the steel, and when the two metals are thoroughly in-
corporated, the steel is emptied into molds.
Open-Heart Process. In this process pig iron and ore are mel-
ted together on the open hearth of a regenerative gas furnace. The
pig iron is first melted and raised to a temperature which will melt
steel; then rich, pure ore and limestone are added. The chemical
reactions result in the formation of a fusible slag composed of the
lime and the silicic acid formed from the silicon, and the carbon
passes off as carbonic acid, leaving the steel clear. In general.
I
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the open-hearth process results in a better quality of steel though
more expensive, since it takes more than ten times as lon^ to manu-
facture than by the Bessemer process.
Propert ies
Steel is slightly heavier than wrought iron, weighing about
490 pounds per cubic foot. Its melting point varies from 2372 de-
grees to 2687 degrees F., according to the percentage of carbon.
The strength of steel varies considerably with its chemical consti-
tuents, carbon, manganese, silicon, phosphorus, and sulphur being
the main elements affecting it.
Tensile Strength 0.25^ C 68,200 Ibs./sq.in.
Shearing " 10,000 "
Crushing " 48,000 "
Stone
Classification
Three classifications are necessary to give a fairly complete
comparison of the rocks from which stones used as structural mater-
ial are selected, namely: geological
,
physical , and chemical .
Geological classification. Nothing very definite can be de-
termined as to its relation to the properties of stone as a build-
ing material from this classification, except that generally the
older the rock formation, the stronger and more resistant to the
action of the elements and to the effect of deterioration is the
stone; but this is not true in may cases. Various things make ex-
ceptions to this, for example; a seismic disturbance may so loosen
the structure of the rock as to totally destroy its crushing strength
Classifying rocks according to their origin, we have three classes:
Metamorphic
.
constituting the class including granite, slate,
marbles, etc.
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I Rneous
.
of which basalt, lava, and trap are examplesi and
Sedimentary
,
comprising sandstones, limestones and clay.
Clay may not be strictly considered a stone, but since it enters
into the manufacture of artificial stone, it may be properly in-
cluded in the classification.
Physical classification. In considering the structure of
rocks as they exist in natural masses, two great divisions may be
observed:
Stratified
,
and Unstratif ied .
Stratified rocks, in which the structural material is com-
posed of sheets or layers of varying thicknesses, superimposed upon
each other, originally horizontally, which arrangement may at later
times have been changed by disturbing forces to a vertical, inclined
or curved position. These layers have evidently originated from
depositions from water, from the fact that the rock can be more
easily split at the planes of division between adjacent layers than
at any other place. The structure of stratified rocks governs to
a great degree the method of placing, for besides at the principal
planes they may be more or less easily split at intermediate planes,
which may lie parallel oblique, or perpendicular to the principal
planes, and which divide the rock into laminae. Laminated stones
should be placed in buildings so their laminae or "beds " are perpen-
dicular to the direction of greatest pressure, and with the edges of
the laminae as nearly as possible perpendicular to the exposed sur-
face of the stone; their crushing strength is greatest parallel to
their laminae, and their durability is greatest with only the edges
of the laminae exposed to the weather,
Unstratified rocks include those composed of crystalline mater-
ials held together by some more or less firm cementitious material.
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which under the influence of decay or heavy nhock, loosens and
leaves the crystals separate. These seems to exist in large masses
of unstratified rock an occasional weak streak, these streaks having
apparently the same direction. This fact enables quarrying and cut-
ting to be accomplished more readily if advantage is taken of the
"rifts" or "lines of cleavage".
Chemical Classification, By determining the predominant miner-
al in the chemical composition of rocks, three classes are differen-
tiated:
Siliceous , stones whose base is silica, of which granite and
trap rock are examples.
Argillacous
.
comprising clay, shale, slate.
Calcareous
.
represented by limestones and marbles.
Varieties of Stone Masonry
Ashlar Masonry . This t3rpe of stone masonry consists of blocks
of stone cut to regular figures, generally rectangular, and built
in courses of a uniform height or rise, which is seldom less than a
foot. The softer stones should have a length greater than three
times the height or rise, while in harder ones the length may be
four or five times the depth. In laying ashlar masonry, no side-
joint in any course should be directly above a side-joint in the
course below, but the stones should overlap or break joints to an
extent of from one to one and one-half times the depth of the course.
In this way two stones support the weight of the one below, the pres-
sure is more equally distributed, and the structure is bonded toge-
ther.
Broken Ashlar . This consists of cut stones of unequal depths,
laid in the wall without any attempt at maintaining courses of equal
rise, or stones in the same course of equal depth. As in ashlar
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masonry, one-fourth of the face of the wall should conoiot of head- !
ers
.
Squared Stone Masonry. This differs from the regular ashlar
|
in the character of the dressing and the closeness of the joints.
The stones are only roughly squared and roughly dressed on beds and
|
joints, so that the width of the joint is half an inch or more, in- \\
stead of one fourth of an inch, as in ashlar.
Rubble Masonry
.
Masonry composed of unsquared stones is call-
ed rubble. It comprises two classes: (l) uncoursed rubble , in
which irregular stones are laid without any attempt at coursing;
(2) coursed rubble, in which the blocks of unsquared stone are
leveled at specific heights to an approximately horizontal surface.
|!
These course may not be of the same depth, in which case they are
known as random courses . In building rubble masonry, weak angles •
i
should be knocked off the block, each stone should be cleansed from
dust, dirt, elc, and each one must be firmly imbedded in mortar,
resting as far as possible on its largest side.
Measurement of Stone
I
These is not an extablished rule for the measurement of masonry,
i|
it being governed largely by local custom. Stone may be bought un-
|
der two classifications: rubble and dimension stone The former
comprises the rough irregular blocks of stone which cannot be laid
in courses or with square joints without further trimming. The lat-5
ter includes the stones cut to size, usually with a rectangular face,|
or in a shape in accordance with the architect's specifications.
j
The price of the dimension stone is, of course, considerably higher n
than rubble, on account of the work in cutting.
In general practice, rubble is sold by the carlot or by the
'*'°^>||
while dimension stone is sold by the cubic foot. When it is out to
|
5
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some particular thickness and is to be used for some specific pur-
pose, as for footings, facing, or flagging, it may be sold by the
square foot
.
In stone masonry, rubblework is almost universally measured by
]
the perch of 16-^- cubic feet, though a legal perch is fifty per cent
|
larger. In large structures, such as massive foundations and bridge?
piers, the cubic yard is the unit of measurement. Sometimes, in
architectural details, the unit of measurement is the superficial
square foot.
Methods of Cutting Stone
Cut stone includes all squared stones, with smooth beds and
joints. There are a great many ways in which the face may be fin- ^
ished, but the following are the chief ones: (shown in Figure 9) . |
a. Rough pointed , with projections varying from l/s
inch to 1 inch, made by heavy picking.
b. Fine pointed
, a smoother finish obtained by follow-^
img rough pointing with a lighter, finer tool.
j
\
^* Crandalled
.
a variation of fine-pointing, using a
tool with a toothed edge.
d. Axed, the face appearing covered with parallel
chisel marks.
e. Bush hammered, a fine pointed finish, smoothed
with a bush hammer.
f
.
Rubbed
, a finish obtained by rubbing with grit or
sandstone
.
g. Diamond panel , a very flat cone cut inside the
margins, with its apex at the center of the block.
Diamond Pone/
FIG. 9.
METMOOi OF
Cutting stone..
CrondoUed.
Pi
I
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Requisites for Good Building Stone
Four essentials are present in all good building stone, namely:
durability
,
strength
,
cheapneon and beauty . These may vary in degree!'
of importance for different structures, and for different parts of il
the same structure. For example, limestone may be employed both in
i|
the foundation and in the superstructure of a building; for the for-
||
mer, those stones whose appearance is in anyway marred by flaws in
\
texture, shape or finish should be used, leaving the better ones for \
Ithe superstructure, where a handsome appearance is a prime considera-'i
tion.
I
Durability . This quality of building stone is one about which
I
only suppositions can be made. Though the rock may have existed in ji
ui
Ji
a natural state for centuries, yet when quarried, and put in a build-;,
ing, exposed to the action of the elements and to the action of the ^
acids which are known to exist in the air, deterioration or even de- '
composition may occur with remarkable rapidity.
Strength
. This is an indispensible quality, and one which gov-
\
ems the selection of stone for foundations, piers, etc. The re-
j
sistance to crushing, in pounds per square inch, varies from 5,000
for some Maryland granites, to 43,000 for Potsdam (N.Y.) red sand-
\
stone. As a rule, however, granites are stronger than sandstones
]
5
and limestones. The crushing strength of any stone should be tho- l\
[roughly investigated before it is used in structural work.
Cheapness . The cost of stone is governed by various factors,
cihief among which are suitability for structural purposes, accessi- t
bility to market, and the ease with which it may be quarried and
dressed. The quality of the stone, which may vary greatly in the
same quarry, also affects the price.
Beauty
. This quality is mainly considered where architectural
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details are involved, and where the stone is employed in sculpture.
Varieties of Building Stone
T rap i 3 the strongest of all building stones, though because of
its toughness and difficulty of conversion, it is little used. For
macadam and railroad ballast it is unexcelled.
Marble, in common practice, is any limestone that will take a
good polish. In reality, marbles are only those limestones which
have undergone met amorphic action in which their texture has become
more crystalline, and their color modified. Marble is the most
beautiful of building stone.
Granite is the strongest and most durable of building stones
in common use. It is readily quarried and converted, and can be
used for almost any purpose. Granites vary in color from grey to
black, and from pink to red.
Limestones . The chief constituent of limestones is carbonate
of lime, though the varieties are exceedingly numerous. They are
quite durable and strong, and because of the pleasing colors they
are esteemed for building purposes.
Sandstones are more easily worked under the chisel than lime-
stones, and for this reason and because of their abundance are more
generally used. They are composed chiefly of sand, more or less
cemented and consolidated, and their texture varies with the coarse-
ness of the sand. Sandstone becomes harder and more durable with
age, on account of the precipitation of soluble silica. In color,
sandstone shows the widest variation, almost every shade existing
from white to black, including dark red, and even purple.

^3
Briok
^^ic^^ is an artificial stone, made by subjecting an intimate
mixture of clay or shale and water, molded into shape to a heat in-
;
tense enough to cause partial vitrification. Different kinds of
j
clays and different methods of preparation result in different qual- >
ities of brick. Various chemical constituents in the clay effect
the finished product to a considerable extent. Iron gives hardness'
and strength to brick, and gives it a characteristic red color.
j
Silicate of lime makes clay soft and too fusible. Alkalies are
|
found in small quantities in the best of clays, and are more or less
detrimental. Sand is sometimes included in the mixture to prevent
excessive shrinking in burning. The manufacture of brick includes
the excavation of the clay or shale, the preparation of the clay by
tempering and molding, the drying of the molded mixture to drive off
'
superfluous moisture, and the burning of the molded mixture in kilns
.|
Classification
There are three bases for classification of bricks: 1. The
method of molding. 2. Position in kiln when being burned. 3. Their
shape or use.
The first classification gives the following:
Soft mud brick
, molded from a soft mixture of clay and water.
Stiff mud brick
,
molded from a stiff mixture.
Pressed brick
,
made from dry or semi-dry clay under heavy
pressure.
Re-pressed brick
, a soft-mud brick subjected to enormous pres-
sure when partially dry to give it a better form and texture.
The second classification includes:
Arch or Clinker bricks, those which form the tops and sides of
I,
\
the arches of brick around the fires. They are vitrified, hard, I
I
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and usually weak from overburning.
i
Body or Hard bricks, those taken from the interior of the pile,
;
and best in quality.
Salmon or soft bricks, forming the exterior of the pile, and too
soft from underburning, to be of great value.
The shape or use of brick gives rise to the following classifi-
[
cation:
|
Compass brick, those having one ed[^e shorter than the other,
used in shafts, cisterns, etc.
||
Feather edge or voussorr, those having one edge thinner than the|
I
other, used in arches.
j
Front or face brick
, those made especially for facing the walls
\
of buildings.
Sewer brick, ordinary hard, smooth, regular brick.
Kiln-run brick, brick made from fire-flay, sufficiently free frcn
i
alkali silicates, iron and lime to resist vitrification at high tem-
peratures; used in furnaces, cupolas, fire-places, ovens, etc.
Measurement of Brick
The methods of measuring brick work are even more arbitrary and ?
farther from being standardized than are those of stone masonry.
The per'ch is sometimes used, though it varies in different localities'
from 16 2/3 to 25 cubic feet. In some lines of work the unit is the
superficial square foot, allowing a certain number of brick for vari-||
I
ous thicknesses of wall. The cubic foot or the cubic yard is unsat-j
isfactory as a unit because of the variation in the size of brick.
||
The most satisfactory method is to specify that the masonry will be
j|
paid for by the cubic foot or cubic yard, according to the arrange-
|
ment between architect and contractor.

Size, Weight and Strength
The size of brick is a matter of such indef init eness that
brick of almost every conceivable size can be found. There is
no legal standard. Eastern bricks average about V-fxS^xSi" inches.
Western brick average about 8-^x41x24 inches. The size of all com-
\
mon bricks varies even in the same lot, according to the degree of
|
burning, the hard bricks being l/S to 3/l6 of an inch smaller than
j
the salmon brick.
j
Pressed and face bricks are generally more uniform in size, be-j
ing made in more uniform molds, and on account of their density be- I
ing less affected by burning.
|
The weight of bricks is controlled by the quality of the clay
j
from which they are made, by their size, and by the density result- ||
ing from pressing. Ordinary bricks weigh about 4^- lbs., while
|
pressed bricks weigh from 5 to 5^ lbs. each.
The strength of brick is also a matter of great variation; or- |l
dinary brick have a crushing strength of about 6^ 000 lbs. per square i
inch, while pressed brick reach 15,000 lbs. per square inch.
Joints
i
Much of the strength and appearance of brick masonery depends
jj
I
upon the care exercised in laying the brick. The thickness of the
j
mortar joints should not be over 3/8 of an inch, l/4 inch being I
the commonest thickness. When good brick are used, the mortar is |l
the weak part of the wall; consequently the less used of it, the
j
better. Mortar should be spread as thinly as is consistent with a
|!
uniform bearing and rapid work in spreading the mortar. Especially
p
is this true with exterior walls, where the mortar is subjected to
|
disintegration by the elements.
What in common practice is called a "shove-joint" results in \

well laid brick. The brick is first laid so as to project over the
;
one below, then pressed into the mortar and shoved back into its fi-
\
nal position. In order to prevent disintegration of mortar in ex-
terior work, extra lime is added to mortar for face brick; the mor-
tar may contain come cement, or the joint may be pointed with neat
cement morteir. If the joint is faced as shown in Figure 10, mois-
ture will not penetrate to such an extent as in a square face.
_ Bond
The arrangement of the bricks in the surface of
given wall according to a system is know as the bond'j
i|
. f the brick work. In order to make brick masonry i
fi
have sufficient strength, it is necessary to have the i
ibricks overlapping, both across the wall and along the^l
length of it, and in devising arrangements to meet this condition,
I
!i
several varieties of bond have been originated. Sometimes, instead
of laying bricks crosswise in a wall, the adjacent vertical layers
are held together by a bond made of a pieae of wire or strap-iron
bent up slightly at the ends, and imbedded in the mortar between the
bricks.
The most widely used bonds of the self-
contained type are the English and the Flem-
ish bonds. The former consists of entire
courses of headers and stretchers; a header I
ibeing a brick laid with its end exposed in
|
the face of the wall; a stretcher having its
edge exposed. Sometimes the courses of
headers and stretchers alternate, but more !
usually the proportion of courses of headers|
to courses of stretchers is one to from fouri
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E^ZIC^J^Z to six, as shown in Figure 11. A variety
-
~ir
^
-
'
— of this, known as the English Cross Bond,55
II ll II ir has alternate courses of headers and stret-
EUGUSn CROSS &ONP
-V^—^ 4- u ^ -.4- ^ ^^ ^ j.chers, the stretches of the successive
stretching courses breaking joints, as in Figure 12. This makes
an attractive bond.
Flemish bond, shown in Figure 15, consists of alternate headers
and stretchers, in every course, every header being immediately over
the center of the stretcher in the course below.
When brick walls are constructed with an air space, the inside
and outside parts of the wall must be bonded together by means of
some sort of a metal tie which cros^>es the air space and is firmly
imbedded in mortar at both of its ends.
Hollow Walls
j
Considerable objection has arisen to solid brick walls on ac- ^
\
count of the fact that brick absorbs moisture, and readily conducts !
I
heat and cold. As a result of these undesirable qualities, inter-
\
iors of houses built of brick are damp and cold, and a maxim.um of
fuel is required to heat the building. To overcome these objection^
hollow walls have been extensively employed, and seem to be entirely
|
satisfactory. To obtain the full benefit of the air space, no |
Ibrick bonding should be used between the inner and outer walls, since!
it permits the passage of moisture through the wall wherever it is }.
bonded. At the bottom of the air space some means should be crovi- 1
ded to drain off the moisture which permeates the outer wall and drops
to the bottom.
Efflorescence
The face of brickwork is sometimes discolored to a greater or
less degree by a white efflorescence which appears after the bricks
1
have been laid, and which may reappear years afterward folJ owing a
|
driving rainstorm or dan^ snow. It is caused by one or more of sev-
eral things; the action of the lime in the mortar upon the silicate
of sode in the bricks, or the union of soda in the bricks, or the
union of the magnesia in the lime mortar with the sulphuric acid
formed by burning clay containing pyrites. The efflorescence is
never due to any constituent of the mortar or the bricks alone, and |!
methods are now being perfected to prevent it. Any preparation
which, when applied to the surface of the brick, will make them im-
permeable to moisture will prevent the efflorescence from appearing.
\
Roofing
Shingles as roof covering are used far more than any other type
IIfor residence, farm buildings, sheds, etc. The best shingles are
j
made from cypress, redwood, or cedar, in the order given. Cypress
j
shingles are usually 18 inches long and are sup-osed to be 7/l6 of |
an inch thick at the butt, while other kinds are but 16 inches long i\
and about 5/l6 of an inch thick at the butt. The width of shingles
||
varies from 2-^ to 14 and even 16 inches. They are sold in bundles, !
usually four to a thousand, a "thousand" meaning the equivalent of
Jj
ii1000 shingles 4 inches wide. When shingles are to be used for spe- I
(i
cial designs, they are sawed to a uniform width, either 4, 5 or 6 in-|
I
ches, and are known as dimension shingles.
Slate shingles are used where fire proofing and permanency are
of importance. A good slate should be hard, tough, and uniform in
quality and color. The color of slates varies from blue-black, darkj
!
I
blue and purple to gray and green, and in some quarries, red. The
|
size of slates is also subject to variation, from 6 x 12 inches to !
I14 X 24 inches. They are sold by the "square", which means a suf- I
ficient number of slates to cover 100 sg.ft. of roof with a three-
1
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inch lap ever the conrse below.
Roof inp; t ile is a term applied to exterior roof covering, made
from clay, with overlapping edges. Their comparative hig^ cost has
prevented the wide use of tile in America, though in better classes
of residences their use is comron because of their adaptability in
lending themselves to fancy treatment in architectural details.
They compare favorably with slates in cost. Tile manufactured from
sheet metal heavily tinned or galvanized, or painted, are coming into
quite common use.
Tin roofing is made with the use of sheets of steel coated with
I
tin or a mixture of lead and tin, called terne. Where the roof *
I
pitch is less than one-third, the plates are united with flat seams,
[
s
and are fastened by means of one-inch tinned and barbed roofing nailsl
over which the seams are well hammered down, and then soldered. Fori
steep roofs, standing seams should be used composed of two "upstands"!
with a cleat holding them in place, as shown in Figure 14. Nails
|
should be driven into the cleats only. A tin roof
j
properly made and kept well painted should last thirtyj
-
or forty years.
|
Gravel roo fing is used on verv low-pitched roofs.
STAtMDiNG JOiNIT" ——_ — "
ON A. TIN TZOOF-
^
It is formed ordinarily by covering the surface of
the roof with dry felt paper, and over this laying
three, four or five layers of tarred or asphalted felt, the layers
overlapping each other, so that only from 6 to 10 inches of the 3©-
inch width of paper is exposed. This is then covered with a uni-
form coat of pitch into which, while hot, gravel or slag is imbedded.
A responsible roofer will usually guarantee his work for five years,
j
I
although a good roof of this kind should last from fifteen to twenty
^years.
I
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"Ready Roofing " , made by cementing together two or more layers
of saturated felt or felt and burlap, and then coated with either a
j
hard solution of the same cementing material, or with hot pitch or
asphalt in which is embedded sand or find gravel, is quite widely
used. It is usually sold in rolls 36 inches wide. When made by a
reliable manufacturer, it provides an economical and durable roof,
and for some buildings it is to be preferred to any other form of
roofing.
Concrete
!
Concrete is a mixture of water, hydraulic cement , and an aggre - 1
'igate composed of sand, gravel, or broken stone, in certain definite 'i
H
proportions, which, when allowed to harden, form an artificial stone
|
i
The use of concrete is as old as history itself. The huge tem-j
f\pies of Babylonia and Assyria, with their enormous columns and archesji
^1
were built of concrete; so were the Aztec and Toltec temples of Mex-
||
ill
ico and South America; the Romans used concrete extensively in their ji
I
large public building.; even the Pyramids of Egypt, the construction
j
of which is a source of marvel to engineers, are now claimed to have i
been built of large concrete blocks, probably cast in place.
Cement, though so widely used by the ancients, seemed to fall ini
to disrepute during the Middle Ages, and lime and silt mortars were
|
used instead. Many of the famous cathedrals of Europe were begun
at this time, and the inefficacy of this form of construction is seen ji
i|
in the fact that these structures have been constantly repaired since |i
their building began, the mortar joints disintegrating and requiring 1
refilling and repointing.
Abctut the beginning of the eighteenth century, however, the use |
i *
^
of true hydraulic cement began, and Portland Cement, so named by its
[
originator from the resemblance it bore to the stone from the Port-

land quarries in England, became a great factor in al 'l kinds of con-
j
struction. In 1911, nearly 80,000,000 bbls. of it were manufactured
in the United States alone.
Concrete Materials
Cement. For large structures, where the amount of cement used
,
(
may run into hundred or thousands of barrels, the selection and test-ij
ing of the cement are of vital importance. Standard specifications
j!
have been evolved by the American Society for Testing Materials, and
|
the cement must fulfill these rigid requirements before it is accep- |
ted. For small structures, and especially for the small pieces of
concrete work on the farm, cement need not be tested. If it is of i\
a standard brand, and if it is bought of a relsble dealer, its worth
s
should be sufficiently assured to warrant its use. In storage it
j
should be kept dry, for the presence of even a small amount of mois-
ture will cause it to harden, and then it cannot be used again.
Sand . Ordinarily concrete is mixed in certain proportions of
cement, sand and gravel. Since the proportions depend a great deal
upon the si^es of the aggregate, the selection of it is important.
|j
The sand should be clean, and consist of fa rticles of varying sizes,
Iin order that voids may be eliminated as completely as possible; the
jj
larger the voids, the more cement must be used. This is illustratedjj
in Figure 15; where the aggregate is composed of particles of all
sizes, the total voids are less than a third of what they are in an |
aggregate of uniform size. Clay or loam in sand is an undesirable l\
I
const ituent; some authorities claim that a small percentage is not injj
jjurious, while others claim it is; at any rate, it can do no harm to
||
; have the sand clean.
Gravel . The same precautions to be observed in the siection of
sand apply equally well for gravel. The maximum size of the gravel

;particles depends upon the purpose for which the concrete is to be
,
used; fence posts, for instance, requiring the coarse aggregate to
consist of particles not larger than the end of one's finger, while
for mass work, as foundations, large boulders, well imbedded, may be
used to advantage without weakening the concrete.
Broken stone . This is used for the coarser aggregate in many
j
instances where gravel is not available. The comparative value of!
!
gravel and broken stone as aggregates for concrete has ever been a
bone of contention, but for small structures such as are made on the
I
farm, it nef)d not be taken into consideration. Broken stone is
||
usually crushed limestone, which has been graded according to size,
|
from screenings up to pieces which will just pass through a 2-^-inch 1
ring. This uniformity in size is undesirable, because it detracts !
i
from the void-filling properties of a correctly constituted aggre-
|
gate. To obtain the best results, where stone must be used, it ||
!l
should be obtained in different sizes, in such proportions that when||
thoroughly mixed, a minimum of voids will exist. Screenings, or
stone dust, is a valuable material for making the finish coat on
sidewalks, or in any sort of concrete work ©here the details must be
brought out so carefully as to preclude the use of coarse aggregates!
Water. The only precautions to observe in using water to tem-
per concrete, is to be sure that the water is clean, and not alka-
I
line. Sometimes, in the construction of retaining walls, abut- I
ments, etc., water taken out of the stream is used, and enough silt
niay be stirred into the water to seriously impair the strength of
the concrete. In some sections of the country where alkali soils f
i
are common, the alkalinity of the water may be great enough to cause!
ultimate disintegrations of the concrete. This is especially the
j
case with drain tile which have been laid in alkali soils, and the i\
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resulting disintegration within a few years has done much to dis-
courage the use of concrete drain tile, even in soils where no alka-
linity exists.
Mixing Concrete
The materials for making concrete may be mixed either by hand
or by machine, the latter method being used universally for large
I
jobs. Hand mixing is done less generally than formerly even in
small jobs because users of cement are recognizing the value of the
time lost in hand mixing, and because small batch or continuous mix-
ers can be purchased at a low cost; even simple ones can be made at
a small expense.
When hand mixing is employed, the cement and sand should first
be mixed dry until the two materials are thoroughly incorporated;
then the dry mixture should be tempered with water until it is of ths
proper consistency, the coarser aggregate of screened gravel or bro-
ken stone being added as the mixing proceeds. The various degrees
of consistency may be arbitrarily classed as dr^, medium, and wet.
A dry mixture is one whose degree of dampness is about the same as
that of damp soil; only heavy, continued tamping will expose water.
A medium mixture is so wet that it will barely hold its shape when
[heaped up, ^""^^^yO^ sloppy, mixture, is one similar in consistency
i
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to mortar for plastering.
Proport ioning
Concrete materials are mixed in some stated proportions when
only a small amount is required; for example, one part of cement,
two parts of sand, four parts of gravel; these parts are always
measured by volume, and such a proportion is known as a 1 : 2:4
mixture. Taylor and Thompson, in "A Treatise on Concrete", arbi-
trarily make four proportions which differ in relative quantities
of cement, and which serve as a guide to the selection of amounts of
materials for various classes of work. These proportions are as
follows:
1. Rich; 1 : li : 3; for columns and structural parts subjected
to heavy stresses.
2. Standard; 1:2:4; for floors, beams and columns requiring
reinforcing, for tanks, sewers, etc.
3. Medium; 1 : 2-^ : 5; for walls, piers, sidewalks, etc.
4. Lean; 1:3:6; for heavy mass work which is only in com-
pression.
These proportions, however, are not theoretically correct.
The determination of the exact percentage of voids is a very techni-
|
cal process, and usually is not done, except in large structures,
|
where the aggregate used is fairly constant in size. The ideal pro-1
1portioning is accomplished when the percentage of voids is reduced to*
a minimum, the finer aggregate just filling the voids between the
j
particles of the coarser aggregate, and just enough cement being used!
to thoroughly coat every particle of the whole aggregate and to fill ji
the minute remaining voids.
j
For determining the amount of materials in a cubic yard of con-^
Crete, the following formulas, known as Fuller's Rule, give fairly
J
accurate results:
Let c = number of parts of cement
s = number of parts of sand
g = number of parts of gravel or broken stone
Then
11 = P = number of bbls. cerrent required for one cu.yd.
c+s+g —
concrete,
Px3x3,8 = S = number of cu.yd, sand required for one cu.vd.27
concrete.
Pxgx3^ or Sx£ = G = number of cu.jd. gravel or broken stone
2 7 s
required for one cu.yd, concrete.
When making mortar, it is generally assumed that the following
table holds:
Parts Cement + Parts Sand = Parts Mortar.
1 1 1.4
1 ,3 2.2
1 3 2,8
Special Properties of Concrete
As a building material, concrete has been subjected to some
extremely difficult tests which have proved its worth. Sea water,
however, seems to have a destructive action upon it, the dissolved |
sulphates forming acids which decompose the cement. By controlling
the composition of the cemant and keeping the lime and alumina con-
tent as low as possible, this decomposition may be more or less pre-
ventable; the imperviousness vvhich results from the use of a rich
mixture will also preserve the structure,
g^^'QQ"^ 2l temperature . Freezing and thawing have practically
|
no effect on concrete. Freshly laid concrete, however, is some-
times seriously injured if it freezes before it sets, and the laying!
i'
of concrete in freezing weather should be avoided. When it is nec-;
1
essary to do it, both the water and the aggregate should be well I
t!

heated before mixing, and the concrete should be laid rapidly. If I
practicable, it should be protected by canvas, clean straw, or some
such material. There seens to be a certain amount of heat genera-
jj
ted in the setting of cement, which, when retained, will keep the
concrete sufficiently warm to enable it to set properly.
j
^ire and rust protection
. Experiments and observations have l!
\
conclusively proved that concrete is an admirable protection of steel
from both fire and rust, A coating of dense concrete, 1-^ or 2 in-
ches thick, made in ordinary proportions with gravel or cinders, wii:^
resist the most severe firelikely to occur in any building, and wiliy
prevent the corrosion of steel even under extraordinary conditions.
|i
Water-tightness. Though concrete when mixed in lean propor-
1|
tions is more or less porous and readily absorbs moisture, it may ^1
easily be made water-tight. This is accomplished in several ways:
j;
i
1. By ideal proportioning of the cement and aggregates.
2. By special surface treatment.
5. By intimately mixing with the concrete some foreign sub-
stance which prevents the absorption or passage of water.
4. By applying asphalt and felt, or other waterproof material. I
PThe consistency of the mixture, too, has an effect on the wa-
I
terproof qualities of cement, it being found that the wetter the
j
mixture up to a certain degree, the more impervious will be the ce-
|
ment.
The two methods first listed above, are not especially effi-
cient; the fourth method has been much used in the past and is de- i
i
cidedly effective, though very expensive. Modern practive in wa- [!
terproofing concrete tends to the use of the third method, the mar- !
ket being flooded with waterproofing mixtures of more or less merit.
|
They are comparatively cheap, and for certain classes of concrete
4-
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work are very effective and valuable.
Forms
A very important consideration in concrete construction is the
;
ii
form. Concrete is a plastic substance, and reproduces with fidel-
j
Iity every detail of the cavity into which it is put. Consequently,
the preparation of the forms cannot be slighted. Various materials
|
are used in form construction, heavy foundations below ground having}!
no other form than an earth wall, but the greatest number of forms
are made of iron or wood. Iron has its advantages, since it can be i
easily cleaned and can be used an indefinite number of times for the\
\\
same work; but its use is limited, on account of the difficulty in
l\
5
1
working it. Wood forms are used very extensively, because wood is |!
easily convertible, and can almost always be obtained in sufficient ll
1
quantities.
Green spruce or fir is a suitable wood for forms, for it will
j
not warp, and does not absorb moisture to any great degree. If I
wood is to be used over and over again, it is economical to use the ||
SI
best grade matched stuff, free from loose knots, and to have it I
t'
built up in as large sections as it is practicable to handle. The Ii
cement will gradually fill up the pores of the wood, and thus pre-
serve it as well as would a coat of paint.
Before filling t^e concrete into the forms, paint them with
some greasy mixture, oils or soap. This is to prevent the forms
|from sticking to the cement. Should any particles of cement adhere |i
to the forms when they are removed, they should be immediately and |
completely removed,
j
Surface Finish
Unless exceedingly great care is taken in the preparation of
forms, the surface of the concrete will present an unattractive

appearance. To remedy this, various methods of surface tre^.tment
are resorted to. A cement wash, composed of a neat mixture of
cement and water may be spread over the surface, and will leave a
i
clear, smooth exterior unless the surface is exceedingly rough. In
this event, the concrete is fone over with a solution of dilute hv- I
drochloric acid, and scrubbed with a wire brush, to remove the sur- :
face cement. Then a coat of cement plaster is applied, either
smooth, cast or pebbled, this hiding the comparatively lifeless sur-
face of the b are concrete.
|Ornamental surfaces may be obtained on concrete by brushing,
|
li
rubbing, tooling, or by using an aggregate of some attractive color,
fWhere the finish is to be obtained by brushing, the forms must ^1
i\
be removed as soon as possible and the brushing accomplished rapidly|^
while the cement is still green. Care must be taken that it is notjl
too soon, as little particles of the aggregate will be loosened, re-|
suiting in a pitted and unsightly surface. A brush v^ith stiff,
springy bristles, either fiber or wire, will serve the purpose if |
the cement does not get too hard, and a liberal use of water will l|
ii
materially assist in the work.
||
A rubbed concrete finish is obtained by removing the forms when':
the concrete is a day or two old, and rubbing the surface with some
||
abrasive material, such as emery, sandstone, etc. To get the bestj'
results from this treatment, the aggregate used in the concrete
should be rather fine, or if there is any coarse stuff, it should be
spaded back from the face of the work. To assist in getting a
smooth surface, a grout of cement should be worked into any little !
existing crevices. This surface treatment erases form marks, and
|
is superior to painting with cement wash, since there is nothing to
|
scale off.

Tooling may be done on concrete just ae effectively as on
stone, provided the surface of the conorele has no large aggregate
in it. To obtain the best results, the concrete should be thorough-
ly hardened before any work is attempted on it.
Almost any color and texture can be obtained by choosing for
an aggregate for the concrete crushed stone of the proper size and
color. This can be finished in any way, and the surface thus pre-
pared is permanent, will not fade, deteriorate, scale, nor require
renewing. If the desired color Ci-.n not be acquired by the use of
colored aggregates alone, the cement itself can be given almost any
color by mixing it with certain coloring matters. In "Cement and
Concrete", by L. G. Sabin, the following color table is given: I
Dry Mater-
ial used
Weight of Dry Coloring
Matter to ICQ lbs. Cement
Cost of Colorirg
Matter, y6 per lb,
i lb. 1 lb. 2 lb. 4 lb.
Lamp black Light
Slate
Light
Gray
Blue
Gray
Dark
Slate
15
Prussian
Blue
Light
Green
Slate
Light
Blue
Slate
Blue
Slate
Bright
Blue
Slate
50
Yellow
Ochre
Light
Green
Light
Buff
5
Burnt Umber Light
Pinkish
Slate
Pinkish
Slate
Lavender
Pink
Chocolate 10
Red Iron Ore Pinkish
Slate
Dull
Pink
Terra
Cotta
Light
Brick
Red
2.5
Some colors seem to fade when exposed to the weather, especial-
ly Lamp Black and Prussian Blue. The iron ore seems to be the most
permanent in color, but even it gets lighter with exposure.
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Stuc co
Stucco has been in use to a greater or less extent for agen.
|
The Greeks and Romans were experts in its application, and some of
the finest examples of fresco and inlaid tile work are today pre-
served in stuccoed surfaces. In European countries stucco or
jplastered houses are more common than frame, probably because lumber!
is comparatively scarce, and because the appreciation of the beauty
\
of these surfaces is greater than here.
Stucco has been employed more extensively for building purposes
||
||m warm, dry climates than elsewhere, because in the past only mud ?!
1'
or lime plasters have been used. This could not endure in a damp t
{\
climate, nor could it withstand the sudden and wide changes in tern- ^|
!|
perature of colder climates. The use of cement, however, has changl
ed all this, and the architectural beauty which can be developed in 1:
the use of stucco can be enjoyed anywhere. ji
!
.
Stucco today is being employed for two purposes - to form the !|
*i
exterior wall of a building, or to renovate an existing structure byl
giving it a more pleasing appearance. Many old buildings have beenP
made presentable and attractive by putting a coat of stucco over the;;
stone, brick or wood of which they have been built, forming a per-
manent finish.
Constituents..^ The mixture commonly used in stucco work con-
sists of cement and sand, with the addition of about one part of hy-
drated lime to ten parts of cement. The cement and lime should be |
thoroughly dry mixed first, then double the quantity of clean sand \
added, and the whole mass mixed until it shows a uniform color. |
Water should then be added until the mixture has a consistency of a
stiff plaster.
of application
. As in all concrete work, careful work-
i
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manship is an essential of success. When cement plaster is applied
;
to a surface which absorbs moisture, proper adhesion cannot take
place; or if a freshly plastered surface is exposed to the heat of
the sun, evaporation will take the water from the cement and prevent t
il
(I
its proper hardening. To avoid this latter contingency, the sur- «i
(j
face must be protected with canvas, or frequently sprayed. Stucco il
jl
should never be applied when the temperature is below freezing, for p|
the water will of course turn to ice and the cement will not harden.
||
Another precaution is to never disturb the stucco after the cement |
has begun to set. !
'i
On Frame Buildings
. Some distinct advantages of a stucco ex-
||
il
terior over shingle or clapboard work are responsible for a great i\
\[
and growing popularity of the former. Stucco, when properly applie(^;
iis permanently enduring, improves in appearance with age, and has J|
no maintenance charge for painting or renovating. It is claimed
\
that stucco makes a frame house v/armer in winter and cooler in sum-
\
\
mer, and it naturally adds to th;-3 fireproof quality of the structure!
Si
Figure 16 shows the usual
||
type of construction enploved in i\
stucco work. The framework, con-'
si sting of the studs and sheath- i
si
ing, must be made as stiff as pos-^;
-
sible, for any swaying of the
structure will necessarily crack the stucco. The sheathing is well
nailed to the outside of the studs; then follows a layer of good,
heavy building paper, held in place by 5/8" x 1" furring strips,
|
placed vertically 9 inches apart. On these strips is fastened ei- i|
ther the metal or wood lath, to which the stucco is applied. |
iTo use metal or wood lath, is a mooted question. Some reputa-j|
?^-y (T^fier-y<:^y^''/ rt/rr/n^ -S/r/p^ -,9*c.c.
wniiii mmm/mn/mmmm,
^ S'k 6 ^7t/yj
\
WmmmMmm/m/mmm/
?!
m.
'j/m/m/m
^Inienar 'P/a.ste r.
FIG IS.
3TUCCO ON TEPiMEl STI^UCTUetL.
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ble architects deplore the uce of either, and will not specify the
|
application of stucco to anything but a hollow tile with a specially!
shaped side. Other authorities advocate the use of a narrow wood
j
lath, claiming the expansion and contraction to be so slight that no i
cracks in the stucco result. Metal lath are recommended because
|
there is no absorption of any moisture required by the mortar, the
I
fire risk is decreased, and there can be no cracks to harbor vermin.
|
One essential is that no water get behind the stucco. To prevent
this, all roof guttering and downspouting should be put up before thej
plastering is done. Wood window and door-sills should project well
|
from the face of the plaster, and should have a good drip, either by a
;
downward slant, or by a groove rebated in the under side of the sill
\
near enough to its edge that it will not be covered by plaster.
If metal lath is used, it should be properly protected from
corrosion. This can be accomplished in several ways. An expen-
sive but effectual method is to plaster the lath on both sides, but
if this is impract ical)le, the lath may be dipped in a paint made of
equal parts of neat cement and water. Immediately after the dip-
ping, the lath should be attached to the furring strips, and the
stucco should be applied as soon as the cement has hardened on the
metal. A bitumen paint, to which cement will adhere, can be used,
but two dippings will be necessary, and the paint should dry for
twenty-four hours.
After the lath is in place, the first coat should be applied.
It is aimed f©r the first and second coats to be a cement mortar
with only a small percentage of lime, the composition to be as fol-
lows:
1 part cement
2 parts clean sand
1/10 part pulverized hydrated lime

!All materials are to be measured by volume. They should be
1
thoroughly mixed dry, and then water is added until the mortar ic of
the proper consistency for plastering. For the first coat, add one
pound of hair to each hag of cement.
In doing the work, the plastering should be started at the top, '
and carried downward continuously without allowing the plastering to
dry at the raw lower edge. If the wall is so wide as to make it im-
possible to work the full width at one time, make the break at some
j|
natural division, such as a door or window. The plaster must be j'
I
jforced through the meshes so as to form a good key; a small sized
j
mesh, not larger than 3/8" by 5/8" is preferable, since it will pre-
|
i
vent the waste caused by dropping cement through the larger meshes.
I
i'
The thickness of the first coat should be about half an inch; while
|
i.
this coat is still wet, it should be scratched deeply over the entirej
surface, and then as soon as it can support the second coat, the lat-l
ter is applied, from to ^" thick. This should also be scratched|
to provide a rough surface for the finish coat. The finish coat
should contain no lime nor hair, but should have some reliable com- !
mercial waterproofing mixed with it according to the directions givenji
by the manufacturer.
When half-timbering is used, the boards should be rebated as
shown in Figure 16, in order that moisture be kept out as much as
possible
.
I
Surface-finishing
. Stucco admits of wide variation in surface i
finish, and almost any effect may be obtained. A few methods are
listed herewith.
Smooth
.
This finish can be secured by troweling the final coat -j
to an even surface.
^^2HE^-cast. By using plasterers' trowels covered with carpet

or burlap a rough-cast finish may be obtained. The irregularity of'!
the surface may be varied by using coarse grained sand.
j
Slap-dash. It requires an expert to do this finish well; the 1
method is to throw on the final coat with a paddle.
Pebble-dash. Apply the final coat rather wet, then throw
clean pebbles about i inch in diameter into it. Start the work at
\
the top, and throw the pebbles on with a sweeping motion, using
enough force to imbed them securely. Care must be taken not to dis|
turb the cement after it has started to set, and in order to avoid i
IIthis, the surface must be covered with the pebbles immediately afterji
the fresh plaster is applied. It is well to have a separate work-
j;
man handle the pebbles if the surface is of any size, but if it is I
cut up into smaller separate portions, one of these may be plastered
P
r!
! I
With the final coat and covered with pebbles immediately afterward
by the same workman.
In addition to the various finishes that can be given to stucco ?!
I!
It can be colored almost any shade desired. Very beautiful effects!'
can be obtained by properly arranging the various colors at differeni
places in the structure.
Concrete Blocks
The manufacture of concrete blocks has assumed great importance
as an industry of recent years, on account of the simplicity of
structures built of concrete blocks, and the ease of handling them,
the use of forms being obviated. Manufacturers of concrete blocks
claim that they excel stone in texture, color, appearance, and dura-
bility, when properly made, and are considerably lower in cost.
Any discussion of all block machines is futile, from the fact |
that there are hundreds of machines up on the market, all differing,
\
some widely, some only in details. The immense variety is an ex-
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cellent witnesc both to the inventive genius diaplayed tr/ concrete
||
men, and to the widespread, sincere interest in block manufacture.
i'
There are at least a dozen type of raachines - molding face-down,
face-up, or side-face blocks; with horizontal or vertical cores; witL
single, double, or staggered air spaces; using dry, medium, or wet !
mixtures; and so on, almost indefinitely.
jj
Size
.
The best size to construct a block is a question which
|
is best settled by a consideration of the work in hand. A fair
average would be, perhaps, one 16 to 34 inches long, and 8 inches
high, with a depth varying from 8 to 12 inches. An 8-inch block i!
ij
is amply strong for small residences, but the building ordinances of
fi
some cities require a 12-inch block,
jj
Types
.
Two general types of blocks are made, faced and unit
in construction. A faced block consists practically of two layers, 'I
the heavier body of the block being composed possibly of a 1 : 4
j
mixture of cement and gravel, while the face is made of a 1 : 2 mix-
5
ture of cement and sand. A successful block must have a perfect
bond between these two layers, otherwise the face will probably checl|'
or crack off, presenting a very bad appearance. The facing mixture
f
I
ordinarily contains a small percentage of hydrated lime, in order to
secure an attractive texture and finish for the surface. Water-
proofing may also be included in the facing mixture; in fact, it is
desirable. Coloring matter, too, may be incorporated, and blocks
of any color may be produced.
In making the unit block, the same mixture is used throughout.
Contrary to the usual idea, a comparatively coarse aggregate may
still present a pleasing exterior, and the unit block is conseauent-
ly gaming favor and prominence. The block may be waterproofed
|
throughout, though if a rich enough mixture is used, the block should
J
4C
^
be sufficiently impervious without waterproofing.
!
I
Pes^K^^ of Block Facec. The selection of a design for the face
of a block is so much a matter of personal tar.te that it may seem
useless to attempt to lay down any rules on this subject. The fav-
orite block seems to be one with a flat face, either flat or beveled
corners, and with sufficient diversity in size of face to so away «
with monotony.
Curing
.
Irrespective of type, design, color or face, the
block must be properly cured. Every possible precaution must be ii
taken to prevent the drying out of the block during the initial
set and early hardening. They must be protected from wind, sun,
|
dry heat and freezing until they have fully solidified. Two weeks
H
is not too long a time to accomplish this. Even with this, blocks
^|
should not be used, except under special conditions, until they are
at least six weeks old. A 24-inch block will shrink about I/I6 of |
an inch in that length of time, and if green blocks are placed in a
wall the shrinkage will be perceptible.
Laying Blocks. The best mortar to use in laying concrete |
blocks is one composed of:
1 part cement
3 parts hydrated lime, and
enough sand to make a rich mortar.
The blocks should be wetted thoroughly before laying to prevent the |
absorption of moisture from the mortar. The mortar joint should be
rather thin, from 1/4 to 0/8 inch in thickness.
|
Special Shapes. Special shapes and sizes of blocks are necess-
ary for the construction of silos, porches, cornices, sills, and
other architectural details. The equipment of a good machine in- |
i
eludes sufficient forms to make almost any shape of block desired. I
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Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced concrete is ordinary concrete in which iron or steel
rods or wire is imbedded. Reinforcement is required when the con-
crete is liable to be pulled or bent, as in floors, beams, posts,
walls or tanks, because, while concrete is as strong as stone mason- !
ry, neither of these materials has nearly so much strength in tensiori
as in compression. Moreover, concrete alone, like any natural ston^,
is brittle, but by imbedding in it steel rods or other reinforce-
jj
ments, the cement adheres, and the metal binds the particles toge- |i
ther, and the reinforced concrete is then better able to withstand ;1
j ar and impact .
||
The idea of reinforcing concrete may be gathered from the fol- t
Ilowing, using Figure 17 for illustration:
|
Suppose a rectangular, concrete beam be suppor-
ted at B and at C, with a load applied at A. The
a ^ beam will be divided into two parts by a horizontal
PIG. 17
PEINCIPLe OF
eeiNFORciNG coNc^ert plane, shown in the figure by the dotted line. That
part of the beam at A below the dotted line will be
in tension; that is, the action of the force A will tend to tear the
|
particles apart. Above the dotted line, tlaat part of the beam at
j
A will be in compression, or will be resisting a tendency toward
|
crushing at that place. At the dotted line itself, there will be ncj
strain, consequently it is known as the neutral axis. Now concrete!
f
is from six to ten times as strong in compression as it is in ten-
|
sion, and unless the lower part of the beam is treated in some way l
il
>i
SO as to bring the resistance to the tension in the lower part as
high as the resistance to compression in the upper part, the full
efficiency of the beam is not attained. By imbedding steel rods,
a material very high in tensile strength, in the lower part of the
i
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beam, the concrete materials are more firmly bound together, and
this, added to the strength of the steel itself, greatly auments I
the resistance to a tensile strain in this part of the beam. The
j
beam is properly reinforced when there is enough steel in the lower
|
part to increase the tensile strength sufficiently to equalize the
{
compressive strength in the upper part.
j
Since concrete is a brittle material, and steel a comparatively
||
ductile one, it might be imagined that the stretching of the tension j!
part of the beam would result in the formation of cracks on this surJ
face, leaving the stsel to resist all the pull. This has been
j
proved to be true to a certain extent, and it might be suppose that t
these cracks would admit moisture, resulting in corrosion of the
|
steel. However, while these cracks do reduce the strength of the I
concrete, they are so minute, and so uniformly distributed, that the t
reinforcing metal is protected even up to its elastic limit,
|
Not only must the steel be correctly located, but it is essen-
:|
i
tial to have the proper quantity of metal in the beam. The nearer
the steel is placed to the neutral axis, the less will be its rein- !
forcing effect; consequently, it should be placed near the surface h
in the tension section, but not so near as to cause any cracking off I
of exterior layers. If the amount of metal is too small, weakness
jj
will show itself as soon as the metal reaches its yield point, while
^|
if the cross section of the metal is too large in comparison with thJ
area of concrete in compression, the beam, in case of failure, will
give way by compression in the concrete. The area of the reinforc-
ing metal in rectangular beams and slabs varies according to condi-
tions from about ifo to ]^ of the area of the cross section of the
reinforced beam above the steel.
The actual design of a concrete beam or slab to obtain the
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highest efficiency of both the concrete and the steel is a very tech-^'
nical problem, and will not be taken up here. It should be entrus- ii
;t
ted to a competent engineer, who is familiar with the character of ^'
the member, and the strength and elasticity of the concrete and the
steel
.
Various shapes and sizes of steel bars are used for reinforcing;!
most of them are manufactured so as to make the surface of the rod as
irregular as possible, to overcome any tendency of the steel to slip
through the concrete, and to give a better gripping surface,
j
The reinforcing of silos will be considered mDre in detail in a
;
subsequent chapter devoted exclusively to silos and the methods em-
,
ployed in their construction.
The Strength of Concrete
Concrete possesses its chief value as a building material as a
result of its great compression strength. With reinforcing it be-
comes an ideal material for columns, beams and floors. Tests of con
Crete are made to determine either the tensile, compressive or trans-
verse strength, and from the results of these tests deductions are
made as to the comparative strength with other materials.
Plain concrete, that is, concrete without any reinforcing varies
in strength according to:
1, The quality of the cement.
3, Testure of the aggregate.
3. Quantity of cement in a unit volume of concrete.
4. Tensity of the concrete.
!
i
The actual strength of concrete in compression, because of the
j
limited capacity of testing machines, can be determined only by ex-
|
periments upon comparatively small specimens. The actual strength
\
of good concrete, carefully made and laid, is in all prbability some-l
what higher than the results of experiments indicate, because speci- \

i men blocks can not contain such a homogeneous mixture as would exist
in actual practive. Taylor and Thompson have evolved a simple for-
mula for the determination of the strength of plain concrete, which
gives sufficient accuracy for comparing the compressive strength of
mixtures of the same materials in different proportions. The for-
mula follows:
Let
P = unit of compressive strength of concrete,
C = absolute volume of cement in a unit volume of concrete.
S = absolute volume of sand ina unit volume concrete.
g = absolute volume of stone in a unit volume of concrete.
M = a coefficient, varying only with the age of the concrete.
Average values of M are as follows:
Age
7 days
1 month
3 months
6 months
1 year
Value of M
9500
13500
15600
16900
18000
Then
P = M ( c
- l)(l+c-(s+g) "••^)-
Table of Compressive Strength of Concrete
Proportions
1
1
1
1
1
Z
3
4
3
4
5
6
8
Age Six Months,
lbs,/sq. in,
2720
2410
2130
1910
1530
voids
.
Transverse Strength of Concrete, The strength of a plain con-
crete beam is limited by the tensile strength of concrete at the
place of greatest strain, which with vertical loading, is at the low-
er surface.
Table for Transverse Strength of Plain Concrete.
Proportions Strength in Ibs./sq.in,1:2:4 4401:3:6 2261:4:8 157
i
Mortar
Mortar is composed of lime or cement and clean sand, with just
enough water to make a plastic mass. The proportion of sand depends
upon the character of the lime or cement.
Cement Mortar. In mixing cement mortar the cement and sand are
first mixed thoroughly dry, the water then added and the whole worked
to a uniformly plastic condition. The quality of the mortar is gov-
erned largely by the thoroughness of the mixing, the object to be at-
tained being so completely mixing the materials that no two adjacent \
grains shall be without an intervening film of cement. The chief
faults in mixing mortar are, not mixing the materials thoroughly when!
dry, and adding an excess of water in order to facilitate the labor \
of mixing. An overdose of water is better than an insufficiency,
however, for cement is very absorptive.
In mixing by hand a platform or box is essential; the sand shoulcf
be spread in an even layer, then covered with the proper amount of ce-|
ment, after which both should be turned and mixed with shovels until J
thorough incorporation is effected. The dry mixture should then be
|
piled in a heap, with a crater at the top, and all the water required
|
poured into it. ^he material on the outside of the crater should be
thrown in until the water is taken up, and then worked in a plastic
3ondit ion.
In order to secure good mixing, it is customary to specify the
nixture to be turned a specified number of times with shovels, both
jiry and wet. The mixing with the shovels should be performed quickly!
and energetically.
The proportion of cement to sand varies with the nature of the
jrork and the necessity for strength or imperviousness of the mortar,
be sand for mortar must be clean, that is, free from loam, mud, or

organic matter, sharp, and fairly coarse and not too uniform in size.!
The water should be fresh and clean, free from mud and vegetable
matter. The quantity of water can be determined only by experience,!
since the nature of the sand and the cement, and the proportions of
each, govern it so largely. Finesand requires more water than [
coarse to give the same consistency. Dry sand will absorb more
water than moist, and a sand composed of porous materials will re-
quire more than one composed of hard material.
j
The purpose for which the mortar is to be used also affects the
amount of water used. The consistency of mortar for masonry is suchj
that it will stand in a pile, and not be fluid enough to flew. Mor-|
tar for plastering is more plastic.
Cement and Sand Required for
One Cubic Yard of Mortar
Parts of Cement Sand
Cement : Sand bbls. cu.yd.
1 : 1 4.00 0.60
1 : 2 2.75 0.80
1 : 3 2.00 0.85
1 : 4 1.50 0.90
1 : 5 1.25 0.93
1 : 6 1.00 0.95
As to the amount of water, it has been found by numerous experi-
ment that as a general rule, one rt of water to three parts of ce- 1
ment by measure, or 3^ parts of cement by volume, is the best, both
in regard to convenience in mixing and in the ultimate strength and
durability of the mortar.
Amount of Mortar Required for
A Cubic Yard of Masonry
Kind of Masonry Mortar, cu.yd.
Ashlar, 18" courses, |" joints 0.035
12" courses, joints 0.075
Brick, standard size, 1/8" joints 0.10 - 0.150
„
3/8" joints 0.25 - 0.350Kubble, small rough stones 0.33 - 0.400large
^
hammer dressed 0.20 - o!300
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Paint
A paint is a liquid coating applied to wood, steel, iron or
other material for the purpose of ornamentation or protection, or
both. It consists of a base (usually a metallic oxide), a vehicle,
and a solvent. The vehicle is the liquid part of the paint; in
most paints it is either raw or boiled linseed oil, sometimes with
the addition of a little turpentine. In enamel paints the vehicle f
i
is varnish; in kalsomine and other cold-water paints it is a solution
|
of glue, casein, albumen, or some other cementing material, which is
sometimes called a binder,
.Bases. The base for most common paints is either white lead or
zinc oxide; these, unchanged, form the base of most white paints,
j
while for colored paints various pigments are mixed with them. White'
lead is a hydrated carbonate of lead, obtained by pouring carbonic
acid gas over a mixture of lead, obtained by pouring carbonic acid
gas over a mixture of oxide of lead (litharge) and water with about
'
one per cent of acetate of lead. It is insoluble in water but easi-i
Ily soluble in nitric acid, and dissolves when heated, first turning |
yellow m color. Its chief adulterants are gypsum, whiting or chalk!
zinc oxide, and sulphates of baryta and lead. Oxide of zinc is pro-f
duced by distilling metallic zinc in retorts under a current of air;
it will dissolve in hydrochloric acid.
From oxide of lead is produced the rex oxide, or red lead, much
used as a base for bright red paints. It is manufactured by rais-
ing oxide of lead to a very high temperature, just short of fusion,
during which it absorbs oxygen from the air, and is converted into
the red oxide. By using carbonate of lead and properly regulating
the temperature, an orarge base, called orange lead is obtained. Red|
lead is adulterated with various metallic oxides, with red oxides of
I
o4
of iron, and with brick duct.
Iron oxide is produced from the brown hematite iron orec by
roasting, separating the impurities and then grinding. Shades vary- f:
ing from yellowish brown to black may be obtained by altering the
|
temperatures under which it is roasted.
j
Sulphide of antimony, or antimony vermilion, is a dull orange '
red base produced from antimony ore.
The base for most yellow paints is chromate or lead, or chrome-
I
yellow; green is chrome-green, a mixture of chrome-yellow and prus- j
I
sian blue • Ultramarine or prussian blue is the base for common blue!
Ipaints. Coal-tar gives bases of brilliant red, violet, and purple.
||
liMost black paints have for a base carbon, either in the form of lamp-i
black, bone-black, or graphite.
Vehicles
. Lineeed oil is the most widely used of vehicles. It
1
is produced by compressing flaxseed. The oil is allowed to settle
juntil it can be drawn off clear. Good raw linseed oil should be |
pale in color, transparent, and almost free from odor. It impr(Sves
with age; its drying quality and color may be improved by adding a
pound of white lead to each gallon of oil and letting it settle for
|j
a week, when the oil is drawn off. The white lead remaining can be I
used as a base for coarse paint. I
I
Boiled linseed oil is prepared by heating raw oil; it is thickeril
\\
and darker in color than raw oil, and is not as suitable for delicatefl
(|
work. However, it dries in about one-fourth the time required for
raw oil, and is valuable on account of this property.
Linseed oil is subject to various adulterations, as by the addi-f
tion of hemp, fish, cotton-seed or mineral oils, which are difficult
|
to detect. Various substitutes for linseed oil, such as fish-oil
jl
or cotton-seed oil treated with benzene, are on the market, as well
I
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as numerous patented preparations, under wldch clasn comes Japan-oil.
Solvent, About the only solvent used in paint manufacture ie
spirits of turpentine, a volatile oil obtained by the distillation of
turpentine from the yellow-pine trees of the southern States. The
residuum left after distillation is called rosin, to distinguish it
;
from the finer resins used in varnish manufacture. Good turpentine [!
is colorless, and has a pleasant pungent odor. It is often adulter-||
ated with mineral oils, and benzene, naphta, etc. are often employed
as a substitute for it.
Drie^. These are compounds of lead and manganese, dissolved
!|
in oil, and thinned with turpentine or benzene. They act as carrier^
of oxygen between the air and the oil, and their addition makes the !i
paint dry more rapidly. Not more than ten per cent by volume of
drier should be added, since any excess will lower the durability of
the paint.
Pigments
. These are added to regular paints of a basic color
to obtain other colors. The principle ones are as follows:
Blacks - Lamp-black, vegetable-black, ivory-black, bone-black.
Blues - Prussian blue, blue lead, cobalt blue.
Browns - Raw Umber, burnt umber, burnt sienna.
Reds
- Red lead, vermillion, Indiana, Chinese and Venetian Red.
Greens - Arsenites of copper, cobalt, ferrous oxide of iron,
mixtures of blue and 3^ellow pigments.
Yellows
- Chrome yellow, Naples yellow, yellow ochre, raw sienn<
General Composition
The composition of paint varies with the purpose for which it is|
to be used, and the surface it is intended to cover. If the paint ij
to be subsequently varnished, it must contain a minimum of oil. If
\
it is to be exposed to the sun, turpentine must be added to prevent ^
blistering; it is also necessary to make paint adhere to old painted
\
surfaces. On new work, the first coat is called the primer, and is
j
chiefly oil, made by adding a gallon of raw linseed oil to each galloj

5G
of ordinary paint. Knots and resinous places should be covered with.'
a shellac varnish before oil paint is applied as a priming coat.
jExterior painting
. For new exterior work, at least three coats
j
are necessary for a satisfactory paint surface. The first or prim-
|
ing coat is largely absorbed by the wood. Residences are usually
|
>
painted with a white lead base, which is sold as a paste containing !
I0,v of oil. White zinc is also an important base. Each has its
|
defects, the white lead having a tendency to powder, and the white
j
i
zinc becoming hard and scaly; by mixing the two together in the pro- s
portions of l/s white zinc to 2/3 white lead, a product is formed
superior to each of its components.
Painting may be facilitated if the trim is painted first, leav-
\
ing the body color to be laid on neatly against it. The paint shouli
be brushed on with the grain, and each coat should be allowed a week '
ii
in which to harden before the succeeding coats are applied. The
priming coat will require about a gallon of paint for each SOO square
feet of surface, the second and third coats being much thinner, a
gallon of paint covering about 500 or 600 square feet. The paint
for roofs should contain a large proportion of oil, and little or no
drier.
The treatment of shingles may result in especially beautiful ef-
fects if properly done. Special shingle stains, of almost every con-
ceivable color and tints and shades of color, are made, which consist
of a pigment suspended in creosote or some similar liquid, the creo-
\
sote having a definite preserving effect. Objection is sometimes
made to the odor of the creosote, but this soon passes away; should
|
the rain water collected from the roofs be used for household purpos-l
I
es, it is better that it be diverted from the cistern for a time, un-|
til two or three good jrains have washed the roof. Creosote is not

poisonous, but it is more or less disagreeable in odor.
|
Interior Paint inR . Doors and window frames are [-^iven a primingji
coat before they leave the mill, the priming being omitted on those
surfaces which will later be varnished or stained. As mentioned be-'
fore, all resinous knots should be shellacked before any paint is ap-;
plied. Following the priming coat should come the puttying, which
is done more satisfactorily with a wooden spatula than with a steel
putty-knife, which cannot be used without marring the surface. The Ij
paint for the second coat should have a vehicle which is half turpen-.
tine so that it will dry with a dull, or "flat" surface, to which the
next coat will adhere readily. The third coat is usually the final
[|
i;
one, and may be an ordinary paint, drying with a gloss that may be
'f
removed by a light rubbing with pumice stone and water.
Enamel paint, a harder and more expensive paint than oil paint, |
i
is made with varnish as a vehicle. It is commonly applied over oil
|
paint which has been slightly roughened with sand paper when quite
|
dry. When the first enamel coat has hardened, it should be sand-
papered or cut with curled hair, and then covered with the final coatj
which may be left glossy or rubbed flat as desired.
|
Varnish. Varnishes are of two kinds, spirit varnishes, made by!
dissolving a resin in a volatile oil, of which type shellac is a fam-
iliar example, and oil varnishes, in which the resin is mixed with
linseed oil and this compound dissolved in turpentine or benzene.
The gums principally used in making oil varnishes are amber,
anime and copal, the last of which is used the most extensively. It
|
!IS not as durable as amber, and not so expensive. Coach varnish is |i
i
made from the paler kinds of this gum. Of the softer gums, m.astic, I
\
gammar, and resin are dissolved in the best grade of turpentine, and
|
light, quick drying varnish, which, however, is not very tough nor
|
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durable. The softest gums, lac, sandarac, etc. are dissolved in al-
:
cohol to make a ciuick drying varnish harder and more glossy than the
turpentine varnishes, but not nearly so durable nor so resistant to
exposure.
Applying Varnish
. The wood to be varnished first receives a
coat of paste filler, which is strongly rubbed in along the grain
with a stiff brush, and which, after a half hour's drying, is rubbed
off with burlap or excelsior across the grain. Following this, any
necessary puttying is done, and in two day^ the first coat of varnish
is applied; after five days it is cut with curled hair or sandpaper
to remove the gloss, so the next coat will adhere well; then two or
three coats of varnish five days apart, each coat well rubbed except
the last, which may be left glossy, or given a flat tone by rubbing |l
with pumice stone and water.
Floors that are to be varnished shovild receive the treatment
above described, using a shellac varnish, which dries rapidly and
does not discolor the wood to any great degree. If the floors are [
I
to be waxed, a regular floor wax should be obtained, and after one cr \
two coats of shellac varnish have been applied, then five or six
coats of wax should be put on at intervals of a week, each coat being
well polished with a weighted floor brush used for the purpose.
While waxed floors are undoubtedly handsome in appearance, the diffi-
culty and expense of maintaining them in a first class condition
makes the use of varnish more practicable. Linoleum, a floor cover-
ing which is much used in kitchens and bathrooms, may be kept perman-
ently bright and clean by giving it a couple of coats of shellac var-
nish each year.
Refinishing Old Work. Exterior work, if properly executed by
good workmen with good materials, should last from five to ten years;
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it may lose its luster, without deterioration in the body of the
paint, in which case the surface need only be cleaned and given a
coat of oil, to supply the deficiency caused by evaporation. Re-
painting may be done over an old surface, if it is still smooth, but
if it is rough and scaly, it will have to be scrubbed off with a stiff
wire brush, or in extreme cases, the old paint may have to be removed':
with the flaring blast of the painter's torch, which so softens the
paint that it may be scraped off while hot.
Interior varnished surfaces may be cleaned with a varnish remo-
ver, an expensive and highly inflammable compound of solvent liquids,
which penetrate old paint and varnish and soften it so that it may be||
removed with scrapers or brushes. If the interior has been given I
. .
fi
originally a covering of first class varnish, all that may be necessar|
is a thorough washing with soapsuds, followed when dry by a single
j
coat of varnish. To remove old floor wax, which may have dried and \
would prevent a uniform appearance upon the application of a fresh |
coat, a ten per cent solution of sal soda in hot water is used.
Glass
The ordinary glass used as panes for small windows is called
sheet or cylinder glass, from the method of its manufacture; it is
first blown into the form of a cylinder, cut axially, and then flat-
tened on a stone or steel plate. The defects of glaos are very no- |
ticeable, especially the waviness of sheet glass, which cannot be
wholly eliminated. Ordinary window glass is sold by the box what-
jever may be the size of the panes, the aggregate in square feet of
glass being fifty, as nearly as the size of the panes will allow.
^ilSel Glass. Sheet Glass, without regard to its quality, is
graded according to the thickness, as single strength (SS) or double
strength (DS)
.
The latter is supposedly of a uniform thickness of

;^0
!
1/8 of an inch, while the former may be as thin as l/lC inch, though'
ther© is a wide variation in thickness in the same piece of either |'
kind of glass. Withiegard to quality, glass is designated as AA
for the best, A for the second, and B for the third grade. The AA
glass is supposed to be the best glass that cfc.n be made by the cyl- I:
inder process, but as even this may have flaws in it, it requires
very careful observation to distinguish the grade in separate panes |i
of good glass. The B grade is used only in cellar or hot-bed sash,
|
greenhouses, etc. I
Regular stock sizes in sheet glass vary by inches from 6 to 16
j
inches, and above that by even indies up to 20 inches in width and
j|
70 inches in length for double strength, and 34 x 50 in. for single 8
Istrength. The cost of this glass per square foot increases very v
rapidly as the size of pane increases.
jj
i
Plate Glass
.
This glass differs from the sheet glass in that I
it is not blown, but poured out in a molten mass on a flat table,
jj
rolled to a fairly even surface, and then ground and polished, so !|
h
that the thickness of any one piece should be almost exactly uniform.||
It varies in thickness from 3/16 to 5/16 of an inch, and is made in |j
various sizes, even as large as 12 by 16 feet. The coat is deter- |!
||
mined by the size of the glass. Plate glass weighs about lbs.
\
to the square foot.
jSpecial Kinds of Glass . Crown glass is a superior sheet glass,!
with a finer s-urface. Special surfaces are given to plate glass
used in doors, transoms, or any place an obscure glass is desired.
Ground glass in the past was much used for this purpose, but the difj
ficulty of keeping a ground surface clean caused it to be supplanted
|j
by the figured surface glass. Prismatic glass
, made with specially!
designed corrugated surfaces for diffusing light, is now manufacture4
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I by several companies. Rolled wire glass
.
made by imbedding rather
small mesh netting in the middle of the glass, and furnished with
almost any kind of surface and in almost any size up to 4 by 10 feet,
is being widely used in skylight and factory window construction.
Nails
Nails may be classified according to manufacture as follows:
Wrought nails, forged either by hand or machine, and will make
an excellent clinch without breaking. They are seldom used in con-
nection with wood work.
Cut nails, cut from a strip of rolled steel of the thickness the
nail is to be and a little wider then the nail, to admit of the shap-
ing of a head.
^ire nails
.
made from a stiff steel wire of the same size as the
shank of the nail is to be.
Special nails, such as copper, brass and composition nails, are
made to be used in connection with marine and refrigerator work, and
in physical laboratories, to avoid the magnetic effects of iron or
steel.
Nails are made in almost any conceivable size and shape to suit
every class of work; the principal varieties are listed in the table 1
jbelow. Galvanized nails may be procured, and for fastening shingles,!
slates and all kinds of roofing, where the durability of the nail
|
sometimes governs the worth of the material which it holds, galvanized
nails should be used.
From tests it has been determined that cut nails have a holding l\
power about twice that of wire nails, varying from 123 to 286 pounds
for fourpenny wire and cut nails respectively, to 705 and 595 pounds
||
for twentypenny nails, in pine wood. The relative holding power of ri
various woods is about as follows: white pine 1; yellow pine 1.5; oak |i
1
I I
5; elm 2; beech 3.2,
[
The length of nails is designated by penni es
.
which formerly in4
i
dicated the pennyweights of metal in the nail. This designation no
'
longer holds good, but the terms are still retained, and the use of
j
them has become so firmly established that it will probably never be |
changed. The weights run from two to sixty penny, with the corres- '
ponding lengths of from one inch to six inches. Common nails have
a broad flat head; casing nails are slightly finer than common nails,
and have a head shaped like a truncated cone; finishing nails are
i
Still finer, and have a short cylindrical head but slightly larger
||
than the shank of the nail. Spikes are made with diamond or chisel !i
points, and with convex or flat heads.
|j
A good carpenter always uses nails sufficiently large to secure-ii
ly hold the work, but since a considerable saving can be made by us-
s
\
ing nails of a size or two smaller, some unscrupulous builders have
j
Ito be carefully watched. It is well to have the size of nails epe-
|j
cified for important work.
For framing, 20d, 40d, or 60d nails or spikes should be used,
j
I
according to the size of the timliers. For sheathing, roof boarding J
I
underfloor, and cross bridging, use lOd comn.on nails. For upper
|
Ifloors of matched flooring, 9d or lOd casing nails should be used,
|
Ceiling and partition stuff, when 3/4 inch thick, is nailed with 8d 1
casing nails, and with 6d when of thinner stuff. Inside finish is
nailed with finish nails or brads from 8d down to 2d in size, accord-|
ing to the thickness of the material. Weather boarding is generall4
SI
put on with 6d casing or finish nails; lath should be fastened with h
3d and shingles with 4d shingle nails, the latter preferably galvan-
||
ized.
li
1
Quantity of Nails Required for different Kinds of Work.
1000 shingles - 5 lb. 4d or Z>i lb. 3d.
1000 lath - 7 lb. 3d.
100 sq.yd. lath - 10 lb. 3d.
1000 sq.ft. weatherboarding - IS lb. 6d.
1000 " " sheathing - 20 lb . 8d or 25 lb
1000 " " flooring - 30 lb. 8d or 40 lb.
1000 " " studding - 15 lb. lOd or 5 lb.
lOd.
lOd.
20d.
Common Nails & Brads
Wire Nail Tables
Size Length Gauge No, to
in. 1 lb.
Spikes
Size Length Gauge No, t
in. 1 lb
2d 1 15 876
3d 1^ 14 568
4d ll 12i 316
5d li 12|- 271
6d 2 llf 181
7d 2i- ll| 161
8d Zk loi 106
9d 2j lot 96
lOd 3 9 69
12d 3^ 9 63
16d 3j 8 49
20d 4 6 31
30d 4i 5 24
40d 5 4 18
50d 5i 3 14
60d 6 2 11
Shingle Nails
3d 1^ 13 429
4d if 12 274
5d 1^ 12 235
6d 2 12 204
7d 2^ 11 139
8d 2i 11 125
9d 25 11 114
lOd 3 10 83
lOd 3 6 41
12d 6 38
16d 3i 5 30
20 d 4 4 23
30 d 4i 3 17
40d 5 2 13
50d 5i 1 10
60d 6 1 8
7 7
8 00 6
9 00 5
10 3/8 4
12 3/8 5
Fine Nails
2d 1 16i 1350
3d 1 1/8 15 778
4d 1 1/2 14 473
/Oi^ Comma.'?
D t>
&ci Cos /no
D
^
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Chapter II
LOCATION OF FARM BUILDINGS
In discussing the location of farm buildings, there are two
standpoints that have to be assumed, viz,, with reference to the to-
pography of the farm, and with reference to the relation of the buil-
dings to each other. The two are equally important, and the pro-
blem of location becomes rather difficult when the subsidiary factors
as convenience, size of farm, prevailing winds, t3rpe and use of buil-
dings, etc., are taken into consideration. It is safe to say that
in ninety-nine per cent of farms the location of the buildings has
been made upon a single secondary consideration, or perhaps two, ra-
j
ther than upon a truly basic one; the site of the building was origi-l!
nally chosen because of its proximity to a spring which may have sinoEi;!
been destroyed, or because of a slight eminence which lifted the
house out of the miasmic dampness of marshy low ground, which in the
days of modern drainage has become as dry and healthful as any sur-
rounding hill. A square of ground around the dwelling was then
fenced off, the barn located just outside of one corner, the corn
j
crib or granary at the opposite, and the smaller buildings, if any,
Iwere planted in any place where there was no fence built, or where
\
1they would not likely be in the way. There has been no forethought
taken in the placing of the buildings whatever.
This state of affairs might be excusable in the case of pioneers
to whom these secondary considerations were sometimes of prime impor-
tance. It is to be deplored that the same condition exists on farms
whose development has be.en modern, when there was no justification inj
letting comparatively unimportant things control the whole plan of
|
arrangement. It is evident that no thought has been given to the
||
arrangement of the buildings with relation to each other, or to sur- P
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rounding conditionc; the house has been built with a total disregard !'
of the fine outlook that might have been had from the windows of the
||
rooms most frequented. The barn has been placed with no attempt to !
screen its undesirable features from the house or the highway; the
|
prevailing winds blow the stable odors directly into the house, and t!'ill
the drainage from the manure flows directly past the gate of the
|
lawn. Many errors are evident in the proper way to approach the
5!
house from the highway, and oft times there is an absolute disregard 1
of any ornamentation in the way of tree planting - nothing presents
itself to view except sharp angles and bare walls of buildings ex-
1
II
posed to wind and storm and heat or there may be a mass of evergreen^]
directly between the house and the highway, obscuring any desirable si
1
features the house itself may possess.
j
This condition is wrong, from any standpoint from which it may (I
be considered. If the owner realized the economic value of the at- !
I
tractive set of buildings on his farm, he would rapidly bring about
a rearrangement and remodeling of them to result in the greatest ef-
ficiency. The esthetic value, too, is important; the pleasure to
be derived from an attractive and convenient farmstead works subtly
and indirectly to increase the actual value of a farm; the farmer's |
t\
family will certainly be happier and will work more contentedly un-
j
der conditions inspiring happiness and contentment. Anyone can dis4|
tinguish between an attractive farm, one on which it would be a plea-j
sure to live, and one which is bare and uninviting.
I
Almost no industry admits of such a wonderful combination of
opportunites for the development of health, wealth, and enjoyment of il
life as does agriculture. While perhaps the economic operation of
|;
the farm is of supreme importance in the mind of the farmer, the de-
1
velopment of some of the natural beauty peculiar to a farm need not i

6C
j|
detract a particle from this economic operation, but if properly
done adds manyfold thereto.
General Principles of Building Location
To begin with, the home site should be selected so that any
part of the farm can be reached without any difficulty or great in-
>j
convenience. Many times, in order to avoid small inconveniences, I
the buildings are located so that part of the fields are more or lesej]
inaccessible, or so far away that much time is wasted in going to and'
from the fields at busy times of the year.
When an approximate location has been decided upon, place the
|j
house in the best place available. Try to obtain the most attrac- I
i
tive view possible, and build the house so that the view may be ad-
vantageously used. The house is by far the most important of farm '
buildings, though to observe many farms, one would think the exact t
opposite to be true. At least half of his life the farmer spends
|j
in his house, and his wife spends much the greater part of her time |
there. The farmer's wife is entitled to have a well-built and wellj
I
located workshop, in which she manages and contrives to make and keg)|
a harpy home, so essential to true success.
j
If the drainage of the home site is not perfect, this must be
||
attented to, so that good sanitation may be obtained. Plenty of
good air, and quick drainage of soil are essential. This can be se-
sured by a location on a fairly dry soil, slightly elevated. Of
course, any protection against cold north winds should be taken ad- 1
;i
vantage of, but it is a question whether a wind-break on the west is [i
desirable; cool and refreshing winds should not be deflected during
the heated season.
|
The house should not be located too near the highway, nor is it
necessary to have the front of the house toward the highway. Unlessfl
]
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becauee of some special condition the distance between highway and
house should not be less than 2C0 feet, and if the most desirable lo-
cation for the house be twice or thrice that distance, perhaps so
much the better. A park-like entrance drive, the road end of which
should be in plain view from the house, should be laid out up to the
houseyard gate in a graceful curve; it should be bordered by trees,
'!
ijwhich should be so arranged as not to interfere with the view. The |
i[
\
Ibarn should be located so the prevailing winds will not carry the
j
I
stable odors toward the house, and the general slope of the land
|
should be from the house toward the barn, rcther than the opposite. )
The barn and any adjacent pens should not be placed in near proximity*
[to the drive, but should preferably be reached by a branch of the mainl
Ijdrive. If it is necessary and can be so arranged, another drive |
I
'
ishould be provided which will not pass near the house, to be used for
\
hauling, etc. The exact position and arrangement of other buildings I
will be governed by their use; for economy and convenience they should!;
he few and rather compact, though not so clos« as to increase fire
trisk. Pens, sheds and stacks should occupy inconspicuous positions.
Good and Bad Arrangement
In Figure 19 is shown the plan of a farmstead which actually
exists. The site is a fairly good one, on moderately level land,
with a small eminence to the north on the west side of the highway,
and a lesser one just south of the farmstead, as shown by the contour
ijlines, which are drawn at intervals of one foot. The house is situa-
ked on the slope of the hill, and has a west front, hidden by thick
hemlocks; the house is less than fifty feet from the highway, is not
close to the pump and milkhouse nor to the coal-shed. The poultry
^ard is isolated, and the garden is enclosed by a high wood picket
jfence. There is an entire absence of any sort of an approach to the
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house, the entrance to the varnyard being at the south end of it,
and to reach the house, one must pass the crib, the barn, the machine
shed, and go along the feed lot for a distance of almost two hundred
feet. This barn lot i's partly covered with grass, but near the
buildings the grass is worn out by constant driving and tramping.
The feed lot, accommodating both hogs and cattle, is adjacent to the
house yard.
Let us point out the more prominent bad features of this arrangej
jment. In the first place, the house is much too close to the high-
way, and is hidden by dense trees; any attractive features it may
possess are not taken advantage of; it is too far from the pump and
the wood-shed and appears entirely isolated from the rest of the
buildings. Secondly, the location of the barns and other buildings
[
lis particularly unfortunate. They obtrude on the view from the road
I
are too close to it, and are the most prominent object to be seen
II
along the drive to the house. Finally, absolutely no attempt has
ifbeen made at any arrangement to improve the natural beauties of the
site, nor to take advantage of them, resulting in a bareness which is
all the more evident in the actual conditions as they exist.
We may assume the main buildings to be in need of replacement,
I
and the relocation of them to use the site most advantageously to be |
jour problem. Beginning with the house, which should properly be the||
[keynote of the arrangement, we place it a little farther down on the I
1 I
j slope of the hill, and more than twice as far from the highway as it
I
originally was situated. The windmill, well, and concrete milkhousej
I
are considered permanent, and this fact precludes putting the house
I
farther from the highway. The hemlocks are removed from the front
I
lawn, as is the fence along the south and east sides of the lawn. A
gravel or cinder drive with its entrance a hundred and fifty feet
*
i wn^mmii ii miii Ill I
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south of the house, is constructed with a graceful, sweeping, double!
curve, up to the south front of the house. The other farm buildings.
are relocated at a greater distance from the highway than before, anc
j
with more consideration for economy in time and labor, and with a
more definite idea to present a unified whole than was shown origin-
!
ally. A service drive to the barn and crib is put in as a branch
j
of the main drive, and this, as well as the space around the crib, I
s
I barn, and machine-shed which is likely to be tramped a great deal,
j
j
is paved with gravel. The poultry yard has been removed to a lo-
j
i
cation between the garden and the feed lot. A hedge of arbor vitae
I
ii
I
or osage orange is planted along the farther edge of the service
:| drive from beyond the entrance to the crib, with a gate immediately !|
\l
in front of the barn. A judicious arrangement of tree groups, and '
I
a liberal planting of shrubs in the right places, completes the ar-
rangement
.
What improvements have now been accomplished? To begin with,
I
the house is more properly located with reference to the highway and
|
!
;
appears framed in by the groups of trees at the west side. A broad
S
'
\
'<
I
j
unbroken expanse of lawn stretches out to the road. A park-like en-j
If ^
!
trance has been effected, and the drive is carried up to the house !l
I
in a curve varied enough to prevent monotony. A small porte cochere
I
may be constructed at the end of the walk leading to the house, and
I
covered with vines, would add much to the beauty of the arrangement.
|
I
The barns and other buildings have lost their bold prominence, and
j
I
have been partially hidden from direct and open view, both from the
|
'i '
j
house and from the highway. Advantage has been taken of some excel-j
II
lent lines of view, especially to the east from the drive immediatel]'
I
in front of the house. The poultry and feed lots have been relega-
j
^ Ij^^ed to position of relative obscurity though of greater convenience
j
i
than before. The whole farmstead has become a thing of beauty, com-;;
i !:
|fortable, convenient and tasieful in arrangement, vi/ith a truly home- .
like atmosphere and appearance. The added value that just this fea-
ture gives to the entire farm cannot be estimated.
The particular case which has just been under consideration is
but one of the thousands of similar ones which exist everywhere. A
little forethought, a little careful planning with the fundamental
principles of landscape gardening and of building location well in
jmind, and a little extra labor, which with its rich returns in the :,
iway of esthetic and material satisfaction should be a labor of love,
will transform any barren farm building site into a truly beautiful 1
;farmstead.
Economic Advantages of Good Building Location
|
The question of the time and labor wasted as the result of ira-
Iproper location of farm buildings with relation to each other has oc-
curred perhaps to a very small percentage indeed of practical farmers.|
In the great majority of instances absolutely no attention is given s
I
|to the economy which may result from proper location, though no doubt|
I •
>'
ithe eyes of many farmers would be opened were an investigation of tbar
I
jfai^ms made with regard to this point,
I
Take,, for instance, the farmstead illustrated in figures 19 and
I20, and let a few glaring instances be noted. All the grain fed to
I I
ithe swine must be carried from the crib to the feed lot, a distance
!0f at least 260 feet, and several trips must be made at each feeding,
i
^
jnight and morning, throughout the year. The same applies to the feec^^
igiven to the cows in the barn. When the farmer prepares to go to |
jthe field, he takes his horses from the barn to the watering tank at
|
the rear, thence around the barn again to the machine-shed on the op-
posite side. With the new arrangement, the feed lots are adjacent
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to the crib, the watering tank io between the barn and the machine- >
shed, and a minimum amount of time is used for what were before com-'
paratively laborious trips.
jj
A detailed account of the actual time consumed and wasted in ^
some operation as the result of poor location of buildings may serve;
to emphasize the importance of good location. The farm is a grain I
farm of 160 acres, of which 80 acres may be in corn, 50 acres in
small grain, 15 acres in pasture, 7 acres in meadow, and the remain- 1!
der in the farmstead. The farmer keep eight cows, ten horses, and
i;
an average of fifty swine the year around. For purposes of estima-l
tion we may assume a man-hour to be the amount of work done by one
man in one hour, and a horse-hour to be the amount of work done by
!
one horse in one hour. The cost of a man-hour is estimated at 20
j
cents, and of a horse-hour, at 15 cents.
Amount of grain fed to cows 220 bu.
Amount of grain fed to swine 1000 bu.
Total 1220 buT
Distance carried 520 ft.
Number of trips made 1220
Total distance traversed 120 miles.
Distance traversed by a man in 1 hr. 2 miles!
Total hours consumed 60
Number of man-hours work done 60
Cost of labor in 1 yr.
Cost of labor in 25 yrs, $300
Thus we see what an astonishly large amount of time is consumed
in just one small detail. Take another one which is just as bad,
and let us see that results.
One cornfield of 15 acres is situated in the northeast corner 1
of the eighty on which the farmstead is located. On account of a
|
small stream which is not bridged anywhere along its course through
{I
the farm, all trips to and from the field must be made by way of thejl
road, a distance of over 150 rods, or 2500 feet, which could be les-|
i
Time Men Horses No.
days
3 1 4 6
8 1 4 4
i 1 4 1
1 1 2
1 1 2 2
5 1 2 10
7 1 2 14
7 20 39
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I
sened by 1500 feet were the road made directly to the field through '
i
the pasture and across the stream. The farming operations required!
for managing this field are listed below:
Operation
Plowing
Disking (2)
Harrowing
Plant ing
Rolling
Cultivating (3)
Husking
This includes only a fair estimate of essential operations,
and extra ones, such as hauling fertilizer, cutting staks, etc., are J
omitted. Then there is the equivalent of one man making 273 trips
\
and of one horse making 780 trips back and forth from the field over :
an unnecessary distance of 1500 feet. \
\
Total extra distance men travels = 409,500 ft. =76 miles. \
Hours consumed at 2 miles per hour = 38 hours.
Man-hours of work consumed = 38 hours.
Cost of extra man-hours at 20 cents - J 7. 60
Total distance horse travels = 1,170,000 ft .= 212 miles.
Horse-hours of work consumed = 106.
Cost of extra horse-hours at 15 cents= |15.90
Total cost of extra work = |23.50
This is just for one year; assuming a three-year crop rotation,
the total loss in thirty years' farming, counting the loss in years ^
in which corn is grown in the field, is |235.
|These two examples chosen at random from the many bad features
\
I
in the arrangement of the farmstead, show the immense importance of
\
a very careful study of the circumstances and conditions controlling
\
I
the arrangement of buildings, both with relation to each other, and
|
with relation to the farm itself.
|
In the rearranged plan shown in figure 20, the economy of the
j
i
arrangement is shown at a glance. The crib and feeding lots are ad-|
jacent; the barn, watering tank and machine-shed are in natural se- |
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quence; and should the occasion 'arise whereby an extra building be-
comes necessary, it can well be placed east of either the barn or the
crib. In fact, a series of buildings could be constructed along a
sort of a midway, the beginning of which is shown between the crib
and the barn, and the economy of the arrangement be still maintained.
;
This midway is the natural direction of expansion should enlargement
of the farmstead ever be found necessary.
I
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Chapjter III
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
A thorough knowledge of the details of ordinary building con- i'
struct ion is absolutely essential to anyone who presumes to plan or
!j
I!
superintend any building operations. The prospective architect or
jj
i
superintendent, the latter being often the owner, should be familiar,
|j
[i
not only with the kinds, qualities and grades of lumber in his local
-(j
ity , but with the cost and comparative value of all kins of building n
material employed from the foundation up. He should know the names 1
I
of the various pieces of timber which go into a building, the names
f.
of foundation materials and parts, and of the hardware with which the
building is equipped.
i
With the idea in view, then, of enabling the reader to acquire
this knowledge in a systematic manner, we shall take an ordinary
j
dwelling house, and follow its construction from the laying of the
foundation to the fitting of the interior woodwork,
Foundat ions
The first operation to be employed is the staking out of the
foundation. This should be very carefully done, the principal cor-
ners being located by a small nail driven into a stake to show the
exact intersection of the lines. Six or eight feet from the corner
three large strong stakes, 2x4, are driven firmly into the ground
as shown at A, B, and C, in figure 21, and braced as shown in figure
^<f^ 1
22, The building lines are then marked at 1
D and E upon these boards, which should be
|
four or six feet long. In this way the
|
building lines are of I
easy reference until the|
first story is begun, l
J
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when the stakes and boards may be removed, since they are no longer
necessary. The accuracy of the work ma^'" be determined by measuring
the diagonals £G and HK, which should be of the same length.
After the staking out have been completed, excavators are set toi'
work to remove the earth to the required depth, this being controlled;
by the height of the first floor level above the grade line, which
;
may vary from two to five or six feet in ordinary cases, and by the
height of the basement story. The latter should never be less than
|,
seven feet from the basement floor to the bottom of the first-floor ;
joists; seven and a half or eight feet is much better, and the extra ^
cost is slight. Consideration should be made of the fact that the ;|
fl
basement floor itself is at least four inches thick.
j
The earth removed in excavating should be taken care of for sub--!
sequent use in grading the ground immediately surrounding the house.
"
The black earth should be piled separately, and applied on top of theji
clay when the grading is being done, since a much better lawn can be
made on good soil.
No part of a building is more important than the foundation, an
most of the cracks and failures in buildings will be found to be the
direct result of careless work in building the foundations. In the
|
first place, the foundation should be placed deep enough to afford a
firm footing upon comparatively solid earth; secondly, the footing o
base, of the foundation, should be wide enough to adequately support
the foundation and superstructure above it.
For ordinary buildings probably the controlling factors in the \
I
depth of foundations will be the depth of the basement or the frost i
line. Even in localities where there is no frost, or in houses
where modern heating systems are installed with a furnace in the bas^
ment which supplies enough heat to prevent freezing, the foundations
I
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should be carried down to a depth of three foet below the surface of
the ground, so as to avoid the annoyance of th'* action of surface
water.
Foundations for dwelling houses may be of any one of the follow-fi
1'!
ing materials: coursed stone, rubble, brick, concrete blocks, or of
^
monolithic concrete. Coursed stone makes an attractive foundation
1^
when laid in a darker-colored cement mortar; the same may be said of jj
<i
|i
rubble. Perhaps the most widely used foundation material, however, j!
is brick laid in ordinary lime mortar. The construction of common
brick foundations is shown in figure 23, The wall is made about i\
12-| inches thick, or l^ times the length of the brick, and is firmly
||
"i
held together by laying numerous courses of headers, as shown, head-;!
:i
ing in both directions. The footing may be made of almost any widtl|
spreading out the width of a brick at a time until the desired widt^
is reached. Concrete block foundations are built in a similar man-
ner
.
- Z'PlonH
^5fake
The use of monolithic con-
crete foundations, with single
or double walls, is becoming morel
and more prevalent, as the advan-
tage of this type is being per-
ceived. The cost is slightly
higher than brick, because gener-
ally forms are required, which
adds to the expense of construe-
|
tion. Figure 24 shows the metho(|
of putting up the forms, as well \
as the method of obtaining a foot
ing. The forms for the footing
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may be omitted, simply letting the concrete run out at the sides at
the bottom, thus forming a foundation the shape of a trapezoid in
cross-section. Double wall construction is rather expensive, since \
i
a double set of forms is required, but the air space acts as an ex-
cellent insulator, and the sweating of walls ia almost absolutely ob-
viated. In any case, where concrete foundations are used, water-
proofing should be mixed with the concrete, inorder to prevent sur-
face water from finding its way into the basement. The ease with
which water oozes through brick masonry sometimes precludes the use
of brick foundations, though they may be protected by an exterior
coating of tar, asphaltum, or other water-excluding material.
A modification of the ordinary straight foundation wall is
shown in figure 25. The foundation wall itself is not carried down
|
so deep as ordinary, and the inner part of the footing is widened so ji
as to form a very convenient shelf. The bank extending to the flooi^j
is covered with a 4-inch thickness of concrete, with a slope of 4 in-|i
ches from the vertical. The advantage of this modification is very
|
evident, inasmuch as a considerable saving is effected in the amount
'||
11
of material used in the foundation itself, and as the shelf will be
a very convenient place to put boxes, jars, etc., when cleaning and
scrubbing the basement floor.
-2'o'-
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FIG S.-3 BASEMENT SHEL-F
Framing
The sills which are placed
directly on the foundation and
should be firmly bedded in mortar,
ma^f be of various forms. The sim^
plest sill is made of a 4x6, halv-
ed together at the corners as
shown in figure 26, The same
I
FIG 27- PLANK SILL.
FIG
-as BEVEL-EO
Stud
\
FIG. 29 BOX Sll_l_
.
FIG-30. ^lz.ED croi&T-
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sort of sill may be bii^lt up of 2x6 lumber, lamped at the corners as
in figure 27, and securely cpiked together. Sills are not usually !
held to the foundations by anything but the weight of the superstruc-j
ture and the adhesion to the mortar in which they are imbedded, but i
in regions where high winds are prevalent, bolts are built in the ma-j
sonry, and the sills are laid with these bolts extending through them,
and held in place by nuts screwed on the bolts.
In long buildings, a single length of
\
timber may not be sufficient to form a whole
|
\
sill, consequently one or more pieces must bd
i
joined together, preferably by a beveled hall
(I
lap shown in figure 28. The lasting quail-
||
tl
ties of sills may be greatly augmented by
I
the application of a protecting coat of good ?|
paint, both to the surface of th© sill and
to its ends and joints.
A box sill is constructed as shown in
figure 29. It is a rather good form of con-|
struct ion if given a coat of paint, since it
affords a better base to which to fasten the
studs than does the plain sill.
Particular care must be exercised to
get the sills absolutely at right angles to
each other wherever such should be the case,
since the appearance of the building depends
upon it. . This may be done by the 3-4-5 me-
Si
thod, laying off a distance of 5 feet in one i|
li
direction from the corner, and 4 feet in the
other direction, and then seeing that the
J
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j
distance betWfTin them is exactly 5 feet, I
I
Joists are those pieces of timber which are laid horizontally onij
edge upon the sills and which directly support the floor. There are||
various ways of fastening them; they may be placed immediately upon
f.
!'
the top of the sill and securely spiked in place, but unless they are'ii
[i
all of the same depth, they will not form level support for the flooriJ
il
If the under edge of the joists are notched slightly, as in figure 30^
this inaccuracy can be obviated, but the notch should not be cut so |
j
deep as to weaken the joist,
|
Since the joists are set on edge, they will have a tendency to
j
tip toward one side, especially if there is an37- warp or twist in them|j
To reduce this tendency and to strengthen the joists themselves, pie-||
ces of 2x5 or 2x4 are inserted diagonally in the spaces between the
||
joists, as shown in figure 31. The little truss which a joist and fl
the adjacent bridging^ forms is shown in figiire 32, illustrating the
i|
distribution of concentrated loads. The ii
f!
Ij
bridging should be put in at intervals of
jj
not more than eight feet in span. For or-
j|
BR/os.Ns dinary small houses the size of joists is v.
2x10 for the first floor, 2x8 for the secondii
V
floor, and 2x6 or even 2x4 for the attic ji
FIG 32. BeiOGiNG TRU53 ij
floor joists, all set 16 inches on center. i!
h
The studding, or upright supports for the wall, may be fixed in
several ways, the simplest being where the studding rests upon the ll
ilsill and is nailed to the joist. Other methods are shown in figure f|
?!
29. Studs for small houses usually consist of 2x4 stock, set 16 in-|i
ches on center; the reason for this is that standard wood lath which \\
Ij
are nailed to the stud to hold the plaster, are 4 feet long, and will i:
thus touch four studs. Corner studs are either 4x4 or 2x4 double.
i
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If the framing of the house in to be of the balloon type, the
studs will extend from the sill up to the plate, which supports the
rafters, and the second-floor joists will be secured by supporting
them on a 1x4 or 1x6 girt set into the outside edge of the studs,
and nailing them to the studs with 20d nails. In a second type of
framing also much used in good construction, the studs will extend
only to the second floor to a large horizontal timber, which in turn
is mortised into heav^?' corner posts, a second tier of studs being
used for the second floor. This type of framing is called the brae
ed frame, from the fact that all sills, posts, girts and plates are
composed of heavy timbers, are all mortised and pinned together, and
are braced by 4x4 or 4x6 braces between each adjacent and vertical
and horizontal timber, the braces being mortised and pinned to the
timbers they connect. This framing is very strong and substantial
when properly done, but is much more expensive than the balloon type
described above.
Studding is always doubled around windows and doors, and where
the opening is more than four feet, the header, or cross timber abov
the opening, is trussed, as shown in figure 35. In providing open-
_
ings for windows and doors of a speci-
fied size, the finished dimensions are
meant, and in setting the studs, allow'
ance must be made for the width of
jambs and frames. Openings for doors
should be about 4 inches wider than the door, and since windows are
generally designated by certain glass dimension, an allowance of 10
inches above the width of the glass will admit the sash frame and
sash-weight pockets. For casement windows only a 6-inch allowance
need be made
.
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To give additional strength to the balloon frame, diagonal braceij
are set flush into the studs at each corner of the building, these
braces being of 1x6 stuff.
The interior wall, or partition walls, of a house are built of
studs, usually 2x4, placed 16 inches on center, leaving such openings
as may be necessary for doors, etc, which are trussed and framed si-
11
milarly to exterior openings. The support for the studs usually con|
ij
Gists of a shoe, a 2x4 piece to which the bottoms of the stud are
j
nailed; at the top of the studs is placed another 2x4 which serves as ii
'I
a support for the studs of the second story, should the partitions be
-
directly over each other, or in the case of second-story partitions,
as an additional support for the attic joists. To resist the tenden-l^
cy of the studs to bend or buckle, single bridging is set in diagona
ly between them, as shown in figure 34.
The shrinkage of timber must be
given careful consideration in wall
framing. Ordinar3'- lumber will shrink
from 4: to 1 inch per foot in width when W
thoroughly dried but does not shrink to
||
fi
any appreciable extent in its length. In designing the frame of a ^
51
house it is of great importance that the members be arranged to per-
p
mit of equal shrinkage in all part of the house, otherwise serious
difficulty will result. For instance, if the studs and joists be
both resting on the sill, one on end, the other on edge, with the bas^^
board nailed to the stud and the floor to the joist, the latter in
|drying will draw the floor away from the corner mold perhaps a half I
inch. Unless the designing has been properly and carefully done,
simile. r discrepancies will result at other places.
In cutting holes through the floor, for fire places, stair walls.
FIGi 3-* SlNGt-E STUD BRiD&ING
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etc., where ends of joicts project without any cupport from above or
below, the framing is effected ac shown in figure 55. The tuM
beams may be fastened to the header by a mortise and tenon joint, thejj
H
I
header in turn being mortised into the triimmers, or they may be sup-
jj
ported by joist hangers or stirrup irons, shown in figure 36. The f
trimmers have to be of extra strength,
;
since they have to support the addition|
al weight incurred by the attachment of'i
/ '^im mer *
FiG.OS FRAMINS Pl-OOR OPBNInS
FIG 36 J"Oli>T HAvNGERS
Fig 37 t^OOF FR/«st-MNG
the headers. The distance from the inf
side of any flue to the face of the
joist or header should never be less
\
I
than 8 inches, nor less than 4 inches {
I
from a chimney; if this precaution were|
always observed, much fire loss would
.[|
be eliminated.
|
Roof framing is comparatively sim-|
pie but it is often improperly done.
|
The main supports of the roof are callecj
rafters; they usually consist of pieces
of 2x4, or 2x6 in larger houses with
broader roofs, supported at the lower
end by a plate, two pieces of Sx4 nail- I
t
ed firmly to the top of the studs, and I
I
held at the upper end either by the op-
|
posite rafter or by a hip rafter. The
|
arrangement of the timbers in a typical
|
I
roof is shown in figures 37 and 38. The
j
framing of a roof is sometimes a rather
complex problem, especially'" when the
I
T'/ott:
a=';g38 typical, roof framing
FIG "^O HIP ROOP
liouse is not square or rectangular in
shape, but has projecting ells of var-
|
ious widths, and with bays and dormers J
Figure 38 shows the complete framing \
M
f
plan of the rod of a rather irregular il
house, with all the component parts of i
the roof-framing indicated.
Houses are usually built with the
gable roof, figure 39, or with the hip
roof, figure 40. The former is sim- >;
pier in framing, for there are no hip- ji
ll
rafters, and valley-rafters occur only
[i
when dorm^er windows are put in; howevei||,
\practically the same amount of roof- ji
i!
sheathing and shingles is used in one
j
i!
t^^pe as in the other, so the extra
j
cost of lumber in the gable is a dis- \
advantage. The hip roof, too, pro-
|
vides a means of apparently reducing
j|
the height of the building, which is
sometimes a consideration.
The degree of slope of a roof is
indicated by a term known as the pit ch.
The pitch is a fraction in which the
|
rise of the roof, or the vertical dis-
\
tance from the plate to the ridge is
the numerator, and the span , or the
width of the building is the denomina-
||
tor. Pitch is usually expressed by
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some simple fraction, as 1/2, 3/8, 1/3, l/4, etc. To illustrate:
j
for a building 24 feet wide to have a roof of 3/8 pitch, the rise
must be 9 feet.
Thus far there has been discussed only the general framing of
the house; this must be clearly understood and kept in mind in order
that the details of construction may not prove confusing.
Walls
After the studs have been erected and firmly secured and braced,
an exterior covering of 1-inch boards, called sheathing, is put on.
This usually consists of ship-lap, 6, 8 or 10 inches in width, and
is put on either horizontally or diagonally, the latter method being
preferred by many builders, with the claim that a much stronger
structure will result. Theoretically, this is true, since the re-
sulting frame is thus composed of many triangles which are rigid; but
experience has shown that horizontal sheathing actually gives an
equally strong construction, a common example of this being the ordi-
nary dry goods box, which is indeed solidly built.
Upon the sheathing is placed a layer of building paper which
serves very efficiently in keeping out cold; then over the building
paper is laid the final exterior covering of the wall. This may be
weatherboarding, shingles, or stucco, as the fancy of the builder de-
sires, Weatherboarding is made in widths of three or six inches,
and tapers from a thickness of 5/8 inch at one edge to 3/8 or 1/4
inch at the other; it is laid horizontally in shingle style, each sue
cessive board overlapping the one below it by 1 inch. This form of
wall exterior is very widely used; it requires frequent painting to
|
preserve the wood and to retain an attractive appearance. Shingles
|
f
are used quite extensively in some parts of the country, and because l
i
of their beauty and durability are coming into vogue everywhere.

They are economical also, since a poorer grade of shingles can be I
used on a wall than on a roof, and since the exposure to the weather
can be greater on the wall than on the roof, a thousand shingles cov-i
ering about 150 square feet of wall surface. Shingles are usually
j
stained instead of painted, with a stain containing creosote, a good I
wood preservative. Some delightfully attractive effects can be ob- >
\
tained with shingles by using proper treatment, for shingle stains \
I
can be obtained in almost every conceivable shade. The use of stuc-|
\
CO as an exterior wall surface is common in Europe and Mexico but has^
not been generally accepted in the United States until comparatively
I
recently. The difficult^/- has been experienced that the stucco was l|
not permanent; small cracks would appear which permitted the ingress |i
of moisture, the laoisture causing the stucco to expand and further |
extend the cracks, until finally the stucco fell off. Modern method^
h
have to a great extent obviated this difficulty, and many fine and exi^
f!
pensive houses are being constructed with stucco exteriors. Stucco j\
appeals to many people on account of its soft and pleasing tones, and||
both when used alone and in connection with half-timbering (strips
|
of wood dividing the wall surface into panels) presents a very attracf-
t ive exterior.
The interior of a wall is generally covered with lath, to which
the plaster is applied. Sometimes a patented form of lath, known as
Byrkit lath, illustrated in figure 41, is used;
sin^it is practically a solid piece of wood, it
serves the purpose of both sheathing and lath,
and adds much to the strength and rigidity of the
walls. Indeed, it is sometimes used instead of
sheathing, the exterior wall covering consisting
solely of weatherboarding; this, however, is a
FIG
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» I
cheap and unsatisfactory form of construction, and its use is not ad-j
vised
.
The addition of corner boards, strips of wood 1 inch thick and
j
varying with different houses from 4 to 8 inches in width, sometimes
|
adds to the attractiveness of a house, by adding a border which can
j
!
be painted the same color as the window and door frames, thus attrac-j
tively defining the wall contour. Often a "belt" is nailed about
j
the entire house at the top of the first story or the bottom of the
|
second story window frame; this may serve to separate one variety of
wall covering from another, as shingles from stucco, etc. A base- I
I
board is usually applied at the base of the wall, just above the foun||
dation.
All belts, baseboards, and window frames should be protected by
a water table, or cap, as in figure 45, to prevent the ingress of
moisture which would in time cause rot.
Windows
The framing of windows is one of the most
important details in house construction. The
cctmmon method of constructing window frames in
wooden buildings is shown in elevation and cross
section in figure 42. Essentially, the frame
consists of the pulley stile A, to which are
attached the parting strips EE and the stop head
S, the outside casing B, the sill L, and the head-l
piece, not shown in the figure, but corresponding
at the top to the sill below. The inside casing
D, the stool or inside sill M, and the apron P,
are considered as parts of the interior trim., and
|
not part of the frame. VHV are the sash weights.
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which are used to balance the sash and hold it in any desired posi-
tion. Sash weights are usually of cast iron, but for heavy sash,
f
and for wide and low sash, lead weights are used. In hanging sashes
|
the weights for the upper sash should be about f pound heavier than
the weight of the sash, and for the lower ones, about i pound lighter.
Doors
One thing in building construction that deserves more attention
||
than it usually gets is the matter of setting door frames. The oc- |i
currence of a door that does not hang straight, that requires a slam j|
|l
perhaps to latch it, is altogether too common, and while the carpen- |l
ll
ter may insist that the fault lies entirely with the door in the fact^j
that it is warped or twisted, in many cases it is due to inaccuracy i
t
of the frame itself.
j
In figure 43 is illustrated the common method of framing for an |
exterior door. The frames for all outside doorsj;
should be made of plank not less than l-^ inches
thick, with the outer edge rebated for a screen
or storm door, if desired. In place of the
I
fashinned sill shown in the figure, a plain plank
is sometimes used with a narrow threshold placed
under the door. This is sometimes a desirable
feature, especially in doors where continued
wear on the sill would soon destroy its useful-
ness, whereas a threshold can easily be replaced s
when worn.
Interior doors are framed as shown in figurej
j
44. The studding should be set with a clearancej
of at least a half-inch to allow of plumbing the \
i
frame; wedges are then driven in back of the
FlG.4!> EATEI?10R -DOOR FRArllNG
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1
studs and the frame nailed to the studs. The width of the frame
should be exactly the distance between the exterior faces of the
grounds, which should be set perfectly plumb.
Floors
In ordinary construction of good type, double floors are the
rule, though often a single floor is laid. As far as warmth is con-jj
cerned, there may not be any necessity for double floors in warm
countries, but there are other questions to be considered besides the
one of heet and cold. During the construction of the building, the
|
[i
rough underfloor is a great convenience, almost indispensable. The fj
fl
finish floor is usually of fine wood which would be badly marred if
|
subjected to the rough usage which the sub-floor gets during house
construction. If anything like good construction is desired, it is
j
false economy to dispaase with the sub-floor, no matter what the cli-|
mate; aside from the ret^sons given above, it adds largely to the
strength not only of the floor, but of the whole building as well.
The sub-floor, composed of inch stuff, usually ship lap 6 or 8
|
|l
inches wide, is laid diagonally upon the joists which have been pro-
j|
perly sized so as to present a uniformly level upper surface, and is |
nailed with ordinary 8d or lOd nails. The chapest grade of lumber
may be used so long as it is sound and of uniform thickness, in order
that there by no inequalities in the upper flooring. The sub-floor-
|
Iing should be extended to the exterior wall covering between the stud?
to form a base for a fire stop, which ma.Y be of cinder concrete packecj
I
to a depth of 6 or 8 inches in each rectangular inclosure formed by |
a pair of studs and the exterior and interior walls. i
!
The upper or finish floor is laid upon therough flooring, with
jj
or without a layer of building paper or similar substance between thefj
two. Finish floor is made in two thicknesses ordinarily 5/8 and

13/16 inches, and in a number of widths, from 1 inch to 6 inches.
For floors that are to be left uncarpeted the width should not exceed
4 inches; indeed, the 2it--inch width seeras to be the raont popular.
Floors thcit are to be covered with carpet or linoleum may be of soft-'
i
er wood and may be 6 inches in width, if it is well seasoned, other-
|
wis^ less, to prevent the formation of ridges which might result from!
the warping of a rather wide board.
The woods most used in finish floors are oak, plain or quarter-
sawed, birch, maple, and hard pine, plain or comb-grain. The hard
pine is the cheapest, and is used in kitdiens and in buildings where [
<
the cost must be kept down. If used where the floor is exposed, on-j'
ly comb-grain stock, corresponding to quarter-sawed in oak should be
employed. Maple flooring is in great favor for floors which are
subjected to much heavy wear. For parlor and hall work, and for an-::
i
tire floors in the better class of residences, oak is generally used;^
Iquarter-sawed oak is the more attractive, but its cost is much great-
er.
Finish floor should never be put on until all the plastering has
been done in the house and is thoroughly dry; in fact, for the best
|
results, it should be applied the very last thing in the finishing of
|j
a house. Most finish flooring is matched, though with a sub-floor
it is not really essential, and the better qualities are grooved on
the underside so as to admit of easier conformation to slight inac-
curacies in the sub-floor, and to prevent warping.
It is quite desirable and almost escenti.al that in dwelling
houses the condicbion of sound through walls and floors be prevented I
as much as possible. Usually this is attempted by lining the walls
\
and floors with some sort of material that is expected to absorb the
|j
sounds, but this method is not altogether satisfactory, since the
J
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lining is not altogether effi|
cacious, and there is more oriS
less solid connection between||
the floor and ceiling in the
jj
\
way of nails or joists. In \
figure 46 is illustrated a method of floor deafening which is recom-
mended by Kidder as a most effective procedure in wooden buildings.
The efficacy results from the fact that there is no solid connection
between the sub-floor and finish floor, the cleats for the finish
floor being placed directly upon the lining of felt or quilt with no
Jl
V
nailing or other fastening. However, this construction is not prac- |l
ticable where only o/8-inch flooring is used, since to adequately
support the floor the cleats would have to be so closely set as to
make in effect only a second sub-floor, which compresses the lining
to such an extent as to partially destroy its deafening value.
The usual materials for deafening are in the nature of paper
felts, such as quilt, building paper, asbestos, etc. Mineral wool
is also used to some extent, and its fireproof qualities and the non-
elastic texture formed by its minute, pliant fibers, render it quite
valuable. A depth of 2 or 3 inches of the wool, upon sheathing lath
to which the plaster is applied, will greatly increase the comfort of
the room below. Cinder concrete, a weak mixture of cement and cin-
ders, can be applied in the same way, and is cheap and effective.
Roofs
Upon the rafters, which constitute the main support of the roof,
1
is nailed the roof sheathing, inch stuff which varies in character \
with the type of roof covering. For shingles, sheathing ma3'' be of \
i
almost any width, though usually 1x4 strips are used, placed not morel
\\
than 2 inches apart, and securely nailed to the rafters. The shing-

les are then fastened to the sheathing by means of shingle nails,
j;
the nails being driven so that they will be covered by the next
succeeding tier of shingles above; the shingles themselves are laid
\
with from 4 to 5 inches of their butts, or thick ends, exposed to *!
IIthe weather. The first or lowest tier of shingles is always made
|
(;double, and at the ridge they are protected by ridge boards, which
j!
in turn are protected by a roll of metal which prevents moisture i
'i
from entering. Angular places in a roof, such as valleys, around
|
chimneys, etc., are made watertight by means of metal strips, or
|
j
flashing, which is arranged so as to conduct all the water on to the
|
roof. 1
!
Shingles are perhaps the least durable of the wood material
||
which enters into building construction. They are made of the best [I
woods, and in several grades. Red cedar and cypress are the woods !|
jmoot used for shingle manufacture, the cypress seemingly being the *
I
better. Shingles are sold in bunches containing the equivalent of I
\\
250 shingles 4 inches in width, though the actual width of the shing-||
les may vary from 2 to 16 inches, C3p:ess shingles are usually 18
||
inches long and measure "5 to 2" in thickness, this indicating that |
the butt thickness of 5 shingles is 2 inches. Cedar shingles are
|
f
usually 16 inches in length and butt "6 to 2" in thickness,
j
If any kind of roof covering is used other than shingles, the l!
roof-sheathing is laid close, with no intervening cracks, to provide
jj
a better nailing surface. The method of application of other types [j
of roofing has been described in a previous chapter.
jThe construction of the cornice, or that part of the roof pro-
[
jecting beyond the plate, is a matter which admits of the widest
variation in the treatment, A boxed cornice is one in which the
projecting ends of the rafters are completely inclosed, this term
i
931
being used in distinc-
tion to the open cornice
FIG ^y aoxet? coie.mioes
in which the rafters are
left exposed. The de-
tails of the construc-
tion of some simple
5'
though effective boxed cornices are shown in figure 47, In number 2ii
are indicated the members of the cornice; a is called the fascia, b'
[
the plancher, and
_c the frieze.
j
The gutters, for collecting the roof water, may be constructed I
as shown in number 1, figure 47, the trough proper consisting of some(
sort of metal, either tin, galvanized iron or copper. It is impor- \
tant that the gutters have the proper slope toward the downspouts,
|
and that the connection between gutters and downspouts is properly |
ted
protec-by a wire screen to keep out leaves, twigs and the miscellan-
eous litter that always collects on roofs. The sort of gutter illusi
t rated in the figure has the disadvantage of projecting up from the
slope of the roof, catching and holding snow and any material which
would otherwise slide off; the correctly built gutter is below the
edge of the roof, the line of the slope passing above it. The
cheapest form of gutter consists of a trough hung from the lower edge
of the roof, but this type is extremely liable to be blown down or so
damaged by wind as to render it useless.
Dormers
The term dormer is applied interchangeably either to a vertical
jj
window in a roof, or to small houselike structures in which it is
placed. A dormer may be built entirely in the roof or its face may
be the continuation upward of the wall. The construction of them is
widely variant, but there are two general types, the flat roofed, in
J
which case the roof of the dormer is a continuation of the house
roof at a less pitch, and the /rable roofed
.
the roof of this type
being a small gable. In the former, the intersection of the two
differently pitched roofs is not flashed, one being simply an exten-
sion of the other. The valley between the roof of the gable-roof- |
i
ed dormer and the main roof, is, however, much sharper than in the
;j
other type, consequently the valley must either be flashed, or the ^
courses of shingles must be continued from the main roof on to the .
Idormer without a break, the valley being in this case fitted with a
j
fillet to give a less abrupt turn.
Stairs
Stair building was at one time considered an art in itself; in- :l
i
deed, it required a very skilled artisan to accomplish the framing
and fitting of the elaborate and wonderful curves and twists which [i
Im the past were included in the plans of even small buildings whose i
chief charm should have been the simplicitv of their interior lines. I
I
At present the simple stair case is much in vogue, probably because
|homebuilders are more appreciative of them, and the change in style
|
I
has worked to the advantage of the ordinary carpenter, who finds that]
he can build a simple staircase as firmly and as well as he can
build any other part of the house. Mills producing the interior
|
trim for residences commonly keep a stair builder employed, for the
|
reason that he can be kept busy at this one job continually.
A glossary of some of the terms used in stair building ivill
enable us to discuss the details of construction more readily.
Staircase is the term applied to the whole set of stairs, or
series of stairs, including landings.
Flight - that portion of the stairs between landings, between \
floors, or between a floor and a landing.
I
05
The rise of a stair is the height from the top of one step to
the top of the next.
The run is the ]iori/,ontal distance between the face of one riser!
to the face of the next.
A riser is the vertical board beneath the tread.
A tread is a horizontal board forming a step.
A nosing is that part of the tread projecting beyond the riser
and includes the small moulding below.
Carriages are the rough timbers supporting the treads and risersj
they are sometimes called strings , or stringers
A newel is the heavy post supporting the balusters where the
stairs begin.
Angle posts are the posts supporting the balusters where their
direction is changed.
Winders are steps which come in the angle of the stairs when
turning a corner.
^ la.nding is a section of floor between successive flights.
Open stairs are stairs built betwv^en walls.
Aside from simplicity, the requisites of good stairs are safety
and comfort, with a proper consideration for the harmony with the
other interior fittings. For safety, there should be a landing
every ten or twelve steps, but often in small residences, where the
stairs include sixteen or seventeen risers altogether, this idea is
disregarded, and the stairs are made in one straight flight. The
length of the landing should be at least equal to its width. No
flights of less than three stairs should be permitted in any build-
ing, since they are dangerous. Winders should be avoided as much as|
possible, for the variation in the width of each individual riser
from the inside of the turn to the outer end of step is so great as
1
'JG
I
to make the ctairs Inconvenient, if not dangerous. The conaideru-
||
i
it ions for comfort require that the rise of the step be not more than
I
I
7-^ inches, and not less than G| inches, while the width of the tread
should be nine or ten inches. The width of the stairs chould not be!
i
j
! less than 3-^ feet, though in small houses where space is essential, [I
'
ll
j
and in kitchen stairs, this may be decreased to 3 feet.
||
II
i\
' In designing a house, the number of the risers only nhould be |i
i !l
: given, leaving their exact height to be determined by the carpenter;
j
for this height will vary somewhat from the height figured in the |
ii 1
"plans. The approximate location of each individual step should be i.
I
given, however, with great care to the arrangement so as to provide
|
{
sufficient room for the total number of steps required, and for
sufficient headroom. The minimum distance from the under side of Ij
H
the floor opening should never be less than Gr^ feet, and 7 or even 8
jj
t\
feet is much better. A good method of determining the amount of
||
'i
(\
headroom is to use the front edge of the trimmer of the stairwell as f
I
a center, and with a radius of six feet, strike an arc, from which I
the front edge of the tread should be kept clear.
I
Construction
I
There are two general methods adopted in stair construction,
the one depending entirely upon careful fitting to produce a tight
j
joint at the ends of the treads, and the other having the stringer
recessed for each pair of treads and risers. The first method is
|
I
known as the American or Boston method, and the details of the con-
||
I
struct ion are as follows: Upon the inside of the stringers is nail-|
I ^ \
ed a strip called a "horse", which has triangular pieces cut out
|
along one edge so as to form recesses for the steps, as shown in
|
' figure 48. Upon these horses the risers are first firmly nailed, |
f
1 then the treads are put on, both being cut very carefully and fitted I
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with exactne::;8 so no crack between step and v
ii
stringer is perceptible. The second raethodj!
Si
results in what is called the housed or Eng-ii
^1
(I
lish stairs; here each stringer is cut ont |l
!l
to a depth of inch, the recess being the
||
exact shape of the stairs, with enough addi-|
tional cut out to permit of the insertion of|
'i
t
a wedge back of the riser and another one
|
below the tread. The construction is shown!
i
in figure 49, One of the basic principles
||
i
of stair building being that their construc-ii
ij
tion should be left until all plastering is
f|
done, it is evident that the housed stairs cannot be built without t\
1
leaving any plastering to be done beneath the stairs until the stairs
are finished. The wedge holding the treads and risers are inserted
first, then the lath and plaster is applied, the dampness accompany-
ing having a deleterious effect upon the finish lumber incorporated
in the staircase.
On open stairs there is a wide variety of methods of finishing,
|
The face of the stair ma^;- have either an open string or a closed
|
i
or curb string, the former admitting of mortising the balusters direo^
i
tly into the tread, while in the latter the balusters are fitted intot
a shoe on top of the string. The height of the balusters should be |
'about feet, measured at the riser. |
IInterior Finish
f
Much of the attractiveness of a residence is the result of pro-
\\
ii
per selection of the interior finish and good workmanship in putting >!
it up. The woods usually adopted for interior work are oak, birch,
pine, red gum, chestnut, fir, and cypress; they are chosen principall3||

becaviGe of their beauty, durability being a secondary except in flcoin.
Doors
In the ordinary small residence, most of the doors are of the
i type known as "stock" doors, in which the stiles, cross rails and
I
panels are all of a single thickness, the thickness of the stiles and
I
'
j
cross rails, usually 1 3/8 inches or 1 3/4 inches, giving the thick-
j ness of the doors. For protected exterior doors in such houses, and!
I
for all doors in fine construction, the veneered type is used, in
I
which the whole structure is composed of well selected wood, glued
together and covered on the exterior with a thin layer of a more
expensive wood. The latter types have the advantage of not being
I
likely to warp, this being prevented by the construction; however,
I
in an exposed place, especially exterior doors subjected to the ac-
'tion of the weather, veneered doors are not desirable, inasmuch as
'dampness will ultimately cause the veneer to peel off, and the strips
of softer wood underneath will swell and throw the door badly out of
shape
.
Interior doors are commonly 6 feet 8 inches in height, and 2
feet 8 or 10 inches in width, though closet doors may be of any size.r
iiExterior doors are generally larger than interior doors, a common
||
size being 3 feet by 7 feet. The thickness varies somewhat with the!!
width, interior doors in ordinary house construction being 1 3/3 in-
ches thick, while exterior doors are almost always 1 3/4 inches thicki!
The vertical pieces of heavier lumber in a door are called the
"stiles", the corresponding horizontal pieces, the "rails". These
pieces frame the "panels" which may be from 3/8 inch to 5/8 inch
thick, and their panel edges may be either ogee in shape, or, as in
the craftsman design, square.
The finish around a door opening, and window openings as well, is
1
09
;
called trim
,
caainF.B or architraves
.
the second term bein^^ probably
;
the more common. The various methocfe of arranging the casings are sc
i
numerous that they cannot be taken up here except to say that the
simplest arrangement and design will probably prove the best, in
appearance, neatness, and ease in caring for. When the casing is
t
somewhat thin, it may not fit well with the base-board; in this case \
\
a block, slightly wider and thicker than both the casing and base-
|
board, and about a foot long, is fitted in next to the floor, as a
|
I
continuation of the casing. This block is designated as the plinth,
!
plinth block.
Windows
Ij
Windows for residences are almost alwa3rs of the vertical slid- !i
li
ing variety or else of the casement style. The former are usually \
made in two parts, the upper half sliding back of the lower part, |
At the middle of the window, or where the upper and lower sash meet,
;
two constructions are used, one the plain rail, figure 50, in cheap I
I
windows, and the other, or check j,
rail
,
figure 51, in the better
|
class of work. Casement windows
||
are made in one piece, and insteac^i
I
of sliding vertically in the framd^
|l
swing out, similar to an exteriors
FIG51 CMfcCK R/^iu WINDOVY Fig so plain (?aiv- window
door. Casement windows are much
j
used in closets, high windows in dining rooms, etc.; their construe-
|
tion precludes the possibility of having exterior screens, so inter-
ior screens swung on hinges are employed, the wood used in the
j
screens being identical with the interior finish, French windows
I
are sometimes used where the windows open out upon a veranda; they
are made like a pair of swinging doors, but on account of the

necessarily weak framing, do not hold their shape well.
I The finish of windows is very similar to that of doors, with the
additional finish necessitated by the fact that windows do not reach
||
to the floor. A flat horizontal piece extending at least 3-^ inches
jj
I
from the sash, and acting as an inside stop for the sash, is called |!
i!
the stool; and beneath it, flush with the casing at the side is fit- !;
ted a strip called the apron.
Other Finish
Around the bottom of the walls is fitted a strip of 8-inch stuff
|
known as the baseboard, which should be very simple in design, since
any extra beading, molding, etc., along the upper edge increases the
||
difficulty of keeping it clean. In the corner formed by the floor
f
1
and the baseboard is set a quarter-round mold, to prevent dirt get- \\
El
fi
ting into the corner. It is advisable to wait a year before settingy
this mold, since the joists may shrink somewhat and drop the floor Ij
I
without dropping the mold, leaving an unsightly crack. If this is i
l\
remedied by lowering the mold subsequent to the application of stain \
or varnish on the base, a sort of a line is exposed which is very I
difficult to eliminate by further treatment.
Sometimes the lower part of the wall is finished with a wain-
j
fscoting varying in height from 3 to 5 feet. This may be either
j|
plain or paneled, the latter method being commonly used in dining ji
||rooms, in which case it is usually 5 feet high and capped with a
|
corrugated platerail, instead of a rounded nosing and cover which
^1
usually caps a low wainscoting. The panel strips should not be more
t'
ii
(than 3 inches in width; the panels themselves may be filled with wood |;
f i
]0T plastered, or covered with burlap or stamped leather for very rich
effects. If a dining-room is not paneled, it is well to put a chair-f
1 Iirail around the walls, at a height which will prevent the backs of
j

ICl
chails knocking againt the pl^i^ter and disfiguring it.
The old-fachioned method of supporting pictures, mirrors, etc.,
j
on nails driven into the wal'.ls, has been superseded by the addition
|
to the interior finish of a picture mold, a small mold with a de-
|j
ij
pressed edge next the wall. The picture m.old is usually from a footji
to a foot and a half below the ceiling, though it may be placed so ;i
far up as to practically constitute a corner mold, with just enough
|
clearance above to admit the picture hook.
|Beamed Ceilings are sometimes put in living-rooms, dining-rooms
,(
h.
etc., to secure certain effects, such as in Dutch or Mission inter-
!j
||iors. The beams seen on the ceilings of dwellings are not usually \'
t
solid, as they appear, but are a mere shell of thin stuff tongued
jj
and grooved together, one form of sim- i\
pie construction being shown in figure ti
!l
52. A half beam is usually placed i|
i
around the room, and the principal
|
beams are fitted into this, the sm.alleB
beams being in turn framed into the i
larger ones.
j
Moldings are made in a great variety of sizes and shapes, and
illustrations of some of these are shown in figure 53.
Cupboards
,
book case s , china closets
, buffets . window seats
,
etc., are sometimes included in interior finish and can be installed |
\
at the time the house is built, of the same material and with the
same finish as the rest of the interior wood-work. This can be
done at a comparatively moderate cost at the time, and adds much to f\
the comfort and convenience of a home, to say nothing of the in-
|
creased attractiveness, and the need for less movable furniture.
I
Chapter IV
ESTIMATING
To ascertain the probable coct of
any extensive project, it is necessary
that every detail of all the various
divisions of the work be considered
separately in regard to the cost of tha
production of the material, its conver-i.
sion, and the labor required to prepare!;
it and put it into the structure.
|
!
Other details, such as the material, its accessibility, cost of tran^p
portation, etc., are more local than general. For smaller struc-
;
^!
tures, estimating is more easily done than for. large ones, and with ^1
W
greater accuracy, since the total amount of construction of residen-
[|
J
ces, etc., is so large that comparative costs can be justly estima-
\
ted, even on the basis of unit construction.
|
IThe first requisite for a correct estim.ate is a complete set of
|
.
plans, and specifications. The specifications should be quite co- I
I . .
.
j
pious, giving m detail the grade and quality of all material used
I
in the various parts of the structure, so that the estimator or con-
! tractor will be given no opportunity for "scamping" the work.
Let us suppose that the cost of an ordinary residence is to be
ascertained. Beginning with the excavation, we shall take up the
||
\
i estimating in the same order as the materials will be put into the
I Ihouse. We should consider the site, so as to know the disposition \
%
of the earth that is to be removed, whether it is to be retained fori!
subsequent grading, or hauled away. The time required for digging
||
and loading into a wagon or wheelbarrow 12 cubic yards of earth, is sj
Si
9 hours. From this the cost can easily befigured, when the amount
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to be excavtited and the excavator's wages are known.
Foundations are next consiiered. The total cubic content of the
foundation wall is found, and if the wall is of brick, the number of |l
cords, a cord being 128 cubic feet. A mason and his helper, using
si bushels of lime and 5 bushels of sand, will lay about one cord of j
stone per day. Brickwork is figured by the cubic foot of 22 bricks,
a workman and a laborer laying from 600 bricks in fire places and
flues, to 800 bricks in walls, using about li bushels of lime and 5 <
times as much sand. As a rule, single flue chimneys will cost aboutj
40 cents per running foot, and double flue chimneys about 70 cents.
The framing is next to be considered. Ascertain the linear
measurement of the sills, and from their size and length calculate
the number of feet board measure. The same is done with the joists,
for all floors, and with the studs and plates, A fair workman will |
fit in one day, about 700 linear feet of sill or joist stuff, 800
linear feet of studding, and 500 linear feet of plate. In figuring
studding, no deduction should be made for openings, as any overrun
I
will be used in making diagonal braces, struts, etc. The number of
rafters should be obtained, also their entire length, including cor-
nice. Two carpenters will put in place about 700 linear feet of
rafters on a plain roof, or 500 linear feet on one cut up by gables
and dormers.
The amount of siding necessary is determined by finding the to-
tal exterior wall surface in square feet, including gables, and add-
ing to this area i for lapping. Two men will put up about 500
feet
of siding in a day, this quantity being quadrupled in the case of
plain vertical siding, such as barn siding.
When shingles are laid 4^ inches to the weather, 1000 shingles
.
A good workman
will cover approximately a square, or 100 square feet.
J
1(.4
will carry up to the roof and lay about 1500 shingles per day, and
1 will use fron: 5 to 7 pounds of nails, according to the size used.
i
I
If building paper io used under siding or shingles, this must be add-
I ed, a roll of paper covering about 500 square feet, and requiring
about one hour to lay and nail. Tin roofs are a little more expen-
sive than shingle roofs, costing perhaps $1 more per square. Flash-il
ings in valleys, around chimneys, etc., are laid at the rate of aboutj
30 linear feet per day, guttering at the rate of 60 to 75 feet. Cor-
nices are built at about 30 feet per day.
In estimating the amount of material in floors, ascertain the
number of square feet in the floor; than add ^ for waste and matching'^
i
. !
if this will vary somewhat with the width of the floor; measure openings^,
j
such as stair wells, hearths, etc., as if they were not there. The ||
i
sub-floor can be laid at the rate of about 800 square feet per day, j
j the finish floor, requiring more care and time, being laid at the |
I
rate of 250 to 400 square feet per day, varying with the width of
j
I
material, and whether or not it is tongued and grooved at both sides
l!
land ends. Plain baseboards, chair rail, etc., can be put in place ,
I
\
at the rate of 150 feet per day, doubling this for sweeping and pic-
j
ture molds, etc
.
Exterior doors require about 1 day to frame and hang, and a
j
good workman will hang 3 or 4, even as many as 8, interior doors in
i!
l| one day, though 6 is an average man's capacity. One man will hang
|
I
a sliding door in about 1^ days. Windows will cost about |3 or $4
j
I
apiece above the cost of the sash.
Plastering of good quality is done at the rate of about 25 yardsj
a day, with a plasterer and laborer at work. In calculating the
I
amount of plastering to be done, no deduction should be made for any f
[openings at all. Exterior plastering, or stucco, will vary a great j

deal, but a good man and helper will put on 15 yards a day. Lath
is sold by the thouGand in buncheo of 100, 1500 lath being required
for 100 square yard of wall; a good lather will cover 50 yards of
inside wall in one day.
A first class staircase will approximate per step, ircludin^
I all material and labor. Cellar and back stairs will coct from $1
to *2 per step, according to width and finish.
The cost of painting and finishing is very hard to estimate,
|
because there are so many governing factors. A gallon of priming (
\ coat will cover about 300 square feet, and subsequent
coats will
|
I
cover about 600 square feet. A good workman will paint 100
square
j
I yards in one day.
I
The cost of heating and plumbing is usually figured by the job; j
] the cost of heating with hot air, steam, or hot water will in an
or-
||
dinary residence run about $25, $40, and |45 per room, respectively,
j
Plumbing will cost from $30 to $40 per room, depending upon the qual-|
1 ity and elaborateness of fixtures. Electric wiring usually
costs $1
|
i per opening, every switch and light fixture being considered an open
ing.
The interior hardware, consisting of locks, latches, catches,
handles, etc., must be figured piece by piece, though an allowance
|i of ^35 or |40 is sufficient to provide excellent design and workman-
5
iS
ship, in a small house,
j
Cisterns, one of which is an essential part of every home, may j
il
be figured with reasonable accuracy by calculating the coct to be |l
|
per barrel capacity. Concrete can usually be figured at about 35
I cents per cubic footj this applied to sidewalks also, a four-inch
sidewalk with a one-inch finish coat will cost about 12 cents per
[^square foot, a 3-inch one costing about 9 cents a square foot.

J. O'-
It is sometimes desirable and advantageous to be able to esti-
mate the cont of structures quickly, or before the plans and specifi-
cationa have been developed sufficiently to make an accurate, detail-
ed estimate. Two buildings built in the same locality, should cost
about the same per cubic foot, even though there be come difference \\
in the size; it follows, therefore, that if we know the cost per cu- jj
bic foot of different classes of buildings, in different localities, |
we can approximate quite closely the cost of any proposed building |
I
I by multiplying its contents in cubic feet by the known cost per cu-
bic foot of a similar building in the same locality.
1
The accompanying table for estimating small frame buildings is
partially adapted from Kidder's Pccketbook.
i Farm and Country Property
I
Kind of Buildinp; Cost j^er cubic foot.
1 Dwelling, frame, no cornice ^c
I Dwelling, frame, small cornice 5 to 6c
I
Dwelling, brick, cheap
! Dwelling, good construction, frame 8c
\ Dwelling, brick, good 10c
Dwelling, hollow tile, good 9c
I
Dwelling, modern frame
(In all of the above, basements are included)
Barns, frame, plain If
Barns, frame, well built 2-^ "to
Even a more rapid estimate can be made by the unit method,
1
though it is a mere approximation and should never be held binding.
|
I
The following table lists a few unit costs:
Per room in residences |400 to $500
Per stall in horse barns 80 to 120
Per stall in cown stables 60 to 80
Per head in swine houses -
first class construction 10
cheap construction 5
Per head in sheep barns, well built 8
in cheap sheds 3
Per fowl in poultry houses .50 to 1.50
Per bushel in well-built cribs ^SO
1
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Chapter V
i DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS
In this chapter will be taken up a consideration of each of the
|;
various building found on the ordinary farm. The consideration will
I
be made with regard to design and construction in general only, since
; no hard and fast rules can be laid down, each problem requiring a
!
* knowledge of local conditions for the most satisfactory and the most
j
efficient solution.
Granaries
:f
The chief fault of cribs and granaries as they are built in the
\ I
I
majority of instances is that they are constructed with too little
|
regard for strength and durability. A false economy is practised I
:i
when such a building is erected with just a few single stones or an
I
occasional pier as a foundation, and with light, unsound timbers for I
il
^
!
sills and framing. One does not realize the tremendous strain to
|
i which the crib is subjectedL, especially at the floor and near the
j
! bottom of the walls. Assuming that the principles of h^^drostat ics
i
hold, with certain restrictions and modifications, in the case of
grain, an approximation of the amount of lateral pressure can be de-
|
termined. This is equal to the area of a unit section of the wall ;
Ir I
I
(a section 1 foot in width and in height equal to the wall) multi-
I plied by i the height, and that product by the weight of a cubic
foot of the enclosed grain. Of course, friction would reduce the
I
amount of lateral pressure, as would the relatively lower fluidity
i of grain compared with water, to perhaps 2/3 the theoretical pressure|
1 On this basis the total lateral pressure on the wall of an oats-bin
I 12 feet high and 16 feet long would be about 20,000 pounds, which is
is
indeed considerable. It is evident that construction stronger and
^
more secure than that in ordinary buildings erected simply for \

shelter is necessary in the cane of granaries, which perhaps more
than any other buildings on a farm are subjected to hard usage.
|
Every farmer hcs experienced the annoyance ocean ioned hy wooden ||
floors. Almost always inch boards are used; these will shrink in |
\
the summer when the bin may be empty, and when the new grain is pour-j
t
ed into the bin, it promptly runs through the half-inch cracks; or
fi
the rats may have piled up such heaps of earth beneath the floor thatji
)i
it is continually damp, causing the boards to rot and the grain to )
I
mold. Occasionally a floor joist breaks, letting a section of the .
\
floor drop, with the result that a large quantity of grain is lost.
j|
ii
All these unfortunate circumstances can be eliminated by the use of |!
concrete floors, to which there still exists, in the mindcof many j,
farmers, serious objections, the principal one being that "the con- |l
Crete draws dampness and makes the grain mold". All objections to ||
concrete floors can be overcome by one precaution - make the floor I
right. Concrete, when properly made to suit existing conditions, is|
|i
absolutely impervious to moisture, and can be kept as dry as any wood^j
|i
floor ever built. Tn addition to this, it is practically permanent,
|
i
it makes an excellent base for the crib, and it always provides a
|
smooth scooping surface.
Concrete floors for cribs should be made an integral part of the|i
foundation; that is, under each line of studding there should be a 5;
^foundation wall perhaps 3 feet in depth, and 8 or 10 inches in thick-y
ness; between these walls, and as a continuation of them there should||
i
be a 6-inch floor with a good subfoundat ion of well-tamped cinders or
^gravel. The floor should consist of a bottom layer of ordinary
i coarse concrete, with some accepted type of waterproofing mixed with
i it, and of a top layer composed of a rather rich mixture of cement |
I
I
and sand, also waterproofed. Such a floor as this is absolutely

impervious, and if it is given a little slope to permit the drainage
01 any 3torm water that might be beaten into the crib, no better or
more satisfactory floor can be devised.
To facilitate the emptying of grain from the cribs, sloping of
fi
floors are coming into great favor. A slope of feet in 8 is suf-j|
•\
ficient to admit all the grain in a bin to slide out into drag-belts
or conveyors which carry the grain to the sheller or to wagons, as \
the case may be, without any hand-labor being required, beyond that
|
of keeping the conveyor from being blocked by too much grain. In thej
handlinp of ear corn this is an especially great advantage, effecting!
I the saving of the labor of two or three men when the corn is shelled.
5
The labor of handling grain has become almost entirely mechani- |
i
cal. Formerly, the height of cribs was limited by the height to
l\
which a man could scoop grain, and on account of the labor and diffi-ii
II
culty involved, cribs were seldom built more than 12 feet high, The||
advent of the modern small dump or elevator, sold at a price which \
made it a necessity to every farmer, and manufactured in such a m:ul- i
titude of variations for both inside and outside installations, makesi
i it possible to have bins 20 or even 30 feet in height, and still P®^-||
• mit the filling of the bins to be accomplished with a minimum of man-||
'
Si
ual labor. The modern farmer builds cribs for permanence and conven^-
S
ience; he installs a vertical interior elevator which elevates his
grain to the conveyors above, the conveyors distributing it to any
? corner of the crib desired; when the time comes for the removal of
i the grain, a few small doors are opened, the grain runs into other
I
j conveyors, and is carried to the sheller or to the waiting wagons,
\ the whole procedure being carried on without the farmer raising his
Ij hand except to start machinery in motion. An added advantage of a
complete elevator and conveyor installation is the facility with
I
I
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which damp grain may be tranof erred from one bin to another, thus
aerating and drying it, and probably bettering its quality to such |
an extent that the higher price received for it when it is sold will
soon pay for the cost of the installation.
The general arrangement of the crib is shown in figure 54. It
is economy to employ the double construction, since it enables the j;
entire crib, driveway and all, to |!
Ij
be completely roofed over, and sinceij
tl
a minimum length of conveyors is
;|
necessary. The crib may be made asj;
!;
long as desired; the width should bejj
li
about 28 feet, allowing 10 feet for f.
5i
I
the driveway and 9 feet for the
|
cribs, a width which at least in the!
!
west has been found as great as willj
allow the proper drying of ear corn,
!
The depth of the bins may be as
Dl
s;
great as 30 feet, but perhaps 20
||
feet is the maximum of most cribs. |;
Above the driveway are located bins for small grain,
the floors being made sloping to one side, as shown in
the illustration, to admit of rapid emptying through
swivel chutes; this floor should be high enough from
the floor of the driveway to permit the easy passage
of a wagon and driver.
The framing of a modern granary is simple and strong. The lat-|
eral pressure is resisted by studding which is usually of 2x6 yellow
pine or oak, and which should not be placed more than two feet apart
in high bins. Opposite pairs of studs e. Agd w i t h 2x6 ties
= 1G END view OP SR^NAR.Y
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securely spiked, two ties being necessary for a ;30-foot stud. The |
studs are fastened at the bottom either to sill-platee bolted to the ;
concrete or by a special Goetz hanger, shown in figure 55. There
|
have recently been placed upon the market stud sockets made especial-fi
ly to be used in granary construction; these are made of cast iron,
and are inserted into the concrete while it is still wet and pressed |
down level with the surface making an admirable fastening.
|
The latter form is simpler and does not interfere with the flow |j
Si
fl
of grain. The two inner rows of studs are doubled below the floor
. of the upper bins, for the heavy weight of the grain above, coupled j|
\'.
'with the lateral pressure of the side bins, is likely to cause buck- ||
ti
ling of the studs unless they are quite strong.
|j
The siding for corncribs is usually 1x6 rough fencing, put on
with a 1-inch space between adjacent boards, so as to allow free
passage of air. Small grain bins must be sided up closely, and for
; this purpose either shiplap or drop siding is used, the latter being
|
1 preferable.
Some attempts have been made to construct an all-steel corncrib,
using channel beans for sills and woven wire for siding, but with no
^
:
appreciable degree of success. The difficulty in this construction
: lies in the fact thatthe woven wire rusts and deteriorates so rapid-
: ly that it cannot long withstand the lateral pressure.
Machine Sheds |
A One great source of loss to the farmer is that resulting from
|
I
lack of care of his farm machinery. Exposure to the weather result^
:^ in the rapid deterioration of a machine, with an accompanying loss of|
I efficiency, so that only a half or perhaps only a third of the value
I
of the machine is finally realized. The average life of a grain I
joinder, a complex machine requiring a rather heavy^ investment, is |
i
actually less than five years; experience has shown that its life
may be easily prolonged to at least fifteen years with proper care.
In the State of Illinois there was in 1910 $75,000,000 worth of farm
machinery; on the basis noted above, |15,C00,000 worth must be re-
newed every year. To properly house the machinery on the 200,000
farms of 50 acres or more, would require about $40,000,000, which
would be saved in four years by extending the life of machines to
fifteen years. Since with a little care a machine shed should at j
least last twenty years, the total saving in that term of years would
be $160,000,000, a tidy sum to be distributed among the farmers of
^
the State.
j
On the ordinary farm, the m.achine shed should be as simple as j;
possible - a plain structure with sufficient wide doors to permit of |
the removal and return of implements with the minimum amount of time
|
and labor. The interior should be clear of any vertical posts
-
!
this will require that the building be narrow or that a trussed roof i
be used, and should preferably have a concrete floor, though this
will increase the cost of the structure by a considerable percentage,
the concrete floor costing about one-fourth of the whole building.
If desired, a small shop may be included at one end of the shed, and
will prove a wonderful convenience.
If a concrete floor is not used, rough 2-inch plank should form
the floor, since the heavy machinery would soon destroy anything
:
lighter. This should be supported on 4x6 sills, laid on a concrete
; foundation or on frequent brick piers. Horizontal siding will re- |
]
quire that studs be used in the walls and 2x4 stuff, doubled at the
: corners and at openings, and placed at 2-feet intervals, will be
i.
sufficient to make a firm wall and to support the roof. Should
vertical siding be employed, a system of framing should be designed,
j
I
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,
using 4x6 posts and 2x4 or 2xG nailing girts. It is advisable to
cover the vertical cracks which appear between the boards with Sc-
inch battens.
The width of the building governs to a large extent the method
of roof-framing. Machine sheds adapted themselves readily to cer-
tain widths, 18 feet and 26 feet being perhaps the widths that can
be most economically utilized. The floor plans following illustrat^j
possible arrangements of machines within the buildings. If only
an 18-foot width is used for the structure, the rafters themselves,
with perhaps a collar-beam or cross-tie, are sufficient to support jj
I'
i
the roof. If a greater width is employed, one simple truss, like ||
I
?'
i the one in figure 56, must be built up, and placed at intervals of f\
'
P
8 or 10 feet. Ofttimegj
the collar beams and f|
cross-ties are used to |!
support pdes, lumber,
and odds and ends that
accumulate, and the i
weight of these things
will give the roof a tendency to rack or sag. If the intention is
to use the collar-beams and ties for this purpose, the framing shouldj
\
be made extra strong to resist the additional strain. j
The floor of the shed should not be very high, and the appoach-
i
'
es to the doors should be quite gradual, for otherwise it will be |
•I
\ very difficult to run some of the heavier machines into the shed.
||
I Some builders advocate the use of two-story structures, but this is |i
j ^l
II
impracticable for the ordinary farm, and the added expense for the
necessary hoist and the trouble of operating it would make it unde- |
sirable. However, this idea may be well worked out if the shed is il
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built on the slope of a otecp hill, oo
that natural approaches may be had on
two sideo, and a hoiot will be unneceo-
sary
.
In preparing the design of a ma-
shed, the first consideration is the
number of machines to be housed, and
whether or not a farm shop is to be in-
cluded ii) the building. Then comes the
arranging of the machines with the view
of getting them in the best possible lo-
cation for the convenience of the user.
For instance, a binder, being used just
once a year, may well occupy a space in
the farther corner, leaving the space
near the door for the mower and the play
implements which are used oftener and
5^ for longer periods than is the binder.
The wagons, buggies, and manure spread-
ers are used so much throughout the
year that they should be especially
available
.
Figure 57 illustrates the floor ar-
rangement of an 18-foot machine shed,
with no interior posts to interfere
with the easy removal or replacing of
machines. It shelters easily and
conveniently the usual
i
II
farmer's ecpiipment in the way of machinery, a lict of which follows: -j
I
1 Grain Binder 1 Spike-tooth Harrow 1 Wagon
1 Mower Z Single Pow Cultivators 1 Spreader
1 Gang Plow 1 Corn Planter 1 Single Buggy
1 Walking Plow 1 10-f t . Drill 1 Double Buggy
1 Disk Harrow 1 He If-dump Rake
This shed has in addition an 8-foot shop across one end. The
section devoted to buggies has a single sliding door of its own, be-
p
cause of the large amount of usage the buggies receive; this door i!
I
arrangement permits the easy removal of the plow. The spreader and
wagon may be located in the space immediately in front of the 14-foot
||
jdouble sliding doors, perhaps with some turning of the poles. The \
Ijsmaller tools are slipped into corners, the spike-tooth harrow being \
Ihung on the wall.
I
If so desired, the shed may be made only 40 feet long, charging
the location of the spreader and wagon to a lean-to built on at the
rear of the shed, wide enough to drive the spreader clear through.
It is not necessary to wall-up this lean-to, unless it is located on
Ithe north or west side of the shed. An end-view of this plan is
[
Ishown in figure 58. Under almost any condition of arrangement, it |
i
,
is necessary to have two doors, one 7 or 8 feet wide, and tho
ether
I
12 or 14 feet wide; though with the lean-to scheme described above,
ithe buggies might well occupy the central space before the wide
doorsj
I
thus obviating the necessity of other ones, "ince the wide doorway
|
I
must be kept clear, th- eaves above must be supported by a stiff
i truss, which will also carry the sliding
door track; if the opening
iis not trussed, the roof will sag, and the doors will not
run hori-
zontally, but will drag and catch on the ground.
An arrangement for the same implements in a machine shed 26
feetj
wide is shown in figure 59. A shop, 8x16, is included in the
arrangement; a larger one could be provided by simply extending the
building to the length desired. The wider building is a little
more expensive than the narrow one with a lean-to, but presents a
better exterior appearance, and gives a little more freedom in in-
terior arrangement.
The use of other buildings for the storage of farm implements,
is not an especially desirable procedure, except in certain instances|
such as keeping wagons in the driveways of cribs, leaving the spread-
er under cover at the end of an alleyway of the barn for convenience
in loading, etc. As a general rule, other buildings are much
more
expensive than a machine shed, and those portions of them devoted
to
the storage of farm implements could in most ca?:.es be more profitably
used, when the very small unit floor-space-cost of a machine shed
is
taken into consideration.
The Farm Shop
On some farms, the amount of construction and repair work done
justifies the erection of a separate building to house the various
machines used in this work. The size of the shop will vary, of
course, with the extent of the work done, from a small one with a
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forge, a work bench and a grindotone, to one much more pretenticuo,
one which is in reality a power plant, with a complete blacksmith and
wood working shop, with a gas engine supplying power to cornsheller,
grinder, emerywheel, water supply system, electric lighting plant,
and other machines. One section may be used for a laundry, with a
power driven washing machine, wringer, and mangle; another may shel-
ter the cream separator and churn. If the shop is small, the con-
struction of it should be quite simple, similar to the machine shed,
with the exception that the walls should be made tight, for the shop
will be used to some extent during cold weather, and the walls shouldjl
i\
he made close enough to retain heat. If the building is to be made
|
'{larger, the framing must be rather heavy, since it will have to sup- j
It
^!
port overhead shafting and pulleys, with the attendant vibration and j
|i
strain upon them. The building should have plenty of windows to ||
]\
give an abundance of light; the walls should lb:€ covered on the exter-|l
ior with building paper and drop siding, and on the interior with
Number 1 shiplap.
For the progressive farmer, a power plant is fast becoming a
necessity. The equipment of the repair shop should include a good
!! concrete forge with a hand blower, an anvil, a work bench with a
j heavy vise, a grindstone, an emery wheel and a drill press. The
'i
forge should be placed along an outside wall, to get plenty of light,
land should be set away from corners, to give plenty of room for man-
ipulating long stock. A wood working bench is a great convenience, |
and if installed should be located far enough away from the forge to
1 obviate any danger from sparks and to keep out of range of soot.
The sheller and grinder may well be in a separate room, as they
are always productive of more or less dust and dirt. Small bins,
for the storageof grain, may be included in this part also.
J
Tn order that the engine may be kept in the best condition, it,
too, should be located in a separate room, one that may be
easily
accessible from any part of the rest of the shop. The dust from
theji
workshop, and from the feed room, would be injurious to the engine,
,and especially to a generator, should there be one. Since a
rather
llarge engine is used to drive some of the heavier machines,
it may be;
I
economy to have a smaller engine to operate the laundry and
creamery
imachines, and it may even be advisable to have then in a separate
jbuilding more closely adjacent to the residence. Then the main
power plant could be located as a part of the group of the
other farmj
buildings, and be central to them. I
.
j
I
Ice Houses j
I
The great variety of uses to which ice is now put in the econo- !
mies of living is sufficient reason for taking up a discussion
of the
principles of ice storage and preservation and the construction
of
ice houses. Before the manufacture of articifial ice became a
com-
|
mercial possibility the storage and distribution of natural ice
was
the only means of relief for residents of cities from the summer
heat,
and in the country, unless natural ice was at hand, the difficulty
was equally great. An ample study of ice is of greater economic
im-
portance in the country than in the city residence, for city people
can purchase perishable supplies as needed, but the remoteness of
|i country homes from markets often renders it necessary to
use canned,
||
corned or smoked meat products during the season of the ye^r when
the
itable should be supplied with fresh meats. Wot only is ice valuable
Ijand appreciated because of its use in preserving fresh meats,
butter
Ijand other table supplies, but the production of high grade
domestic
dairy products is almost impossible without it. Many markets to
which milk is now shipped demand that it be cooled before shipment
toj

] Vj
a degree not attainable without the use of ice.
The source of ice supply will vary with local conditions. Na-
ture often supplies an abundance of ice from lakes, rivers or large
streams without any special plan on the part of man. Sometimes the
j
water of a small stream or spring can be dammed up sufficiently to ';
afford a water surface large enough to provide the desired amoudi of
ice. The stream or pond from which the ice is taken should be sup-
|
plied from a source which is free from pollution or contamination,
|
and from vegetation which, freezing in the ice, would be deposited
j
as the ice melted in the refrigerator, rendering it unnecessarily
j
filthy and dangerous to health. It is impossible to have pure ice \
\jnless the pond or stream is clean and the water free from contamina-^
t ion.
Principles of Ice Storage
The following principles, physical and mechanical, must be con-
sidered in. the construction of a building in which to store ice;
(1) to prevent ice from melting, it must have a minimum of surface
exposed to the air or packing material; this is best accomplished by
|
cutting the ice in as large cubes as can be conveniently handled^
(2) the ice must be thoroughly insulated, to protect it from exter-
nal influences, such as heat and air; (3) drainage is important be-
j
cause the lack of it interferes with insulation; (4) packing of the
s
ice must be done carefully so as to prevent as far as possible the
la
I
circulation of air around it.
Types of Ice Houses
Any such advantages as are offered by shade and exposure should
be taken advantage of in the location of an ice house, since at best
ice is a highly perishable product requiring special equipment for
its preservation, A shady location, with a northern exposure is
J
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;
•decidedly better than any other.
i
With reference to general design, ice houses are of three types:
(1) thone built entirely above ground; (2) those partly above and <
I
partly below; and (S) those entirely below ground. As a rule, the j
i
I
first type can be more easily and economically built than any other,
|
jbecause no excavations, which are expensive to make and difficult to |
i insulate and drain properly, are necessary. It might at first be
i
! considered advisable to take advantage of the comparatively even tem-
perature of the earth and its apparent coolness, but when we realize
Ithat the temperature of the earth at a depth of 5 or 6 feet is about ;
55 degrees F. the year around, it becomes evident that the stored ice^
t
must be protected from earth heat as well as air heat. It is easier,»
Is
of course, to fill a partly subterranean house with ice, but this ad-
i
vantage is more than counterbalanced by the difficulty in removing it |:
as it is used.
The Construction of Ice Houses
Two important considerations in the construction of any ice
house are the character of the insulat ion and the cost of construc-
tion. The climatic conditions must also be considered, and the pro-
bable amount of ice that will be necessary. A ton of ice occupies
approximately 35 cubic feet. Four or five tons are usually all that
la single family will use during a season, so if the ice is to be for
jprivate use only, it is desirable that several families unite in put-
jting up their ice supply together, if this can be accomplished without
jinconvenience
.
An inexpensive ice house which will serve quite satisfactorily
in the region whose climate is similar to that of Chicago or New York,|
Scan be constructed as follows: choose a site that is thoroughly well |
idrained; if the area is not drained naturally, grade the surface so
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that no water can ever flow into or through the building, and no that
water from the melting ice can be quickly dispooed of. Having pro-
vided for the disposal of the water, both from within and from with-
out, set a series of 2x4 posts around the four sides of a square of
the dimensions desired; a building 10 feet square will allow of a
storage capacity 7 feet square. Board up the inside with shiplap, j
and the outside with shiplap or drop-siding. The space between the |
i
inner and outer walls should be filled with some perfectly dry mater-
\ • .
'
jial, like sawdust or packed shavings. The roof may be a simple ga-
|
I
I
ible or hip roof, with comir.on shingles nailed on, and with a little
|
jventilator cupola provided in the peak. A continuous door, similar ||
to a silo door, should be built in one side, in order that the house
|
may be filled and the ice removed without any unnecessary labor. |
In filling the house, a bed of sawdust at least 15 inches thick ^
II
must be provided upon which to build the ice pier; and a layer of saw-||
dust of the same thickness Fiust be maintained between the ice and thej
i
wall of the house. Any intervening spaces between ice blocks should
be filled with crushed ice, which will freeze, uniting the entire
|
amount of ice into one large block, with a minimum of surface exposed
to melting.
Instead of the cheap temporary construction just described, ice
houses of a permanent nature can be built from brick, stone or con-
crete, the latter being especially adaptable. Either the single or
double wall type of construction may be used in concrete houses, and
both of them will require some additional interior insulation. For
jthe single wall construction, figure 60 illustrates the arrangement o
jjexterior concrete wall, with the inner double wood one, and all the
ipacking. With the double wall construction, the air space acts as anj
excellent non-conductor, and serves to cut down the extra packing or
1
insulation needed by a half. For
|
roofs in concrete houses, cindrr n
concrete laid in double thickness
with a 2-inch air space between
them, and well reinforced with
strong netting or woven wire fence|
!i
will serve admirably. The floor |i
may also be of double thickness, jj
i|
of sand and gravel at least six ji
inches thick, and properly ar- I
ranged for good drainage.
The Silo
A silo is an air-tight, water4i
tight tank, in which green succu- ^
lent herbage may be placed and pre]
served, very much as fruits are preserved in glass jars. Just as
ii
the housewife finds that it is in those jars which were not air-tight |
that the fruit does not keep well, so does the farmer find that the |j
!;
S[
admission of any air to well packed silage will result in mold and |i
i
decay • The silo may be and often is wholly above ground, but very \
frequently having a large part of its total capacity below ground; !j
!its brifTinal form was that of a large pit, being entirely below grouncj
!
iFrom this there developed the square silo built above ground, but
'this was a failure, for several reasons; it could not be built econo-|
mically, nor strong enough to resist the internal pressure, nor did
|
lithe silage keep well in it. The settling of the silage was uneven l
.
!
idue to the greater amount of friction in the corners of the walls m
iproportion to the weight of silage than in the rndddle of the struc-
jture. Following the square silo came the octagonal one, but this

Jpossessed many of the inherent defects of its predecensor. Finally,
there was evolved the round silo, which has been universally occeptedji
as the one shaped most perfectly, both from the theoretical and the
practical viewpoint.
Some of the essentials of a good silo are as follows:
(1) A location which is at once sheltered from cold winds and
easily accessible, bcsth for filling and for emptying. As to whethe
an inside or outside location is the better, depends more than any- (1
ii
j
thing else on the type of the barn. A circular barn can very well
||
I
[I
; have the silo located in the center, where it will act as a splendid
j
j
support for the framing of the barn itself. Under almost any other ji
! circumstance, it is better to have the silo outside of the barn, on
I
account of the strong pungent odor of the silage which is often dis- jj
agreeable, and because of the fact that it occupies a great deal of
'
} floor space which might otherwise be more profitably used,
j
(2) A foundation which is thoroughly solid and substantial, ex- jj
tending at least four or five feet below the ground, so that the bot-j|
I
torn of the silo is below the frost line. It is quite necessary thatj
this be well drained, in order to obviate as far as possible any set-
tling, which is likely to occur with the heavy structure above.
(3) Walls which are smooth, strong, straight and solid. The
lateral pressure on silo walls is something enormous, and the walls
j|must be sufficiently rigid to resist this pressure as well as to re-
|
sist storms. Since air causes silage to spoil, there must be no
pockets or depressions in the wall in which air can be imprisoned,
and which will prevent the even settling of the silage.
(4) Some protection for the top of the silo, so that silage may
ijnot decay at the top. Some authorities claim that a roof is an un-
|
necessar\^ expense, and that silage will spoil to just as great a
I
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depth at the top with a roof as without one. This claim is hardly
substantiated, but some owners of silos simply sow some oats or rye
on top of the silage, and claim that the thick sod resulting protecta
the silage adequately.
Size of the Silo
The Capacity of a silo is determined by the number of cattle to
be fed and by the length of the feeding period for silage. This
period usually lasts about 200 days, though some stock raisers
find |:
silage a profitable and satisfactory feed for the entire year. jj
I
Silage, to be used advantageously, must be fed off the top of
.
the silo; any opening in the bottom would admit air and cause
the
jj
silage to spoil. Even when feeding from the top, unless it is
begun
|
just as soon as the silo is filled, there will be some loss, as a |
khin layer at the top exposed to the air will decay and must be dis- j
jcarded. The silage, after feeding has begun, must be removed at \
Ithe rate of at least two inches per day to prevent the
formation of
j
Imold, and the diameter of the silo should be so gauged as to
insure ,
Ithat this amount will be consumed. Unless the silo is
constructed
j
Lo as to be particularly impervious to cold, there will occur
some
\
freezing of the silage around the walls; the frozen silage,
if fed
just as soon as it is thawed, will not have any particularly differ-
ent effect upon cattle than silage which has not frozen, beyond
a
imere laxative action. In some sections of the country, it is
the
i
ipractice to make the surface of the silage cone-shaped, this
prevent-
iing to some extent the freezing that sometimes occurs araund
the ed-
ges near the top.
The accompanying table gives the capacities of silos
required to
|
supply silage to herds of different sizes, fed either for 180
or 240
j
days; the corresponding correct diameter is also included.
Though
1
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diameters of 22 feet are given, 20 feet should be the maximuin, since
any greater diameter means an excess of labor in removing the silage.
Number of Feed for Feed for D i ame t e r
Dairy Cows 180 Days 240 Days of Bilo
8 29 tons 40 tons •CO
10 36 ft 48 n 10 "
15 54 n 72 II 10 "
20 72 II 96 It 12 "
25 90 N 120 II 14
30 108 II 144 II 16 "
35 126 II 168 II 16 "
40 144 11 192 II 18 "
45 162 It 216 II 18 "
50 180 II 240 It 20 "
60 216 II 288 It 22 "
70 252 II 336 n 22 "
80 288 II 384 II 22 "
90 324 It 452 II 22 "
100 360 It 480 11 22 "
The height of silos should be such that the required capacity |:
Ej
can be obtained with the most economical diameter, providing, how- j!
ever, that for silos from 8 to 10 feet in diameter, the height be l|
not more than 40 feet, that for silos from 12 to 15 feet in diameter
,|j
the height be not more than 45 feet, and that the height of any lar- |i
i!
ger silo be not more than 60 feet. Silos of a greater height than \
t
this are more or less inaccessible, and the filling of them is ac- j|
|i
complished with more or less difficulty. For this reason two silos ?.|
of less diam.eter and height are often preferable to one large one. h
In estimating the capacities of silos, consideration should be
li
given the fact that the silage at the bottom of a silo is so much fj
ji
more compactly compressed than at the top that its unit weight is jl
(I
much greater than that of the silage at the top. For instance, at |i
the bottom of a silo 36 feet deep, the weight of a cubic foot of si- l!
lage is approxim.ately 60 pounds, while the same amount of top silage l\
s
weighs but 18 or 20 pounds. From this it is seen that the capacity
|
increases in greater proportion than does the depth.
In a bulletin issued by the Wisconsin experiment station, the

Depth Weight Mean
of cilcge v/eight of
of at f5ilage
different per cubic
Silage depths foot
Feet Lbs
.
Lbs.
1 18.7 18.7
2 20.4 19.6
3 • i. 20.6
4 23.7 21.2
5 25.4 22.1
6 27.0 22.9
7 28.5 23.8
8 30.1 24.5
9 31.6 25 .3
10 33.1 26.1
11 34.5 26.8
12 35 .9 27.6
13 37.3 28.3
14 38.7 29.1
15 40.0 29.8
16 41.3 30.5
17 42.6 31.2
18 43.8 31,9
19 45.0 32.6
20 46.2 33,3
21 47.4 33.9
22 48.5 34.6
23 49.6 35.3
24 50.6 35.9
25 51,7 36.5
26 52,7 37.2
27 53.6 37.8
28 54.6 38.4
29 55.5 39.0
30 56.4 39,6
31 57.2 40.1
32 58.0 40.7
33 58.8 41.2
34 59.6 41.8
35 60.3 42.3
36 61.0 42.8
following table ic given which shows the weight of ciiagc at aiiier-
ent distances below the surface, and the mean weight of the silage
for silos of different depths:
The lateral pressure tending to
burst a silo is considerable, and
all silos require some sort of rein-
I
forcement to resist this strain.
Professor King of Wisconsin has
found that the pressure on the walls
ij
of the silo due to the weight of the*!
1 >
silage is 11 lbs. per square foot of ;J
ji
wall area per foot of length. That ji
is, at a depth of 10 feet, the lateral
al pressure per square foot is 110
||
lbs,; at a depth of 20 feet, it is
||
220 lbs.; at 30 feet, it is 330 lbs.
|
Types of Silos
Almost every sort of material
that can be used in construction has
been incorporated at various times
into silos. Wood, brick, hollow
tile, stone, steel, concrete, all
have been used with more or less sue
cess, but a gradual elimination has
I
resulted in leaving three materials !
ifrom which in the present time the great majority of silos are built;
|
these are wood, hollow tile, and concrete; steel is used for rein-
forcement and support in all of the silos built from these materials,
j
Variation in the method of using the building materials gives
i
rise a broader classification, and ^" n this clar- ' f ^' cr.-t ^* on t*r,t
|
we shall follow in discussing the construction advantaiiC^j , : liu ^il^ -
advantages, of different kinds of silos. Thus we have the stave
silos, all practically the same, differing only in minor details; the
j
Gurler silo, originally of wood and plaster, now also manufactured
entirely of steel and plaster; the hollow tile silo, with minor var-
:iations as to shape of block, etc.; and the concrete silo, which may
be made of solid or hollow blocks, or of single or double wall mono-
|
lithic construction.
The Stave 5il_o
The stave silo is made of long staves usually 2x6 inches, held \
J
together in a barrel-like form by hoops of steel. The popularity of|!
this form of silo is evidenced by the thousands of them in successful||
Si
I
use throughout the United States. Its main advantages are its com-
^
parative cheapness, especially where only a temporary silo is deeir-
|
ed, and its portability, the construction being such that it may be
|j
dismantled and removed to another location with the loss only of the
foundation.
There was a time when common 2x4 's or 2x6 's were used as staves,
setting them up on end and drawing them together with iron bands or
>
hoops. There was so much leakage through the cracks between the ||
staves that in a great m.any cases silage spoiled, and as a result the
use of the silos was condemned. In modern practice, however, this
i
possibility of leakage is to a great degree eliminated, because the
staves are matched so carefully, both side and end, that the outlet
I of silage juices and the admission of air is practically prevented.
In the cheaper forms of stave silos, the matching is accomplished by
merely beveling the edges, and trusting to the closeness with which
the s taves are drawn together to keep the structure comparatively
water and air-tight. j
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The connt ri'ct, ion of a stave silo calls first for a good sub-
client ial foundation. If the cilo in io be entirely above ground,
a circular foundation of concrete or brick masonry, varying frora 10
to 18 inches in thickness according to the size of the silo, and the
sort of ground upon which the silo is located, inur:t be built by dig-
ging a trench of the required width and deep enough to reach firm
ground below the frost line; if the foundation is to be of concrete,
|
]
circular forms should be erected above the trench so as to bring the
' concrete at least one foot above the ground. With a brick founda-
j
tion, forms are of course unnecessary. Usually it is an advantage
j
»
to have part of the silo below ground, and when this is desired, a |:
I'
pit of the required diameter and depth is dug, lining the sides of
jj
the pit with brick masonry or concrete. In any kind of silo con-
|
i
struct ion,, the floor should not be built integral with the walls or
|
the foundation; for should such be the case, the weight of the sil-
|
age would probably break up the floor badly, and possibly result in *i
li 1
« the failure of the silo. Some sort of a drain, extending outside
j
of the walls, should be installed, to take care of any seepage be-
j
neath the silo.
With the foundation and floor in place, theerection of the
I
staves is next in order. The wood from which staves are made may
be any one of the following, their comparative value being in the
order in which they are given: cypress, California redwood, white
pine, cedar, fir, yellow pine. It is important that the wood be
straight and free from any loose knots, sapwood, or any other ser- |
iious defect; the material should be as uniform as possible, the
|
i
staves being of the same width and thickness. The silo may be made
|
of one-piece staves, but this is rather expensive especially as the
\
!
height increases, and just as satisfactory a silo may be made with
—
!

jbuilt-up Gtavec. When the stave is made of two i^iecQii uxiicrciil
j lengths, the joint should be made accurately, and splined together
I by making in the ends to be joined a saw cut one inch deep and pa ra-
I
llel to the sides of the stave, and in-
serting a sheet-iron spline, preferably
galvanized, as shown in figure 61. The
ends of the stave should be painted witj
white lead to further protect the jointj
FieeiSPLINEP JOINT
III
1
Fig 63 DOOR.
UOCATION
To fasten the adjacent staves together,
|
ij
half-inch holes are bored in the edges
[j
about 5 feet apart; these holes are |i
made on one side only of each stave andij
I
must be staggered on adjoining staves;
j!
the37 should be about an inch deep in 4-
1
inch staves, and 3 inches deep in 6-inc
staves. The purpose of these holes is
to allow spiking the staves together
when set up, the spike being driven in^
^
to the bottom of the hole, and passing
|
through the rest of that stave and into
the next one, as shown in figure 62.
j
I
Before the staves are put up, the number of doors must be decided
jupon and their distance apart. The doors are usually from 2 to 2^-
5
,
jfeet high, 2 feet wide, and may be from 2^- to 3 feet apart. The locaj
It ion of the doors is laid out upon a stave, and saw cuts are made half)
ay through it at an angle of 45 degrees, as shown in figure 63, This|
|stave is put up at one side of the place where the doors are to be cut
and after the staves are all up, a saw is inserted in the saw cut al-
ready begun and a cut of the desired width of door is made. The
FIG 62'. METHOD OF rAsSTENING STAVES
(
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purpose of the slant ing cut is to make a door that can be removed
only from the inside, so that when the silo is filled, the lateral
pressure will hold it in place. The portions of the staves forming
the do^rs can be cleated together after being sawed out, the cleats
being placed on the outside of the door so as not to interfere with
the settling of the silage.
Sometimes a continuous door is desired; this adds to the conven-ji
ience of the silo, and is somewhat more difficult to construct. In
|j
putting in a continuous door in a stave siloj;
a door frame should be provided of 4x6 pie-
jj
ces, held 20 inches apart by pipes, and keptji
from spreading by 5/8-inch bolts placed at |
intervals of two feet, running through the i|
pipe, as shown in figure 64. Iron washers
should be placed between the ends of the
pipe and the door frame, and under the heads!
1
c
and nuts of the bolts. The inside corner
of each timber should be chamfered as shown
in the illustration, to provide a shoulder
\
against which the doors can rest. The
doors themselves are made of double thickness of tongued and grooved
flooring, with a thickness of tarred paper between, the inside layer
|
of flooring running vertically and the outside horizontally.
|
The first stave is placedwith its inner face on the line, 5 inch^
es from the inner edge of the foundation. It must be plumbed in
both directions and securely fastened at the top and bottom by braces
nailed to stakes firmly driven into the ground, or to some adjacent
|
building, A movable step ladder may be used instead of scaffolding,
and this may be moved along and kept in the right place from which to
FIG 6^^ CONTINUOUS DOOR

work. The next stuvc is then oet up and naiiea Lu ihc i xr..i .^^ih \\
30d or 40d spikes, which are started in the holes previously bored
(figure 62) and driven home with a drift punch. Other staves are
then erected until the place is reached where the doors are to be;
the door stave, previously prepared, is then nailed in position and
the remaining staves erected. In setting up splined staves, the
long and short pieces should alternate in adjacent staves, so the
jvoints may be staggered.
! The hoops are next in order. These are made of l/Z, 5/8, and \
"V-i-inch rods, in sections from 10 to 14 feet in length, the ends
-
being threaded to admit of being joined to turnbuckles or lugs. Thei
j
l/S-inch rods are used in the upper third of the height, and 5/8-inch|;
rods for the remainder. Should the silo be above 30 feet in height, |i
the lower third should be of .5/4-inch, the middle third of 5/ 8-inch, |
and the upper third of 1/3-inch rods. Two hoops should be placed
|
":^^elow the first door, and two between adjacent doors all the way up, ||
putting two hoops above the top door is this space is more than 2
feet; if less than 2 feet, one hoop will be sufficient. When the
hoops are in place, they should be tightened up and staples dfiven 2
||
or 3 feet apart over each hoop to hold it in place, should it become
'
loose
.
After all the hoops have been placed in position, the doors
should be cut out, using the stave previously cut as a guide. By cut-
ting through 4 or 5 staves a sufficient width is obtained for the
doers. A completed door is shown in figure 65.
Figure 66 shows the silo with all the staves erected and the
hoops in position. One door has been cut out completely, and ano-
ther one partially so, sho^iring the method of doing this part of the
j|
work. The figure also shows some other details of construction, sucl|j
J
I
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as the Gtagp;c;ring of the joints in the
staves, the method of anchoring the silo to
the foundation, the location of the guide
stave for the doors, and the lugs on the
hoops.
If a roof is put on the silo, it may "be
easily constructed with eight or ten sides, '
using 2x6 stuff for rafters, and employing
shingles or prepared roofing for a covering.;
For filling the silo, a door must be put in
at the top; this door may be either a trap
door in the slope of the roof, or a vertical
door inseted in the face of a gable. Since:
the silo must be emptied from above, a lad-
der must be constructed along the course of
|;
the doors, and a chute built so as to en-
close both the ladder and the doors. This
j|
is shown in the illustration of the finished^'
silo, figure 67. In order to properly pre-il
serve the wood of which the silo is construe^
ted, the interior face of the staves should \:
!i
be given a coat of carbolineum or of some
f,
I,
other preservative. The attractiveness of i\
the exterior vjill be enhanced if the silo iS;'
t
kept well painted.
|j
The foregoing description is that of just one of the dozens of I
'different kinds of stave silos built today. In all those on the
|
market, the variation in construction is almost alwa^^s in some detail;|
as a special door, or hoop, or anchoring, or reinforcement, or mater-
|
-i
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ial uned, the method of erection, etc., this
detail being controlled generally V;y a
patent. Stave silos v.'ill always be built ],
to some extent, but the pronounced advantage^
of the better and more permanent types of
silos is gradually limiting their use.
The Gurle r Silo
The Gurler silo is the invention of
Mr. H. B. Gurler, who built his first silo
in 1897. Long and successful use of this 'o
type of silo has shown the practicability
I
of this form of construction, the details of
which follow.
I
The preparation of the foundation for \\
s;
I
the Gurler silo is exactly similar to that |i
of an ordinary stave silo. Upon this foun-
[|
f|
dation are set studs of 2x4 stuff 16 inches |j
[i
on center, held in place verticall3?' by an ij
V
occasional girt, the studs resting on a 2x4
f
si
sill. Since it is usually difficult to ob-
||
tain studs equal in length to the height of
the silo, each stud may be made of two pie- !|
>!
ces, lapping them two feet. On the inner
|
ji
face of the studs is nailed the lining, '.vhicl|!
consists of -g-xS stock made \7f splittir.g com- [
I
mon fencing with a saw. On top of the studs
is nailed a 2x4 plate.
Provision for doors is made by doubling
the studding on each side of the row of door
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and binding these to-ether either by 5/8-inch rods between the doors
j
i:
or b^'- doubling the lining on the Inside across the space between the ||
doors and extending it six or eight feet on each side.
The silo is then lathed on the inside with a special form of
lath, known as Gurler lath, which consists of the oriinary lath with |!
the edges beveled. The lath is applied with its narrower face nail-"
ed directly to the lining, and spaced so that a dovetail joint is
||
formed for the mortar. Sometimes the Byrkit lath, shown in figure j'
'41, is used to fill the place of both lining and lath,
jj
'i
The silo is then plastered on the inside with a cement plaster !;
made in the proportions of 1 part of cement to 2 parts of sand, This;i
'1
i]
should be applied in two coats, the first coat being roughened and
left to dry thoroughly before the second coat is applied, Ij
The exterior of the silo m'd.Y be covered in an3r one of several il
ii
ways. The covering may be of ordinary weather-boarding, bent around |.|
the silo and securely nailed, especially at the ends; however, this i^|
not entirely satisfactory, for there is a continual tendency?- in the
siding to straighten, and at the ends this tendency is strong enough ij
to cause the joint to open when the nails become somewhat rusty and ii
i
•the wood a little rottan. The most satisfactory method of covering |!
the exterior of the silo is to set horizontal girts into the studding)
at vertical intervals of about 3 feet, and to these nail vertical
boards S or 8 inches '.vide, either plain boards with the cracks cover-
1|
ed with battens, or ship-lap,
|j
The doors for the Gurler silo may be either individual or con- I
tinucus similar in construction to thoseof the stave silo. If a
j
continuous door is used, the method herein described of binding the p
ij
sides of the door frame together by means of double thickness of lin-[i
ing cannot be used; only the iron rods are practicable. The roof
I
135i|
constrvict ion is niniilar to that of the stave silo.
In figure 68 is chown a crons section of the walls of the Curler
silo, v;ith all the details il ilustrated .
j
There has been evolved a special form of the Curler silo which [
apparently possesses all the good qualities of the original form in •
addition to th^t of permanence. In this form the framework consists!;
1,
of steel channels in place of studs, bound together internally and
||
externally by hoops of strap iron, to which is fastened metal lath. |i
I
The silo is plastered inside and out vjith cement plaster, the exter-
||
ior being given any of the numerous stucco finishes. The roof is of!
concrete, making the whole silo a fireproof, permanent structure.
The Vitri fied Tile Bilo
The vitrified tile silo is a type originated by Mr. A. P. Grout )
of Winchester, Illinois, who realized the necessity of some fonn of
|
silo construction that would endure. This silo is built of blocks
|
i
i
m.ade of potter's clay, burned to a vitreous body, presenting a hard,
|
I
smooth surface, impervious to moisture, and resistant to the action
||
of the acid in the silage juices on the interior and of the weather
|
on the exterior.
i
The Agricultural Experiment fetation of Iowa has done much valua-j|
ble work along the line of investigating the value of the vitrified
|
tile silo, and has evolved a type in which the hollow air space is |
i!
retained, therein differing from the Crout silo, which has the hollow^!
-> 11
walls filled with concrete. It is claimed that the hollow wall oi ||
the Iowa silo tends to make it frost resistant.
j
When properlv constructed, the vitrified tile silo is undoubted-j
1
ly an excellent one; the main advantages of it are the comparative
j
ease with which it is built, the low maintenance cost, and its per-
manence .
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In the const r\ict ion of this type of silo, Ihe foundation ic first
prepared so as to bring the bottom of the silo about four feet below
;i
the ground; this is for the sake of economy, &s it is easier to work
jj
i;
when near the ground than when thirty, forty or fifty feet above the |;
ground, and less scaffolding is nececsary. The foundation may be of li
a solid concrete wall 10 inches thick widening to IG inches at the
bottom; or it ma3'' be built of brick with proper footing; or it may be ji
built of the vitrified tile itself, the bottom course being two 8-
inch blocks laid flatwise side b^^ side, then a course of blocks laid
flat cross-wise, completing the footing, the next course being the
first wall course. Sometimes a combination concrete and block foun- 1!
f
i
dation isused, in which concrete is used for the footing. The cemenl|:
i;
mortar in which the foundation blocks are laid should contain water- i\
proofing, and should be used abundantly and carefully, to prevent the
.:j
ingress of surface water which night result, in the case of a hollow
wall, very 38riousl3^ should freezing occur.
The floor of the silo should be constructed similarly to the way |i
li
in which concrete sidewalks are built, or it may b:e made of the block3|
themselves covered with a thin coat of plaster. While a floor is nolj|
absolutely neceGsar3'-, it is desirable, since the portion of the silo l\
ii
below ground can be made more nearly watertight, the floor can be kept
clean, and no earth or dust becom.es mixed with the silage.
The foundation having been laid, the next consideration is the
jwall. The blocks from which the walls of the Grout silo are laid up
1
'are sharjed^a^ shown in figure 69, with curved faces, and part of the ^1
?i
partitions cut out to form a groove in which to
\
lay the reinforcement. Blocks with either a |
straight or curved face have been used in the con-«
struction of the Iowa silo, but the former have |
FIG 69
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i
•not proved satisfactory cince the straight-faced block when laid up
in a circular wall maken a very irregular surface, especially when a ;
rather long block is uned. It has been found that a block 12 inches 1'
long, 6 inches wide, and 4 to 6 inches thick is the n.ost desirable ;
size since they are not difficult to handle and are laid up rapidly, |i
and require a rainimum of mortar. In the Iowa silo no special provi- ;
sion is made for placing the reinforcing, as the largest reinforce- .
ment used is a No. 2 wire, which in diameter is less than the thick- i;
ness of the mortar joint; therefore, it does not interfere with the
j
laying of the blocks, and the mortar protects it from rust.
j
The mortar in which the blocks are laid up is composed of cement',
lime and sand. The lime is a necessary ingredient, as a mortar made^|
of cement and sand alone is not plastic enough to adhere to the blocks,
The amount of lime to be used should not be more than is necessary to|:
i
make the mortar easily workable; a mixture of 1 part of cement, a |
little less than 1 part of lime, and 4 parts of good sand, medium |
fine, will make a mortar that any workman should be able to handle \
well.
It is in the method of laying the tile in the walls of the silo |
I
that the main difference lies between the Grout and the Iowa silos.
,|
In the former, the tile are placed on edge, with the hollow spaces
' extending vertically through the tile and through the silo; this
;
permits of the placing of vertical reinforcing within the tile. Whenl
,,
the silo is completed, the wall is filled with a slush concrete,
j
which results in making the structure a solid, unified m^ass, abso-
|
lutely impervious to air or moisture. The tile in the Iowa silo are|j
laid on edge or flatwise, with the hollow space extending horizontal-j
ji ly, no vertical reinforcing being used except near the opening for a
j
I
continuous door.
|
J
JThe reinforcement of both the Grout and the Iowa siiof. conGir.ts
i
of wire of Vo.rious sizes according to the amount of bursting prensure
to which the wall is likely to be Gub;-ected at various heights. The
vertical spacing is, of course, controlled by the height of the blockdj
Ij
since no space can be less than the height of a single blockj near thelj
i'
top of the silo, where the lateral pressure is very small, reinforce-
:;;
tnent may not be inserted at every course.
In the accompanying table is given the amount of horizontal re- i
!l
I;
inforcement necessar^r in a silo of this type, assuming the reinforce-
|j
ment to be placed between each course of 8-inch blocks. For each
[j
diameter from IZ to 20 feet, a double colunm is given, the figures i;
ij
in the first indicating the number of No. 9 wires to be used, and in ;i
n
! f i
the second, the number of IJo. 3 wires. Thus, at a depth of 20 feet, [I
in a 16-foot silo, the reinforcement should consist either of three ^
No. 9 v^ires or of one No. 3 vdre. It is well to have the topmost
|
reinforcement doubled, to resist the additional pressure due to the
||
i
thrust of the roof.
12 14 16 17 20
Depth
9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
0-4 1 1 1 1 1
4-8 1 1 1 1 1
8-12 1 1 1 2 2
12-16 1 2 2 2 2 1
16-20 2 2 2 1 3 1 3 1
20-24 2 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 1
24-28 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2
28-32 3 1 3 1 3 2 2 2
32-36 5 1 3 1 2 2 2
36-40 3 1 2 2 2
40-44 3 2 2 2 2 3
44-48 2 2 C 2 3 3
48-50 2 2 2 3 3
'I The Iowa Experiment Station advises the use of hard or high car-
\
hon wire for reinforcement since it is as cheap as any, is stronger.
and does not kink so badly in handling. Since the wire is wound

13S ||
comparatively omal] coils, it munt be straightened sufficiently to !
lie on the wall with approximately the same curvature as that of the j:
ii
silo wall itself. The method which the above mentioned station has
found to be the m.ost convenient may be described as follows: secure n
or build a reel from which a coil of the wire may be conveniently un-
wound. Mount this reel upon a plank where it can turn easily, then
secure a short piece of gas pipe close to the reel as shown in figure'
70. Through this pipe draw the jj
p
wire as it uncoils from the reel,
the pipe being so placed that its
j|
curvature is opposite that of the ;!
_
wire in the coil. The curvature
||
FlG. 70 WlKE STEAIGHTENlNG P'EVICC. j. •
-i{IOWA f.GK.EXF' sTAj Qf "the pipe may be adjusted until !
exactly the right curvature in the wire is obtained; the wire then j|
may be cut into lengths convenient for handling. The reinforcing |j
wire should be placed on the enter half of the blocks in order that ||
there be enough mortar inside to bear against the wire and to hold
the blocks. The wires should be long enough to lap past each other
and admit of the ends being bent back to form a hook, so they may be
held togetier in the form of a hoop.
The roof of this silo may be built of wood, according to the de-
scription given heretofore of wood roofs; but since the silo itself
|
is permanent, it would seem advisable to make the roof the same es-
pecially so since the cost of a permanent roof is not very much great^
5er than that of a wood roof. The construction of a permanent roof
j
for a silo of this type is similar to that of a hollow block concretej
(
s
silo, which is given subsequently in this volume.
j
The doors for this silo may be either separate or continuous, th^
latter having been found to be the more convenient. In making pro-
|
J
vision for an individual door, special forms are provided for which jl
are set in place and surrounded with concrete, the inner part of the ij
resulting opening having a beveled edge against which the door is
j
I
held. The door is made similar to the one sho\r/n in figure 65, but [
I
with a bevel extending all around that just fits into the door open- i;
il
ing. For continuous doors the procedure is similar, the opening in |i
\\
•this case extending from the foundation to the top, the inner edge
j|
of the sides of the opening having a rabbet an inch square, as shown 1|
!i
in figure 71 against which the
|
'}
door is held. The reinformcement !!
i'
in this case is made of S/S-inch
»
f;
stock and is inserted at every |j
FlG.71
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\\
third course onl37-, being omitted
||
at the intervening ones, and mur=t be firmly anchored on each side. !|
|i
The chute for this silo may be built of wood, or preferably of |j
li
blocks, the blocks being laid up in a single wall not necessarily |i
|l
more than 4 inches thick, and supported at the bottom by some sort
!|
of a structure which may serve the additional purpose of housing the
j
silage cart.
Conorete Si los
Concrete silos are made in two wa3'-s, either of block or of mono-
llithic construction, in the latter case the whole structure being of
one solid mass. The block type of construction has proven popular
,
in colder climates on account of the ease with which a hollow wall I
silo can be built, no forms being necessary. Block silos can be
built with home labor and of home-made blocks, but where there is a \
\
reliable block contractor in the vicinity it is usually advisable to |
I
have the work done byr him, on account of not only the saving in time
but of numerous other things as well .
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The use of concrete aB a material for the conr,t ruct ion of nilos
has become almost universal. Enough concrete silos have been built
j
and have been in use a sufficiently long time to prove their unques-
tionable valine. The old idea that the juices of the silage permea-
|
ted the concrete walls with a deleterious effect upon the latter has
|
been entirely disproved; silos which have been filled with silage for'i
l|
years give no evidence of disintegration or even of discoloration of ,
\<
the interior walls. The fireproof qualities of concrete must also
|{
be considered in comparing silos, and instances in which silos have j!
li
successfully undergone the action of fire which destroyed adjacentor
|]
fj
surrounding buildings has shown conclusively that concrete silos are
||
absolutely fire resistant. The question of permanence is also very
|
satisfactorily settled by the concrete silo, for such a silo properly^
built and reinforced will stand indef init el3r, increasing in strength
|
with age.
|
There have been cases of the failure of concrete silos, but m j;
almost every case the failure was the result of either poor design or|j
poor workmanship. In early days the strength of concrete was not v
ii
very well known, and the reinforcing was insufficient. In some rarefj
instances poor materials were the direct cause of the failure. How- [|
n
ever, there is no reason wh3;- the concrete silo should fail, if the
||
l\
materials are properly selected, if the reinforcement is sufficient i\
I
and correctly put in, and if the work is done in an approved way.
The cost of a concrete silo compares very favorably with that of|
other types. The cost will vary greatly in different localities, ;i
since local conditions govern the cost to such a great extent. The
determining factors are the prices of material and the cost of labor,||
and where these are at all reasonable, a good concrete silo can be
^;
built at a cost no greater than that of a good wood, brick or tile il
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silo
.
The following table gives some excellent data on the cost of 110
concrete silos. In the compilation of the data, material, labor,
superintendence, and all miscellaneous expenses incident to putting
the structure in shape to be filled, were included.
State Cost per ton of capacity
Monolithic Block
Illinois J^.SS $2.44
Michigan 2.51 3.21
Wisconsin 2.10 3.36
Minnesota 2.26 3,34
Average cost of all silos,
capacity 100 tons or less 2.89 3.52
Average cost of all silos,
capacity 100 tons to 200 tons 2.38 2.88
Average cost of all silos
capacity 200 tons or over 2.18
Average cost of all silos 2,30 3.11
Each of the two methods of concrete construction available for
Ij
silo work, the monolithic and the concrete block, has certain advan-
||
tages and disadvantages, but the matter of personal choice generally
|
influences the decision to build either with monolithic walls or with'
'I
block. The monolithic silo is generally the easier of the two for p
inexperienced persons to build, and is usually a little cheaper than
the block, as it does not require the service of good masons or the
use of a block machine; the block silo, however, makes the use of j
s
i
forms unnecessary, produces a wall with continuous vertical air spac-j
es, and slightly reduces the amount of materials used. j
The decision to build either of monolithic or of block construc-i
tion very often depends upon the availability of materials. In lo-
j
calities where materials for monolithic work are abundant and of
good quality, it is hardly practical to haul blocks farther than
eight or ten milesj on the other hand, if there is no good sand or

gravel nearby, block work may bo preferred to the monolithic. In
such cases, it m^ay be found economical to haul blocks from a greater j
distance, or make them on the ate, if need be.
Foundati ons
^
Laying out the work. The site of the silo having been selected'
and its size determined, the excavation should be laid out. This j
may be done conveniently wi th a sweep similar to the one shown in
|
figure 73. A heavy stake is driven in the
center of the spot selected for the silo and
allowed to project above the surface about
one foot. The arms of the sweep may be m^ade
of a 2x4 at least 2 feet longer than i the in-
FIG. 72. A SIMPL-E SWEER side diameter of the silo. The arm swings
about the stake as a center, being held to thej
j
latter by a large 'spike. A chisel-shaped board or template is swung
around the stake, the chisel-shaped board will describe a circle withj
a diameter 2i feet greater than the inside diameter of the completed
silo. This will give the outer line of the excavation and also
foundat ion.
Excavating. The excavation should be carried to a depth not to
exceed 6 feet below the floor of the barn where the silage is to be jj
fed. The objection to going deeper is that it adds to the labor in |j
i
removing the silage. In all cases, however, the foundation should
|
be established below frost. All of the earth within the line de- |
i
scribed by the sweep should be removed down to a point one foot from
||
the bottom, and below this the excavation should be made the shape jj
and size of the foundation, 2 feet wide by 1 foot in depth, so plac- |'
ed that the outer edge will come directly up to the edge of the ex-
cavation, assuming that the sides of the latter are perpendicular.
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If the silo i3 to be Cviuipped with a concrete chute, the foun- '
dation for the chute ohould be put in at the same time as that for |
the silo. As the chute is rectangular in shape, no difficulty shouffl,
be encountered in excavating for the foundation, which will be a t thej
same depth as the silo foundation, and two feet in width by one foot
in depth.
Placing the concrete. The concrete for the foundations should
,
be made in the proportion of 1 sack of Portland cement to 3 cubic
j
feet of coarse sand, to 5 cubic feet of screened fravel or crushed
stonig. The sand should be free from clay or organic matter, and the
gravel or stone should contain no particle smaller in size than if
j
inch. The materials must be thoroughly mixed and enough water added
to give a quaky consistency. The concrete may usually be placed in
the excavation without any forms whatever, but in some kinds of soil
||
I''
light boards, held in position by stakes, may be necessary. The tqp\,
i;
of the foundation must be levelled off with a straight edged board
and spirit level. After 24 hours, the foundations have generally
hardened sufficiently so that the wall ma^r be built upon them. Where
soft ground or quicksand is encountered, the foundation may be made
3 or 4 feet in width, to provide plent^r of footing.
Imbedding reinforcing rods. If a monolithic silo is to be
built, the vertical reinforcing for the walls, consisting of -^-inch
round rods spaced 3 feet apart, should be imbedded in the foundation
a distance of 8 or 9 inches. If a block silo is to be built no ver-
tical reinforcing need be placed.
The floor. After the foundation is completed, the earth within
should be dug out for a depth of about 8 inches, and a concrete floorj
built as shown in figure 73. The floor should be given a slight
||
pitch in all directions toward the center, and if necessary, an outle|
i

to a line of drain tile should be put in. Outlets are not usually
provided in silo floors, but in a few instances nilos has failed be-
cause of the pressure of a large quantity of water accumulated under
unusual conditions, with no provision for escape. In such cases >the
stress on the walls may reach two or three times that usually imposed
by the silage. Although the majority of silos are not provided with
a drain, it is undoubtedly a
desirable feature. The top
of the drain should be protecf-
ted from accumulations on the
silo floor, by a small wire |i
mat. A 4-inch or 6-inch
^ drain tile will be sufficientPIG 73 FOUNDATIOM
The floor should be made of 1:2^:5 concrete. A smooth finish is not
considered necessary.
Monolithic Concrete Silo Walls
Forms. There are a number cf commercial forms on the market
for the construction of the walls of monolithic concrete silos.
However, home-made forms are perfectly satisfactory when properly
made, and a number of excellent silos have been built from such forms.
The hom^e-made forms have the inner part made of segments or ribs
made of 2-inch by 12-inch plank, on the circumference of which are
nailed a number of 1-inch matched floor boards, 3 feet long; this is
covered with light weight galvanized iron. The sections thus m.ade
are usually eight in number, all together making a complete circle,
and are fastened together when erecting the forms by cleats of 2x6
stuff. The outer forms are made of heavy galvanized sheet steel of
'the same width as the inner forms. Figures 74 and 75 illustrate the
details of the construction of these forms. In handling the inner
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Faced with
\lvani;ed iron
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J'OfOt /n Outride rorm
FIG 7~S OUTER VY/^LL FOK.n
forms gT'^at care muBt be ob-
served in keeping the inside
surface of the silo perfectly-
smooth. Horizontal "steps"
in the wall are part iculL^rly
objectionable. Projections,
"steps" and other irregulari-
ties cause uneven settling of
the silage, thus forming air pockets.
The presence of an air pocket frequent-
ly causes silage within a foot of the
pocket on all sides to spoil. The in-
ner surfaces of the forms should be
painted before using with crude oil
or whitewash, which will prevent the concrete from sticking.
Constructing the walls. As soon as the foundation has hardened
sufficiently to allow the work to proceed, the wall forms ma^^ be plac
ed in position. Much care should be taken to locate them centrally
and in such a manner that the sides are perpendicular. The 4x4-inch
uprights should be carefully put in position at this time, being sup-
ported on wooden blocks or flat stones. After the inner form is
placed, but before the outer form is in position, the horizontal re-
inforcing rods for the first three feet of wall should be wired to
the vertical rods which were placed in foundation as previously men-
tioned. The outher forms should then be placed in position and
tightened. Before placing the concrete, it will be necessary to
clean off the surface of the foundation and moisten it thoroughly.
The wall forms, having been previously painted with crude oil or
whitewash to prevent sticking, may then be filled with slushy concrete
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made in the proportion of one aack of Portland cement to two and one-
half cubic feet of screened gravel or crushed stone, all of the lat-
ter being between li inch and 1^ inch in size.
During the summer 24 hours is usually enough for concrete to
harden before raising the forms, but in cool weather a longer time
will be required. If the work be undertaken while there is danger
of freezing, the usual cold weather precautions must be observed. In
such cases the materials should be heated, or at least free from
frost, and mixed with hot water. The work in the forms m.ust be pro-
tected for several days with manure, straw or a canvas jacket under
which live steam is run.
When the first filling has hardened sufficiently to admit of
raising the forms, the forms are raised in position for the next
course. Immediately before the concrete is placed for each succeed-
ing course, the surface of that previously laid should be thoroughly
cleaned off and moistened, and coated with a cement and water grout
of about the consistency of cream. This precaution is necessary to
secure a good bond between the courses. It should be observed in
all cases, as the pressure of the silage is apt to force moisture
through any seams which might occur because of imperfect bond. Con-
creting should not be discontinued with a course partially completed,
but if this is unavoidable, the concrete surface should be left as
nearly vertical as possible.
Although the forms are made 3 feet in height, the height of the
wall built at each filling (after the first) will be 2 feet 6 inches,
allowing the forms to cover 6 inches of finished wall when in posi-
tion to be filled again. Experiment has shown that this is about
the best height to fill at one time, as it makes about one-half day's
work for the average farm crew when the mixing is done by hand. In
I
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reasonably good weather it should be possible for home labor to raice
the form each morning, refill in the forenoon, and have the remainder
of the da^'- free for various farm duties.
Reinforcing, Steel rods are preferable to other kinds of re-
inforcing because they come in standard sizes, the strength of which
is definiately knovm. For all silos, regardle. s of diameter or
height, the vertical reinforcing should be -g-inch round or twisted
rods placed in the middle of the wall at intervals of about 3 feet.
The size and spacing of the horizontal reinforcing depends upon the
diameter of the silo and the distance from the top. The first hori-
zontal rods should be placed Z inches above the foundation. Wherev-
er rods are spliced, they must be lapped for a distance eqieL to 64
times the diameter, which is 16 inches for "i-inch rods, 24 inches for
5/8-inch rods, and 53 inches for J-inch rods. Inimediat ely before
the outer form is raised to position the horizontal rods should be
wired in place for a distance equal to the height of the forms.
Where a concrete cornice is put on an extra reinforcing band is put
around the top for the purpose of strengthening it.
The work of constructing the silo will be
made much easier if a convenient method of hoist-
ing materials is adopted at the start. The old
scheme of raising the concrete by hand with a
rope and bucket wastes time and materials, be-
sides incurring unnecessary and disagreeable la-
bor. Materials may best be raised with a rope
and pulley, the latter attached to a derrick
frame, the construction of one such frciine design-
ed by the Iowa Experiment Station being illustra-
ted in figure 76; this has been tested and found
4
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safe for loads not exceeding 400 pounds.
A few monolithic concrete silon have bnen constructed with hol-
low walls, and have proved to be eminently satisfactory, thou^^h some-
what high in cost. Their chief advantage lies in the presence of a
continuous air chamber surrounding the silo, which acts as an insula-
tor, so the trouble from freezing is reduced to a minimum.
Concrete Block Si los
Fhen the work is done by a contractor, the owner should take the
precaution of examining the blocks which go into his silo, rejecting
those that are damaged or of inferior quality. A crack of any size,
or broken or cnmbl3'- edges, indicate a weakness in the block and make
it unsuited for use. Blocks may be tested for their water-resisting
qualities by placing a small amount of water on the surface and obser-
ving whether this remains or is absorbed. A block which readily ab-
sorjbs moisture is obviously unsuited for silo work, which dampness
must not penetrate. l^arped and distorted blocks should be discarded
because of their unsightly appearance.
Laying the blocks. The foundation already described will give
as good satisfaction for the block silo as for the monolithic. The
top of the footing must be made perfectly level, being tested frequen-
tly with a level board. As soon as the footing has sufficiently
hardened, the top should then be cleaned off and moistened and a coat
of slushy m.ortar i inch thick put on. The first band of reinforcing
should then be put in, and the first row of block laid on this mortar
beginning the blocks at the two ends of the wall next to the doorway
and continuing around. The blocks mav- be more conveniently set in a
true circle if a sweep similar to the one used in laying out the foun-
dation is used here. Should the blocks fail to m.eet exactly, the
circle should be enlarged or made a little smaller, whichever happens
I
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to be the more convenient. A guide hoard with a convex ed^r^e , cut
on a circle of the same diameter as the inside of the silo, nhould
then be made and used in place of, or in conjunction with, the sweep
in laying up the remaining courses.
The Mortar. The mortar should consist of one sack of Portland
cement to 2 cubic feet of coarse sand, with the possible addition of
a small quantity of lime (not over 10 per cent) if need be to make it
easier to work. Before lairing up the block see that they are thor-
oughly sprinkled, which will prevent them from drawing moisture from
the mortar. No more mortar should be mixed at one time than can be
used up within 30 minutes after the first moistening. If lime is
used it must be thoroughly slaked.
Reinforcing. The only failures reported on block silos have
been due to a lack of sufficient reinforcing, caused in most cases
by the overconf idence of the builder in the strength of the blocks,
or failure to realize the enormous outward pressure of the silage.
Horizontal reinforcing is of the most importance and must not be over-
looked. Vertical reinforcing in block silos is not considered nec-
essary. The accompanying table shows the size of rod which should
be placed between each row of block or in the groove in each row of
block, if such a groove is provided. Reinforcing rods in block sil-
os are not lapped in the ordinary fashion, but are anchored around a
block, or the ends are hooked together.
Example: for illustration, let it be assumed that the proper me-
thod of reinforcing a silo o2 feet in height and 16 feet in diameter
is desired, blocks 8 inches in height being used. Referring to the
table, we run down the vertical column at the left until the figures
indicating the greatest depth of the silo are reached. In this case
these figures are "28-32 ft.". Running directly across horizontally
I
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to the 16-foot diameter column, we find that the proper reinforcing
ZS-Z,: feet from the top of the Gilo in one 5/8-inch rod between each
course of block; following up directly the 16-foot diameter column,
we find that 3/8-inch rods must be used between each course until a
point 16 feet from the top is reached. From here up J-inch rods are
used until 8 feet from the top when No. 6 rods are substituted.
Recesses for reinforcing rod: The reinforcing is comr.only laid
in the mortar between the courses of block, the strength of the mor-
tar and the downward pressure of the blocks above being depended upon
to keep the rods in place under loaded conditions. In the best prac-
tice, however, blocks are used which have a recess in the top face
deep enough to accommodate the reinforcing rod. Recesses are gener-
ally put about two inches from the outside of the block.
Doorways
Continuous and non-continuous doorways are used about equally in
monolithic silo construction and the question of which to use is gen-
erally settled by personal choice. The continuous doorway has the
advantage of providing a larger space through which to throw the sil-
age and for this reason is preferred by many. The non-continuous
doorways, as used by some of the best contractors, have no disadvan-
tage except they provide a smaller space through which to remove the
silage
.
Continuous doorways. The best kind of continuous doorway can
be made by using two 4-inch 5^J--lb. steel channels, of a length 1 foot
greater than the distance from the floor of the barn to the top of
the silo. Holes large enough to receive J-inch rods must be drilled
in both channels in the same relative position at intervals of 12 in-
ches. Through these the t-inch stay rods are placed as shown in
figure 77. Between each stay rod hole in each channel, a hole is
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drilled to receive reinforcing rods, ad-j
jacent to the doorway.
Frames and doors. Before corrjiienc-
ing on the silo walJs, the channel for
the door frame should be drilled as
shown in figure 78, and the frame as-
sembled by means of bolts.
It will probabl3'- be found conven-
ient to order the channels
and rods fron". the local black-
smith, who has facilities for
drilling the holes in the char
nels and threading the rods
as required. The door frame
may then be brought on the job ready to be asf^embled. The doors
should also be made before the wall is commenced. These consist sim-
ply of 2xl2-inch plank planed on both sides, 54 inches long, with 3/8-
inch holes drilled through the center to accommodate the bolt and hock
Dy whichthe door is held to the -^--inch bolt in the frame. The bolt
in the center of each door has a screw eye on the outer side on which
hangs a common gate hook. The doors are given a slight taper all
sround tov^ards the outside.
Erecting and anchoring door frames. As soon as the silo wall
has been brought up to within 1 foot of the level of the barn floor,
the door frame is raised to the position it is to occupy in the silo
and held securely in place by means of wooden bracing and gu^?- ropes.
The wall is then continued up to the level of the barn floor.
In the case of tall silos, where the steel frraaes have to be made
in two or more sections, it will be found convenient to put in only
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one section at a time. The sections may be joined together with
splice plates. Five or six of the wooden doors should be painted
with crude oil and then put on and the concreting resumed.
These doors are placed in position for the purpose of keeping
the concrete from running aro\ind the steel frame on the inner side of
the wall, which would otherwise be possible since the distance be-
tween the inner and outer forms is 6 inches and the width of the
frames but 4 inches. After the work has proceeded upwards a short
distance some of the lowest doors may be removed, taking care not to
knock off corners of green concrete. These doors may then be re-
placed on the frame at a point above the forms.
The frames for a continuous
doorway'- in a block silo are made
in about the same manner as those
placed in monolithic silos. Two
6-inch 8-lb, channels of a length
equal to the distance between the
barn floor and the top of the' silo
are used. Holes to receive
inch rods are drilled on the cen-
ter line of the channel at inter-FIG 79 CONTINUOUS DOORWAY FOR. BLOCK SlLOS)
vals of 12 inches, and holes of sufficient size to accommodate the
reinforcing rods are drilled on a line 3 inches from one edge of the
channel at intervals equal to the height of the block, which in most
cases is 8 inches. The drilling should be done by the local black-
smith unless the farmer or builder has special equipment for doing
this work. Great care should be taken to get corresponding holes in
the two channels at exactly the same height and distance from, the ed^
Bolts 5 inch in diameter and 2-^- feet long, threaded for 4 inches
J
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on each end, should also be ordered from the blacksmith or made at
home from J-inch steel rod. Four nuts should be provided for each
bolt. In assembling the frame one nut will be placed on each end of
each rod 3 feet 2 inches apart. The bolts will then be slipped into
the ^-inch holes in the channel, and the other nuts put on, which
will hold the channel and bolts tightly in place. The door frame is
then ready to be erected. The frame should be well braced until the
walls are up far enough to hold it securely.
As the reinforcing rods are laid upon successive courses of
blocks, they are cut off long enough so that the ends will extend
about one inch when brought through the channel. After being thread
ed the ends of the rod will be brought through the holes, drilled to
receive them, and the nuts will be put on, but not tightened suffi-
ciently to disturb the rods in case they are laid in the mortar and
not in recesses in the blocks.
The doors should be made of 3xl£" material in the same manner
as those for monolithic silos.
Non-continuous doors. Non-continuous doors are perhaps easier
to build than continuous doorways, and if the owners are satisfied
that they provide sufficient room for getting the silage out conven-
iently, there is no objection to their use, although on the other
hand, they possess no great advantage over doors of the continuous
type. The arguments often heard that the non-continuous door silo
is a stronger type than the other, and vice versa, carxy little
weight as either type may be made sufficiently strong.
Non-continuous doors are often put in with a distance of about
2^ feet between them, but the spacing may vary to suit the individual
owner. In all cases the arches between the doors must contain an
amount of reinforcing equivalent to the full amount of horizontal
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reinforcing put around the nilo. Thuc, if the doors are 3 feet in
height, with a distance of feet between them, the horizontal rein-
forcing in the space between the doors should be equivalent in amount
to that placed in 5^} feet of the wall where there are no doors.
Doorway form and frame. Figure 80 shows a
form for a non-continuous door opening in a raono-
T lithic silo. The bottom and top pieces are made:
of 2x6" plank cut to the arc of a circle with
diameter the same as the outer diam:eter of the
silo wall. The two sides are made of 2x4s. A
frame of lighter materials is placed around the
outside of the form for the purpose of making a
FIG &o ""siNGut c^oew/xY Fos^ rccess two inches deep around the opening on the
inner side of the wall, into which the door v;ill fit. This frame is
tapered to permit removal from the wall as soon as the concrete has
hardened. It may then be used again for the next aoorway above.
If desired, a door frame of small angle iron (as shown) may be
used to protect the corners of the concrete. The frame should be
slipped on over the form, and both frame and form then placed in posi
tion. The angle iron should be cut a few inches longer than the di-
mension of the opening and the ends embedded in the concrete. The
frame should also be anchored to the concrete by large spikes. Holes
to receive the spikes should be drilled in the angles, 12 inches a-
pajt. The spikes should be bent at right angles to secure a better
hold in the wall.
Doors. The doors may best be made of two thicknesses of 1x6"
matched flooring with a la3'-er of tar paper between. The 1x6" boards
are held together by two 1x4" cleats across the top and bottom, and
one 2x4" cleat across the center. The middle cleat is made larger
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than the others in order to take care of the
ntrain caused by the large bolt in the center.
A 2x4, 40 inches long, or a oimilar piece of
material, is placed on the bolt, making a large
"button" by which the door is held in the wall.
The door is clearly shown in figure 81.
SPACING OF EOPIZONTAL REINFOPCING PODS IN MONOLITHIC "ILOS
flQ, ai INDIVIDUAL 0001Z
u i a m e t e r f S i 1 i n h e 4-e t
It
.
i <i IX. 14 ft lb it .
Ula., 01 rOULS o 1 o 1 1 3 1 r-o 1 8 1
in inches 8 2 8 4 2 8 4 8 2 8 4
Depth from
From-to Inches
0- 4 18 . . 18 • • 18 • « 14
4- 8 18 . . 17 • • • • 15 * • 11
8-12 15 . . 12 • * • • 10 • • 9
12-16 11 9 17 7i 15
ri
(
16-20 9 16 7 13 6 12 6
20-24 ie 7 13 6 12 5 11 5
24-28 14 6 12 5 18 10 5 15 9 4
28-32 12 6 18 10 5 15 9 4 14 8 4
52-36 11 5 16 9 4 14 8 4 12 7 3
36-40 10 4 14 8 4 12 7 3 i7 11 6 3
40-44 9 4 13 7 3 12 7 3 15 10 6 o
44-48
• • • • 10 6 3 14 9 5 « •
48-50
D i a v. i e t e r f B i 1 o i n F e e t
18 ft. 20 ft
Dia. of rods
in inches 5
8
Depth from
top in feet
From-to
0- 4
4- 8
8-12
12-16
16-20
20-24
24-28
28-32
32-36
36-40
40-44
44-48
48-50
17
15
14
13
12
18
14
12
11
10
9
8
7
13-^
11
10
8
7
6
6
5
5
4
1
4
12
10
8
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
5
8
1
2 8
16
15
17
15
14
12
11
11
18
16
13
11
10
9
8
7
7
16
12
10
9
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
1
4
11
g
7
5i
5
4
3
3
3
3
4
5
8
22 ft
1
2 8
15
11
16 9
15 8
11 7
. . 16 10 6
. . 14 9 5
. . 12 8 5
16
15
14
11
10
10
7
7
6
4
4
1
4
10
9
6i
5
4
4
3
3
3

Feet from
top of silo . 8 ft
0- 4 No. G
4- 8 No. 6
8-12 No. 6
12-16 No. 6
16-20 No. 6
20-34 No. 6
24-28 1/4"
28-32 1/4"
32-36 1/4"
36-40 1/4"
40-44 1/4"
44-48 3/8"
48-50 3/8"
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HORIZONTAL RE INFORCEl.IENT FOR BLOCK SILOS
Shov/ing Size Wire and Rods
to be uoed between each course of blocks 8 inches highDiameter of Silo
10 ft. 12 ft. 14 ft. 16 ft. 18 ft. 20 ft. 22 ft.
No. 6 No. 6 No. 6 No . 6 l/4" l/4" l/4"
No. 6 No. 6 No. 6 No. 6 1/4" l/4" l/4"
No. 6 1/4" l/4" 1/4" 1/4" 1/4" o/S"
1/4" 1/4" 1/4" 1/4" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8"
1/4" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" . 3/8"
3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8"
3/S" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" l/2" 1/2"
3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 1/2" l/2" l/2"
- 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 1/2" l/2" l/2" l/2"
3/8" 3/8" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" l/2" l/2"
3/8" 3/8" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" l/2" l/2"
3/8" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" 5/8"
3/8" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" 1/2" 5/8"
The Concrete Roof
The functions of a roof on a silo arQ (l) to prevent the cold
from reaching the silage, and (2) to make it more convenient to work
in the silo during stormy weather. Many farmers and contractors do
not consider a roof necessary and in moderate climates this is pro-
bably so; all will agree, however, that in sections of the country
where the temperature goes below zero a roof is a positive necessity,
as well as a great convenience under any circumstances.
The logical way to finish up a permanent silo is with a perma-
nent roof. The tendency at the present time is toward the perma-
nent silo, from foundation to pinnacle. If the directions given in
the following paragraphs are closely followed, little difficulty will
be found in putting on a permanent roof, one that will last indefin-
itely without need of being shingled or otherwise repaired, and which
will be in no danger of blowing off.
The Cornice. A cornice is only necessary where a roof is tobe
put on, its chief uses being to prevent water from the roof from run-
ning down the walls, and to improve the appearance of the silo. Fig-
ure 82 illustrates how the forms are made for the cornice on a mono-
lithic silo.
I
roh7)3 in place for
Top section and Cornice
Sox for Cornice
FlG 82 C^ENlCe. M01_pBQ?V
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The brackets for the forms are I'.ade of i^xS"
strap iron bent as shown, and drilled to receive
'•^'H stove bolts. TheL'.e brackets should be placed on
Ux2 Bracket
^^^^ outer form at intervals of about 6 feet, hoi®
being drilled at the proper points to receive the
stove bolts. The bottom of the cornice rr.old box
is made of 3x6" planks in short lengths sawed to
the arc of a circle with diameter 1 foot larger
than that of the inside of the silo. The side cf
the mold is made of 1x6" planks spiked to the bot-
tom boards. The mold is held in place by screws
through the bracket, as shown. An extra band of
horizontal reinforcing is put in the cornice, as
may be seen in the figure. The vertical rods in
the silo walls and the radial rods
of the roof are all brought around
the horizontal reinforcing in the
cornice, thus holding it in place
and strengthening the cornice.
For the top section of the
wall (last filling of the forms)
the inner and outer forms are
brought up to the line of the top
of the completed wall. The forms
are then filled to within one foot
of the top, the outer form removed,
\ and brackets attached. (if the
stove bolts are already in place
the form need not be removed to
flG SS. EE-INFORCEP CONCRETE ROOl^
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attach the brackets). The mold, box will then be put in place. The
cornice will be concreted at the same time as the roof, as will be
explained later.
Roof Framing. The roof framing may consist of 2x4 's or similar
material, resting on the top of the inner wall form as shown in the
sectional view, and the lower left-hand, quadrant of the plan view,
figure 83. In case of a silo with a water tank on top, the form.s
must be removed before the roof framing is put up, and the latter
supported on a light framework erected within the tank.
The roof frame may be boarded up as shown in the plan viev/, with
boards running either radially or otherv^fise, as desired. These
boards should be placed close together to prevent the concrete from
coming through when placed upon them. The acGompan3'-ing table shows
the vertical rise to be given to roofs for silos of various diameters
A hole about 2-^^ feet square must of course be left for filling
the silo, or if the roof covers the tank the hole will afford access
to the latter. Before placing the reinforcing or the concrete, the
top of the framing should be covered with old newspaper, building
paper, or similar material, v^hich will prevent the concrete from
sticking to the forms. This will greatly facilitate their removal.
Placing the reinforcing. The lower right-hand quadrant of the
plan and the sectional view shows the spacing of the radial and hoop
reinforcing. The former is placed so that the distance between the
three bottom hoops is 6 inches, between the next three hoops 9 inches
and between all remaining hoops 12 inches. Extra rods should be put
in around the window opening if the regular rods do not follow the
outline of the window closely enough to reinforce it. All' intersec-
tions must be wired together, and the outer ends of the radial wires
brought down and bent around the horizontal reinforcing in the
I
cornice, cig shown. The reinforcing should be Guprorted one inch
above the roof frajne, so that when the concrete is put on, the rods
will rest on a one-inch bed and be covered by a three-inch bed, the
total thickness of the roof being four inches. For amounts of rein-
forcing necessary for roofs of various diameters, see the table.
Concreting. Concrete for the roof should be made in the pro-
portion of one sack of cement to two cubic feet of coarse, clean sand,
to three parts of screened gravel. The concrete should be mixed as
wet as it can be rut on v/ithout danger of running to the edges of the
i
roof due to pitch. The top should be trowelled off smooth, in the
seone manner as a sidewalk. Concreting should begin at the cornice
working around the roof, so as to keep the concrete on all sides at
an even height. As the work progresses toward the center, a broad
board, on which to stand, may be laid on the concrete already laid.
It will also add greatly?- to the safety of the men working on the roof
if a rope attached to the pinnacle is tied about the waist of each.
In place of this, it is often desirable, for the sake of greater
safety to the workmen, to put up a scaffolding on the outside of the
silo. Special care must be taken to protect the roof from sun,
strong wind and freezing until thoroughly hardened. For this pur-
pose a covering of straw, manure, or canvas is generally effective;
if either straw or manure is used it may be necessary to weight it
down. The effect of sun and wind is to dry the concrete out too
rapidly, causing checking and cracking; frost affects the strength
of the concrete and is otherwise objectionable.
Monolithic roofs for hollow block silos. Where it is desired to
put a monolithic concrete roof on a hollow block silo, the wall should,
be laid up in the usual manner until the third course of block from
the top is reached. The blocks used in this course should be solid, I
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that is, made without cores, or if with the cores, these shoula be
filled up with mortar. The lant two courses of hollow block should
then be laid, the cores being left open.
Di:'iENr;ioNS /nd materials for poofs
For Silos with Diameters 8 feet to *32 feet
Diam- Verti- Volume Cement Sand Stone i-" Reinforcing Rods
eter cal of con- required required required No. of Stock No. of
of Silo Rine crete in bbls. cu.yds. cu.yds. rods length pounds
cu. yards req'rd.of rods ofrocls
8 ft. 2 ft. 0.63 1.09 0.3o 0.49 26 10 ft. 42
10 ft. ^ft. 1.01 1.75 0.52 0.78 51 12 ft. 62
12ft. 3ft. 1.49 2.59 0.77 1.15 33 16ft. 88
14 ft. I^ft. 2.05 3.56 1.07 1.58 45 16 ft. 120
16 ft. 4 ft. 2.71 4.72 1.41 2.08 87 10 ft. 146
18 ft. 4 ft. 3.34 5,80 1.74 2.57 93 12 ft. 187
20 ft. 4 ft. 4.11 7.15 2.13 3,17 107 12 ft. 226
p.p. -ft A -Ft A Qrf.ft. 4 ft. 4.93 8,55 2,55 3,80 113 14 ft, 265
Concrete for roofs is made of 1 sack of Portland Cement to 2 cu-
bic feet of coarse sand to 3 cubic feet of stone. Each cubic yard of
concrete requires 1-J bbls. of cement, ^- cubic yard of sand, and J cu-
bic yards of stone, approxirr^it ely . The
-J--inch reinforcing rods
weigh 16.7 pounds per ICO feet.
SfEcial cornice blocks should be cast to make the cornice projec-
tion .
The block should b e 14" in width and of the same length on
the inside of the wall as the wall blocks. The portion of the cor-
nice blocks directly above the wall blocks should be 6" thick, so as
to give a 1-inch drop. The roof framing is then put up in the same
manner as described before, but in this case it must be supported by
the scaffolding instead of on the inner form mentioned there. The
reinforcing is placed in the same manner as described before, except-
ing that the outer ends of the radial rods are made to extend dov/n
through the holes in the block for a distance of a foot or more.
Since the holes in the third course of block from the top were either
omitted or filled up before these blocks v;ere laid, holes in the up-
per courses can be filled up with wet concrete as soon as the rein-
forcing rods are in position. The roof is concreted as described on
page 160. Before the concrete is placed on the cornice blocks this
must be moistened and painted with a cement and water grout.
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Concret e Chutes
A permanent chute of concrete is a valuable adjunct to any con-
crete or masonry silo. The sam.e arguments pre^Tented for the concrete
Gilo stand for the chute. The concrete chute is substantial ana per-
manent, fireproof end coldproof, and it greatly improves the appear-
ance of the silo.
Size of chute. Chutes in use in various parts of the country
vary in nize from 2 feet square to about 5 feet square (inside dimen-
sions) , but the former size is much too small and the latter larger
than need be. For the average monolithic silo a chute 3 feet by 4 i
feet in inside dim.ensions is recommended. The outer dimensions will
then be 4 feet by 4-^ feet, the walls being 6 inches thick.. A mono- |
lithic chute of this size will require one-third of a barrel of ce-
ment, l/8 cubic yard of sand and l/5 cubic yard of gravel, per foot oi
height. For the block silo, the size should be such as will be ac-
commodated by whole and half blocks. The outer dimensions of a hol-
low block chute (using 8x8x15" blocks) should be 4 feet 8 inches
square, making the inside dimensions 3 feet 4 inches by 4 feet. This
size will require 9^- blocks for each course.
Foundations. The foundation for the chute should be 2 feet
wide and 1 foot high, the same as that for the silo, using concrete
of the same proportions. If a monolithic chute is to be built 3/8-
inch vertical reinforcing rods must be imbedded in the foundation 18
inches apart. Monolithic chute walls may be built up simultaneously
with the silo walls, but it is much more convenient to build them af-
ter the com.pletion of the latter; chute walls of concrete block must
be built at the same time, being built in and kept at the same level
as the silo walls.
Monolithic chutes. The accompanying illustration, figure 84,
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showG forms in position for building a monoli-
thic chute. Two-inch planed lumber should be
plank) high. To raise the forms the lo-ver
used for the face of the forms, and C>:4's for
rods are withdrawn and the holes made by them
cemented up.
long, threaded for 4 inches at each end. Each
section of the form should be about 2 feet (4
hold the forms together should be ^4 inches
the vertical braces.
The wooden braces are then
The f3teel rods usea to
II
F\G 84 CONCI^ETE. CHUTE FOKns
raised, and the lov/er panels of planks placed
above the others.
The method of joining the chute to the silo is shown in the fig-
|
removal, are placed in a vertical position on the inside of the outer
silo form, 3 inches to each side of the line of the doors. In this
manner recesses "a" are produced. 3/8-inch rods 30 inches long,
spaced at intervals of 18 inches, and bent as shown by the dotted
lines in the figure, are used to hold the chute securely to the silo.
The most convenient way to put in these rods is to have them slightly
stapled to the boards occupying recesses "a". This will hold the
rods in position until the concrete is placed. The forms and verti-
cal boards may be removed as soon as the walls have hardened suffi-
ciently, and the ends of the rods bent up into a horizontal position.
Where windov/s are desired in the chute, the openings may be m.ade with
a form similar to that used for making non-continuous door openings,
shown in figure 80.
The horizontal reinforcing of the chute should consist of 3/8-
inch round reinft)rcing rods so spaced as to correspond with the rods
ure
.
Two 1x6" boards, with edges slightly beveled to permit of easy
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binding the chute to the silo, no that they may lap with the latter.
The lap chould be 24 inches long. Two horizontal rodn should be
placed over all windows. Short oblique rods, 24 inches long, should
be put in about the corners of all windows, at an angle of 45 degrees
as a protection against diagonal cracks running from the corners of
the windows.
Block Chutes. If the block silo and chute are put up simultaH-
eousl3'-, the walls of the two will be held together by the blocks, and
no reinforcing will be necessary. Hfindow openings in the chute may
be made by using concrete sills and lintels, which are easily obtain-
able from block dealers. A length of heavy strap iron may be sub-
stituted for the lintel, if desired, and the sill cast in place by
means of a simple box mold.
Poultry Houses
There is no subject connected with poultry production as impor-
tant as the housing; not only the comfort, but the health and the pro-
ductiveness of the fowls depend largely upon proper housing. The
house that fulfills all ideal conditions has not yet been construc-
ted; the best of them have their defects. The open-front, in the
continuous or long house, and the open-front colony type are rapidly
making headway, and by most progressive poult rymen are considered the
best type. The open-front house, with certain modifications, is
used successfully even in Canada, in regions where the temperature
falls to 40 degrees below zero.
The widespread interest in the housing of poultry has resulted
in a marked improvement in poultry-house construction, though, as
m.entioned before, the best type of house is yet to be built. The
essential requirements of a good poultry house are: good location,
dryness, ventilation, sunlight, convenience, ease of disinfection.
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economy in construction, and, for certain conditions, portability.
Much has been caid c.lonc thene lines, but the lack of definite, econ-
cr.-.ic information is felt; it certainly is not a f^ood coirjnercial pro-
position to invest ^5 per fowl in houses alone, if fl '^rill accomplish
the purpose as advantac;eousl3''
.
The poultry house should be located on a site in vi/hich the drain
age is especiall3'- good, if possible on light, porous, sandy soil slo-
ping gently to the south. Should such a location not be available,
the best site possible should be selected; and artificial drainage
beneath the floor of the house and for the surrounding soil must be
provided. Good air drainage is essential, and for this reason the
house should be located at the top of the slope.
The location of the house with reference to the rest of the
buildings of the farm is not a sm.all consideration. Placing the
house in close proximity?- to the other buildings has been objected to
because the hens are inclined to overrun end inhabit them, thus be-
coming a nuisance. However, this can be obviated by fencing in the
poultr3r yard. On the ft.rm the w^omen usually care for the poultry,
and their work should not be increased by a trip of several hundred
yards to the poultry house several time a day.
Foundations. A stationary poultry house should have a good
foundation, one that is substantial and vermin-proof. Concrete sa-
tisfies these requirements most efficiently. The concrete founda-
tion wall need not be especially heavy, a wall 6 inches in thickness
with a footing 10 inches in width, the whole extending below the fros
line, being amply sufficient. The wall should extend at least 8 in-
ches above the ground line to protect the lower part of the super-
structure from rot. Bolts must be inserted into the concrete to
which to fasten the sills, for a light structure such as a poultry
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house is, is likely to be blown over if not well anchored.
Floors. Three t3''pes of floors have been used in poultry houce
construction, namely: earth, wood, and concrete. The firnt is of
course the cheapest, and by some authorities is claimed to be the
best, since a dust-bath is always available. However, it is easily
contaminated by diseases, is hard to keep clean and fresh, and unless
exceptionally well drained, is always damp. If the earth floor must
be used, 4 or 6 inches of the earth at the surface should be removed
each year and replaced with fresh earth. This shoijld be occasional-
ly'- be spaded up and sprinkled with lime as a disinfectant.
The board floor should be used only in colony houses where the
required portability would preclude the use of any other type. These
are rather expensive, not permanent, and furnish excellent quarters
for harboring vermin.
Concrete floors are increasing rapidly in use and popularity.
Since they are not subjected to any severe use, the];- can be built
rather thin, 3 inches in thickness making a floor amply strong. The
first cost of concrete floors is greater than that of other types,
but the labor they'- save will soon pay for this. Hhey are durable,
dry, clean, and in the event of disease, can be easily and completely
disinfected. In order to insure dryness, the finish coat should be
of an inch thickness of cement and sand, in the proportion of 1 part
of cement to 2 of sand, the v;hole mixture well waterproofed. The
concrete floors should be given a coat of hot asphaltum^, both as a
moisture preventive and a protection for the claws of the fowls. It
often happens that with the constant scratching on the concrete floor
during the winter months, the fowls -will wear the toes down to the
quick until they bleed, and this can be avoided by the use of an as-
phaltum coat on the floor.
1
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Ventilation. For a long time there pervaded in the realm of
poultry fancierc. the idea that fowls, in order to thrive, must be
tenderly housed in the winter time, and kept warm and comforable in a
close house. Years of experiment with heated houses, then with glas .
front or hothouse construction, seem.ed to prove that these were incor-
rect, not meeting the needs of the fowls, as indicated by their de-
creasing vitality, the low egg production, and the large number of
sick and dead during the year. The next step in poultry house con-
struction was a radical one, the change being made from the closed
warm house to the open or curtain front type, in which the tempera-
ture was kept nearly as low as that out of doors, and in which anebun-
dance of fresh air was provided. The better condition of the fowls
which immediately resulted showed the step to be taken in the right
direction. Excellent ventilation is provided by this construction.
Part of th« front wall, or the wall on the south side, is left open
or covered with muslin or good stout cheese cloth. The common cus-
tom is to use 1 square foot of cloth and 1 square foot of glass
to each 18 or 20 square feet of floor space in a house 10 feet wide.
Some poultry men are using cloth altogether to the exclusion of glass
for all the windows, but a combination of cloth and glass is prefera-
ble.
In 1907 the Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station initiated
some experiments to determine the economic value of different t\'pes
of poultry house construction. Three distinct type, with several
minor variations, were used, the close, tight house, the glass front
house, and the cloth front house. Two years of experiment indicate
very strongly that the last type is the best. In the tight house
the air was damp, foul and lifeless, the plumage of the fowls became
dull and rough, and the general condition was very poor. The glass
i
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front house gave u little better results, but in the cloth front
houGe dampness, gases and odors were entirel3'- absent and the fowls
were in excellent condition. The cost of construction per fowl was
34^j higher with the tight house than with the cloth front. During
the second year, the fowls in the cloth front house gave a profit of
23 cents per fowl more than those in the tight house. The cloth
front house gave better results also in increased egg production, in
better vitality in developing the embryo, and in producing healthier
chickens.
In supplying fresh air to the fowls the danger of drafts must
not be overlooked. Fowls are especially susceptible to drafts, and
a little current of air blowing through the poultry house m.ay cause
the whole flock to become sick. The occurrence of drafts may gener-
j
ally be prevented by placing all the openings on the south side of th:;
building, and also by placing the cloth curtains high enough above
the floor so the air will circulate above the birds.
Sunlight. Too much sunlight can never be provided in a poultry
house, for the more sunlight there is, the better will be the consti-
tution of the fowls, the more eggs they will lay, and the greater will,
be the financial returns. The provision of sunlight can best be ac-
i
complished by the mieans noted above, that of having the windows on
the south side of the house. Sunlight is an excellent germicide and
disinfectant, and plenty of it should keep .the house fresh and sweet.
Convenience. A number of things can be incorporated in a poul-
try house which mil make it a convenient one. The furnishings for
the fowls must include roosts and nests, and should include feed box-
es, watering cans, and for winter, a covered dust bath.
A great mistake is often made in building roosts, by placing
them one above the other on inclined supports, or "horses". The
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domestic fowl has inherited from his wild ancestor the instinct of
self-preservation, and one evidence of this is the tendency to rooot
as high as possible. With inclined roost supports, the fowls will
seek the highest perches, and v.ill crowd each other to such c.n ex-
tent as to suffocate some of them.
Roosts properly built should be horizontal, each one no higher
than the rest. They should not be very high from the floor for
heavy hens are sometimes injured by falling when attempting to reach
too high a perch. The height of roost should not be over 2 feet
for heavy fowls, and not over 4 feet for the light, active breeds.
Roost may well be placed along the north wall of the house, and
arrangement made to raise them up out of the way when cleaning. The
size and shape of the perches are no
t
^import ant , for a little care in
their construction vdll add much to the comfort of the fowls. 2x4
stock Bawed in two and with the upper corners rounded off, provides
a perch amply large and strong enough and shaped so as to be most
easily grasped by the fowl's claws. Figure 85 gives a cross-sect icn
of a properly designed perch. The perches need not
be more than 14 inches apart, but should be supported
by ax4 cross-bars every 3 feet. The droppings can be
caught just below the roosts on boards which should be
FIG SS CEOSS SE-CTION
OF e.OOST
SO arranged as to be easily removable for cleaning
purposes.
Feed boxes may be built in below the windows along the wall of
the house, and can be arranged so as to permit of filling from the
outside, as shown in the diagram. Figure 86. Watering cans of a
sanitary type can be purchased at any hardware store; these are port-
able and can be located anywhere in the house.
A dust bath is an especially desirable feature in a poultry
J
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house, for the rresence of it is one of the beet
means of disposing of the lice difficulty. To oper-
ate to the best advantage it should be enclosed, have
window all its own, and should be accessible by
just a single small opening; this will eliminate the
difficulty caused by the dust coining from an open
bath. Fine road dust, fine sifted ashes, are very
FIG 86
good materials for a dust bath, and the addition of a
little lime, of tobacco dust, and of good lice powder lend to make
it more effective.
General construction. Poultry houses are usually of light con-
struction, scarcely ever any conditions arising which might re Ci,uire
great strength. It is possible and entirely practical to construct
poultry houses with no lumber heavier than 2x4s, and indeed almost
all of them are constructed in such a manner. Sills, studs, plates,
rafters and necessary braces may all be of 2x4, and amply strong,
since the house is low and not subjected to severe racking by the
winds. For v»rall covering ship-lap or drop-siding is excellent.
The roof m.ay be covered either with shingles or prepared roofing,
the latter being especially desirable on the low-pitch roofs enter-
ing so often into poultry-house constiruct ion. For v/indows ordinary
barn sash can be used, if so desired, though cheap check rail win-
dows cost but little more and are more convenient.
The width of the house depends entirely upon itsuse. Many
general purpose poultry houses are but 10 or 12 feet wide; laying
houses arc ^'-enerally 14 to 30 feet wide, the length being governed,
of course, by the number of fowls to be accommodated. The wider
the house, the more economically can it be built per square foot of
floor space.
I
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The most suitable style of roof depends somewhat upon the method i
used by the poultry rai-er, but to a great extent upon the type of
house. The coiniLonesL lorn. is the shed roof, with only one slope,
to the north. This form of roof has certain advantap.es, inasmuch
as all thevvater runs off at the rear, and will not absorb so much
heat from the sun during the suimner. The single pitch roof should
be used only where the span of the rcof is less than 14 feet; other-
wise sagging will result. Besides the front would have to be un-
necessarily liigh in order to give the roof sufficient pitch in wide
spans
.
The gable or A-shaped roof is also a coimnon type, and is es-
pecially suitable in case the fowls are to be yarded in an orchard,
the peaked roof admitting the drawing along of the house with the
minimum disturbance of the branches of the fruit trees. It affords
a steeper pitch -which is desirable for shingle roofs, and can be
used for wider spans than Ccm the single slope roof.
A combination of the two forms of roofs
noted above has come into vogue, and seems
^ to prove qiiite satisfactory^. It has the
advantage of both forms in that it can be
used on a wide span and affords a steep
pitch with less cost of siding. It is
shown in figure 87 with heavy lines, and a
study?" of the figure v/ill show the saving of
lumber over both the other types. It v/ill
be seen that this type of roof admits the sun's rays on December 21
almost to the extreme rear of the house.
Types of Poultry Houses
Three .g;eneral types of poultry houses are recognized, the
riG Sr FOEMS OF ROOFS.
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clarsni float ion beinp^ based upon the extent and importance of the
pcultry raising inisineoS un.ier vi^rying conditions. On the average
fcirm, poultry raising is not the chief business; it is a sort of a
side line, mainly maintained as a source of food supply. The
average farmer then, will need a permanent, general purpose house
whose cost is not excessive. On the other hand, the man conducting
poultry farming as his main business, must have a house large enough
to produce poultry in large quantity economically; he will usually
have a commercial laying house in which to winter his laying hens,
and portable colony houses for brooding early chicks. Descriptions
of each of these tA'-pes will be given.
A Poultry House for the Average Farm
The amount of poultry raised on the average farm varies to a
great extent, 'ut inthe following description a basis of 75 hens
will be adopted. The amount of floor space per fowl for economic
handling varies from 5 to 5 square feet, but an average of 4 square
feet will m.eet most conditions satisfactorily. Taking a width of
FIG as
A POUl_Tex- HOUSE
FOR THE A,vet?/\Ge FAvier-t.
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14 feet us one tYiul wil"' r.dart Hself well to this type of house, the
length will approxiraute feet. The height of the building may be
whatever the owner desires, but if a 10 foot 2x4 is used for a stud,
it can be cut into two yi'sces, one r feet, the other 6 feet long, the
first being used at the rear, and the latter at the front. Fi jmre
88 illustrates the framing of this house, and gives the length of the
r.iembersi all framing is of 2x4 stock. A modified gable roof is
shown, with a low pitch, in consecj^uence of which prepared roofing
is used as a covering; a single-pitch or shed roof can be used to
equall3'- good advantage. The front view of the building shows the
j
arrangement of the windows both for light and for ventilation.
Double sash are used, the upper half being covered with muslin, the
lower half being of glass. The ventilation can be admirably con-
trolled by raising or lowering the muslin frames to suit the v;eather,
and since the muslin is so high above the floor, any direct draft
does not strike the birds. The location of the feed box, watering
can, nests, and roosts is sho«;n in the upper plan. The roosts are
located 3 feet 6 inches above the floor.
Portable Colon3^ House.
The house described above ma-Y be mounted on 4x6 skids and used
as a portable colony house. However, a smaller one is sometimes
desirable, and a description of such a house v/j.ich has been evolved
and used at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station is herewith in-
|
eluded. Figure 89 gives the floor plan and two elevations of the
house, the illustrations being taken from Bulletin 132, Iowa Agri-
cultural Experiment Station.
The size of the house is 8 by 10 feet, which is large enough to
comfortably accoimnodate flocks of 200 to 300 chickens, or to winter
from 15 to 20 hens. Its construction is light but substantial, this
J
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FIG.S9 PORTABLE COLONY HOuS^.
permitting it to be readily moved about on the oxG skids which serve
as a foundation. The framing is simple, as is seen from the illus-
tration, consisting entirely'- of 2x4 stuff, with the exception of the
ridge pole which is 1x6. The floor is of plain 6-inch flooring; the
walls and roof are covered with a good grade of ship-lap with a smoct
surface on the inside, /fter the sheathing has been nailed on, it
is covered with prepared roofing, the strips being run over the ridge
the laps well cemented and nailed with roofing nails driven through
washers or battens.
The rear window is, as shown in the figure, a considerable
I
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di'jtance from tho floor, and conr!i?t,R of two Cf=i?]nr noShes with 9x12
lights. The main object of this window is to rrovide li^^ht, ana
Ghc'ild not be used for ventilation, becaune the fowls roost near it
and all possible drafts must be guarded against. The front windows,
of which there are two, are located one on each side of the door and
consist of 6-light barn sash protected on the inside by screen, and
fitted with hinges at the top so they may be swung up and out. The
door is provided with a screened opening at the top with a ventila-
ting curtain fitted with a hinged frame on the inside.
The construction and location of the rcost, nests, and dropping
board are shown in the detail drawings accompanying. Both mdiY be
so installed as to be removable, this making cleaning easier.
In moving the building about, care should be taken not to sub-
ject it to any severe or undue racking. If the two skids are con-
nected to each other by a chain, and a horse is hitched to the chain,
the strain will tend to twist the whole structure. To avoid this it
is a good plan to hitch a horse to each skid, or fasten a stiff
spreader between the skids.
The estimated cost of such a house is approximately ^4:0*
A Conunercial Laying House
For commercial poultry raising a larger and more elaborate
equipment in the way of buildings is necessary. The drawings of
such a house are shovm in Figure 90; jvhile there drawings illustrate
only a single section 18 feet square, the house may be made as large
as desired simply by duplicating the sections, and making a long
building.
The roof of this structure is of the modified gable type, with
a pitch steep enough to admit the employment of shingles as a roof
covering. The rear studs are 4 feet 6 inches in height, while those
I
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in front are 7 feet 6 inches, each pair of studs utilizing the
whole of a 12-foot 2x4. The double 2x4 used as a plate brings the
height of the braces up to 7 feet 10 inches, a good working height.
The walls are covered with a good grade of ship-lap or drop-siding
vvhose edges are painted v/ith white lead and made close and tight
when nailed on. The floor should be made of cement with an asphalt
coating as hereinbefore described, and a thick layer of straw is
applied upon it to eliminate anyt endenc3'- toward cola. All furnish-
ings are portable, and nests and boxes have sloping tops v/hich
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precludes the possibility of their being used for roosts and becoming
foul from droppings.
The structure is ventilated by means of the muxlin curtains in
the upper sash of the four double hung windows in front. The door
is made with a long single sash, which admits an abundance of light
into the house in addition to that coming through the windows.
Swine Houses
The value of swine in increasing the net return from a farm is
well recognized by most farmers. On a properly conducted farm, es-
pecially in the corn-belt, swine are practically clear profit aside
from the cost of the labor in caring for them, since their food can
be made to consist of waste products which otherwise could not be
utilized. Hog raising has probably returned proportionately greater
profits to the corn-belt farmer than any other enterprise. In view
of this it might naturally be expected that the hog be the best
housed animal on the farm; in the majority of cases, however, the
opposite is true. The old-fashioned idea that the hog is a tough,
filthy animal, still persists, and most farmers believe and act in
the belief that anything is good enough for a hog.
As an actual thing, there is no farm animal that needs care and
protection mere than the hog. The horse and the cow are protected
by a heavy cost of hair in the winter time - even a calf or a colt
will groYu a good fur coat when exposed in winter; chickens have a
thick layer of fluffy, insulating feathers which keeps even their
small bodies .varra; but a hog has nothing but a sparse coat of stiff
hair between his skin and the cold. Little pigs, farrov/ed in cold,
damp weather with no shelter, generall3/ die, and even if they live,
never thrive at all well.
Hog-raising as a business is accomplishing an improvem.ent in
I
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housing acGOirjiiodat Ions for ho^^s. Pro^^iressi vc farmers and hog-
raisers realize the financial benefit to be derived from proper
protection for the hogs, and have evolved shelters which provide the
maximum of comfort and convenience at a minimum of cost. While
these structures are to be found principally on farms where hog-
raising is the chief business, they can easily be so modified or re-
duced in size as to meet with the approval of the farmer conducting
a general purpose farm where hogs are but one source of financial
returns
.
The essential of a swine-house are comfort for the animals under
all conditions, convenience for the caretaker in feeding and handling
them, a-nd good sanitation. The house must provide sufficient warmth
in cold weather to keep the swine in good condition, and must provide
shade on the hottest da3'-s of the summer. It must be so arranged as
to permit of feeding the hogs easily and expeditiously, and of hand-
ling them Gjiickly and with the least amount of disturbance. Sanita-
tion is especially to be emphasized in swine-house construction, and
some attention paid to this particular will be amply rewarded later
on in healthier swine and consequently greater financial returns.
Swine houses must be built to include such arrangem^ents as will
initiate and maintain a tendency?- to eliminate disease instead of fos-
tering or developing it as is so often the case. Since most of the
diseases which seriously affect swine are germ diseases, it follows
that any construction which will prevent the ingress and development
of germs, is the most advantageous form to follow. Sunlight is one
of the comnionest, most effective, and withal, the cheapest, germicide
known; the swine house, then, should be built with the provision made
for a maximum am.ount of sunlight at the times v/hen it is the most
needed.
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Tlog-raisers usually deoire that two litters of ri£s bo rained
each year, and it has been found that the ti-mes of farrowin^^ of these
litters, for the bent results, should be about March 1 and August 1.
The pifjS farrowed at the latter time will generally thrive well, wea-
tlier conditions being in their favor; but the spring litter ic often
seriously handicapped by the cold weather which is very likely to
occur at that time. To offset this disadvantage, every bit of sun-
light must be utilized, and the windows should be so arranged as to
height and location that this can be accomplished. Vlith an abundance
of sunlight, and with ;valls and floors as nearly vermin-proof as
possible, sanitation is taken care of, as far as the building is con-
erned
.
Swine generally require a great deal of care and special atten-
tion. Beginning at farrowing time, the sow must be isolated; this
requires that individual pens must be provided for the pregnant sows,
and kept for them until the pigs are a week or ten days old. Brood
sows with their litters should be given a small yard of their own in
which they can be kept until the pigs have learned to recognize their
mother, when they can be turned out into the general feeding lot.
In order that some degree of cleanliness in their food be m.aintained,
feeding floors of concrete must be built. The breeder of high grade
swine usually desires to have some place in which he can advantageous-j
ly exhibit his stock to a prospective purchaser. A dipping vat is
an essential part of the equipment of a good hog farm. Hogs require
a quantity of good, clean feed, well prepared and given to them in
the most economical form.
All the things enumerated above tend to bring the unit cost per
animal rather high in providing hog-raising equipment, and unless the
farmer is careful, the cost may run so high as to absorb the greater
J
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part or even c.11 of the possible rrofita. It is very easy to get
too n.uch expense into any fcirn; building c.nd the sv. inc hc.use is no
exception; no one can afford for any purpose a building so expensive
that interest and depreciation will more than counterbalance its
value as a shelter. The riiaximun. cost should never be over J40 rer
pen, and indeed very efficient swine houses can be built for ^25 to
J30 per pen, at present prices of building materials.
Most of the construction details of swine houses have been al-
most standardized, which is net true of many other farm buildings.
ractically all hog breeders are agreed that a pen Gx8 feet is am.ply
large for a sow and her lit^.er; indeed, 5x8 feet is a comjT^on size.
The partitions between pens should be so contrived as to permit of
throwing the whole house or any part of it into a large pen. The
best fleer for a swine house is perhaps the earth floor, but
this is
very hard to keep in a sanitary condition; wood and concrete floors
have been used, but each have its disadvantages, the wood being
short-
lived, affording a harbor for disease germs, and the concrete being
too cold in the spring at farrowing timie. A solution of the diffi-
culty is rather hard to find. Where the winters are at all severe
it is desirable that the walls be m.ade double, either by putting a
double layer of boards on the exterior of the studs or by boarding
up both inside and out.
Typ es of Swine Houses
Several types of 3Y:ine houses have been constructed and used
with varying degrees of success, and all of them have their
advocates
Two general types stand cut rather prominently, however, and
seem to
meet with the approbation of progressive hog-raieers. These
types
are the individual houses, and the large houses with individual
pens
Modifications of these types are numierous, the modifications
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reoulting frciu the needs and ideus of indiviaualr; buildinn; them.
Individual rcg houses, or cots, as the3'- arc Lion.et iiuty Cc... xcu,
are built in many different ways. The commoner methods of construc-
ting hcuGes are illustrated in figures 91 and 92. The first figure
illustrates a four-walled variety, collapsible, so that it may be
taken down, removed, and again erected with a very small amount of
labor. Figure 92 illustrates another kind which has two sloping
FlS S2 INDIVIDUAL. MOG-MOUSC
Porta b/c, Tent-sfjop&-
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sides reaching from the ridge to the ground, forming a sort of a
tent-shaped structure; these may be constructed with the four walls
and floor so arr&nged as to be collapsible, or they may be mounted
on skids and thus made portable, a horse being required to draw them
about. Some styles have a window in the front and above the door;
all should have a small door in the rear and near the ridge for ven-
tilation.
There are a number of points to be enumerated in favor of the
individual type of swine house. Each sow may be isolated at farrow-
ing time, and for some time afterward; the houses may be placed at
the end of the lot farthest away from the feeding floor so the sows
j
may be compelled to exercise; the danger of spreading disease is re-
duced to a minimum, and should the location of any house become un-
sanitary, it can easily be moved to another location.
Large houses, if properly built, have some advantageous features
that commend them to careful hog-raisers. Excellent sanitation can
be accomplished in a substantially built house of this t3^pe, espe-
cially where a concrete floor is used. The swine may be handled
very easily and conveniently, and the plan of arranging the pens may
be such that feeding may be done with the minim.um of labor. v:ith
portable partitions the house may be divided into farrowing pens, or
the partitions may be omitted, thus providing for an abundance of
light in a house of this type. Bins for storing feed may also be
included, either on the same floor or in a small loft over part of
the building, though the former is probably the more convenient.
At the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station there has been
constructed a large swine-house planned by Professor William Dietrich
and erected u nier his direction, which has proved to be very effi-
cient in point of construction, and which has met with the marked
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approval of practical hog-raicc re . This has been described in
Bulletin 109 issued b3' the Experiment Station. v;ith the purpose in
mind of making the house as nearly perfect as possible in sanitation,
it was built so as to admit sunlight to all the pens and exclude cold
drafts in winter, to be dry and free from dust, to be well ventilated
and to exclude the hot sun in the sumi;.er.
The construction of this swine house is shown in figure 93.
m n
4
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The house faces towrard the south, and both tiers of windov;s are so
placed as to admit a maximum of sunlight at the time when it is most
valuable, and to exclude it when it is undesirable. Sunlight not
only v/arms and dries the building, but destroys disease germs, thus
making the building both v/arm and sanitary. Ventilation is accom-
plished by means of the upper windows, which are double hung sash of
the kind used in residence construction, and may be raised or lowered
at will as circumstances dem.and. The arrangement of the windovtfs
necessitates the use of a flat roof for part of the building, which
must be covered with some material that will shed water at a sli p;ht
J
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pitch
,
The house is 50 feet wide, and an 8-foot alley running down the
center divides it into two parts of equal width, each of v;hich is
divided into 9 pens, space being left at one end for storage bins
for feed. The S-foot alley is advantageous in that it permits
driving through the building with a team and wagon, to facilitate
the removal of manure. The pens are quite large, 10x11 feet in size
Each pen has an exterior doorway which leads to a pen outside the
buildings, and an interior doorway opening to the alley; the doors
for the interior doorway are hung so that when opened they v;ill turn
the pigs toward the end of the house where they are to be weighed.
The troughs are placed on the side of the pen next to the alley, and
have a swinging panel above them which admits of eas^'- feeding. Fen-
ders or guard-rails of S-inch pipe are placed around the walls in the
corner in which the nest is located, at a height of 8 inches above
the floor and a distance of 6 inches from the wall, to prevent the
sow from crushing the pigs at farrowing time. All the gates and
partitions in this house are made of woven wire fence mounted on
frames of pipe; these are considered better than ones made of v;ood
,
because no opportunity is afforded for the harboring of disease germs
because there is practically no obstruction of light, and because
the hogs are always in plain sight of each other and the attendant.
Part of the floor of this house is made of vitrified brick, laid
on the side in the pens and on edge in the alley; the remainder is of
cement, Lum.ber was not used for floors, since the house was built
for permanence; it was thought the brick would be somewhat warmer and
less slippery than the cement, and while this was found to be true,
both types of floors proved to be too cold at farrowing time and tem-
porary wood platforms were built which could be laid on the brick or
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cement floors at such a time. The
total cost of this house was a little
over ^>20C0, making the unit cost per
pen about ^110. This is somewhat high
but the house as built on an ordinary
farm would have smaller fens, and a
less expensive construction generally,
the cost being materiall3'- reduced there
by. A rather unique design of a large
swine house is shown in figure 94. Mr.
W. H. Smith, of the Illinois Agricultur
al Experiment Station, is the origina-
tor of the design, and he has used the
house successfull^T- for a number of
years. It has a number of distinct
advantages, among which are the follow-
ing: economy in construction, as shown
by an actual case in which a house with
Gix 18-foot sides cost approximately
.{400; efficiency in operation, the
handling and feeding of the hogs being
accomplished very easily from the cen-
tral space; an abundance of light, sinccf
the sun comes in from four sides of the
cupola, as well as from the windows in the walls; serviceability, the
house being readily convertible from a farrowing house to a feeding
floor or to an excellent sales barn. The windows of the cupola are
double hung, and can be easily opened for ventilation.
/=>/on.
is-
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Sheep Barns
Though sheep are rather tender animals, they need only to be
kept dry and out of the wind to thrive; and one of the coraruonest mis-
takes made in sheep raising is the provision of too expensive shelter,
Even in the old world, where live stock is given a maximuir. of care,
sheep are given extra care only at lambing time, the shepherds real-
izing that carelessness at this time m-aY result in the loss of enough
lambs to eliminate the small margin of profit upon which much of the
land is operated. In America, the climatic extremes of regions in
which sheep-raising is something of an industry, require that a more
careful provision be maae for the safety and comfort, and that some
sort of a building be arranged to shelter them from drenching rain
and driving wind.
The essentials of a good shelter for sheep are a tight roof
which will keep the interior of the building dry; walls which will
keep out the wind; and some means of supplying an abundance of fresh
air, for this is one thing that sheep demand. The ancestors of shee )
generallylived in mountains or high plateaus where the air is fine
and pure, and were accustomed to having their lungs full of it; their
descendents consequently cannot thrive in close, crowded quarters
where the air is impure and bad.
The cost of a sheep shelter can very easily be made excessive.
An average horse barn of good construction will cost approximately
;J50 per horse, or the shelter will cost about one fourth the value
of the horse; on the same basis, assuming the value of a sheep to be
about $7.50, the shelter for one sheep should cost Jl.85, and since
about 6 square feet of floor space is necessary for a single sheep,
the cost per square foot of floor space for a well-built sheep shel-
ter should not be more than 30 cents. As a matter of fact, sheep
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barns are often b\n.lt in which the cost per square foot in twice
or even three times 30 cents, but usually these barns have storage
room for large quantities of feed and require heavier and more ex-
pensive construction. The question as to whether a simple shed
with no storage capacity is better than a high barn in which provi-
sion is made for extensive storage, must be settled by surrounding
conditions and by personal preference. The governing factors in ths
problem are the cost of construction of three t3^pes of structures,
namely: a simrle sheep shed, a simple storage house, and a combined
shelter and storage house, and the cost of labor as infJuenced by
the accessibility of the feed. While it probabli?- will be found
considerably cheaper to construct two separate simple buildings, one
for shelter and the other for storage, the additional labor of trans-
porting the feed from the storage shed to the sheep may more than
counterbalance the saving resulting fromi the cheaper buildings.
In any building constructed for sheltering sheep, there are a
nun-.ber of features which are more or less essential,, and one of the
most distinctive of these is a separate compartment in which the
pregnant ewes can be isolated at lambing time. This space is divi-
ded up by means of portable hurdles into small pens four or five feet
square, each pen accommodating one ewe; Vvhen the lambing season is
over the hurdles can be removed and the compartment used as a feeding
room for the older lambs. It is advisable to have adjacent to the
lambing room another room used as the shepherd's quarters, which is
furnished with a stove; in very inclement weather the door between
the lambing room and the shepherd's room can be opened, and sufficien'
warmth supplied to the young lambs to keep them from suffering from
the cold.
Some good sheep barns have been built which were divided up into
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permanent pens, but under moat conditions it is well to oo arrange
the plans as to make it possible to keep the floor clear v/hcn need
arises, since the main purpose of the barn will be to shelter a large
number of sheep in bad weather and at feeding times. Should it be
found necessary to have some of the sheep kept separate, pens can
easil3'- be constructed by using either portable hurdles or feed racks
as partitions. When the floor is made so as to be unobstructed as
much as poir^sible, it greatly facilitates feeding and cleaning. Earth
floors are entirely practical in sheep barns, and when kept properly
cleaned, are verv satisfactory. It is conunon to le t manure accumu-
late to a considerable depth before it is removed; this accumulation
of manure is not usually attended by offensive odors, since the con-
stant stirring by the small feet of the sheep tends to keep it from
heatine. In fine weather it is of advantage to have the stock out
of doors, and at times such as this and in sumruer time it is desir-
able to have an outdoor paved feeding yeard.
The ventilation of the sheep barn can best be accomplished by
means of doors and v/indows so constructed as to admit of flexible
control, through the King system can often be used to advantage. In
some large and successful shesp sheds the exterior swinging doors are
divided into two parts, each mounted on separate sets of hinges, and
in fine weather, even in rather cold weather, the upper half of the
doors on all sides is left open; should the^-e be a cold damp wind
blowing from some direction, the doors that are on that side may be
closed, leaving the ones on the leedward side open; vifhile in very
inclement weather which would last for a comparatively short time,
all the doors may be completely closed. The same efficienci'" can be
obtained by using windows as ventilators, the windows consisting of
barn sash mounted on hinges at the bottom; any degree of ventilation
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ca.li be secured by nieiins, und it has the advantage of deflecting
the air currents upward, thus avoiding drafts to a great extent.
In feed racks, is in everything else, there is a right and a
wrong method of construction. In figure 95 is illustrated a type of
rack perfected by Professor v;. C. Cof-
fey of the Illinois Experiment Station,
which fulfills the requirements of a
successful rack. It is large enough
to admit of placing a considerable quan-
tity of feed within it, the slats are
spaced far enough apart so the sheep
can get its head in and eat without
having to tear the feed out upon the
floor, and it has a close tray belov/
for the fine feed which will catch any wastes from the rack above.
It can be made either single or double, so stock can feed from one or
both sides; the length can be made such that it will exactly fit in
between adjacent interior posts, thus serving as an excellent parti-
tion. Ample watering facilities should be provided the sheep, and
troughs should he located at various convenient points, and kept
filled v7ith water clean enough for human use.
Since the design of a combined sheep shelter and storage barn
embodies several features, such as special framing, ventilation, etc.,
in addition to the distinctive ones mentioned in the foregoing dis-
cussion, plans of such structures will not be included here; they
can be arranged easily by combining the principles enunciated in sub-
sequent chapters upon framing and ventilation with the ideas given in
the following dicussion of a structure built for shelter only.
Figure 96 illustrates one type of sheep shed vvhich satisfies
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many of the re-
quirements listed
above, and which by
certain modifica-
tions and additions
can be made to fit
all of them. It is
square in shape,
60 feet on each
side, large enough
to accomniodat e com-
fortably a flock of
500 sheep or more.
The roof is nearly
flat, having a
slope of only 1
foot in 8, and this
precludes the use of shingles for a roof covering, tin or prepared
roofing being necessary. The framing consist of three pieces of 2x6
stuff nailed together to form posts, supported at the bottom by a
concrete foundation along the exterior walls and by concrete piers in
the interior; the posts are spaced 12 feet apart in both directions.
Across the tops of the posts are laid three 2x6s, two of them vertica!
and one horizontal, upon which are placed the 2x6 rafters. The walli
are made of horizontal drop siding, this necessitating the use of
studding between the exterior main posts. The building is well
lighted cind ventilated by means of the windows on all sides and in
the raised interior bent at the top. The portable feed racks are of
such a length that they will fit exactly between the framing posts anc
FIO 96 SMEfcP SHEO
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f n'^ nerve admirably an partitions when there I-", n' nd of r^enr;. The
Icrge pens formed Vy the feed rackc can be further aubdiviueu into
smaller pens by portable hurdles. The exterior doors are made hi^h
enough to admit a team and wagon, and a clear driveway can be main-
tained through the entire shed in both directions. The shepherd's
quarters and the warming room are located in one corner of the buil-
ding, preferably the southeast, but this location must, of course, be
governed b^'- existing conditions.
Large StQrap;e Barns
In view of the fact that in nost instances where a building of
rather large dimensions is constructed for a dairy or horse barn or
for a general purpose barn, considerable storage space is provided
above the first floor, a discussion of the general methods employed
in such a construction will be taken up. The principles and con-
struction methods given in this discussion will apply equally well
to any of the above-mentioned barns, while the details which are
applicable to only one specific t^'pe of barn will be considered in
subsequent chapters.
Framing. There are two entirely different systems of framing
emp'loyed in the construction of ordinary large barns, the timber
frame and the plank frame. The former was used almost exclusively
in the earlier days when timber was cheap and could be obtained in
almost any desired size or length; the latter type has been develop-
ed to reduce the cost of construction, and accomplishes this by using
lumber which is only 2 inches in thickness, and which of course can
be obtained at a much lo-.ver cost that that of large timbers.
Timber framing. Figures 97, 98, 99 and 100 illustrate the de-
tails of the timber frame. As is seen, the frame consiste of large
rectangular timbers of varying sizes, from a 12x12 sill at the
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bottom, to 4x4 braces, and 2x4 or 2x6 rafters. The sizes of the
timbers will,°course, vary with the size of the barn and with the
load to vi/hich they are to be subjected; the kind of timber used
will also govern the size to a certain extent, oafc, for instance,
being niuch stronger than hemlock. All timbers are framed together
b3^ means of a mortise and tenon joint, illustrated in figure 101,
through which a wooden dowel pin is driven. These pins are given
II
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a long taper Lnd the holeo in the
tenon and those through the mor-
tise are given l/8-inch "draw" in
which the tenon is formed close up
pull the shoulder of the timber on
such direction as will tend to
MORTISE AWDTtMOl-^ J"Oir< t against the timber in which the
mortise is cut; that is, the dis-
tance from the joint to the dowel hole is l/8-inch greater in the
mortise than in the tenon.
The large timbers used for crossbeams and ties should be whole
sticks, not spliced, but the sills and plates may be spliced at
every bent, (The term "bent" is used to cover one of the units of.
framing extending across the building; it is also sometim.es taken to
mean the space included between two framing units.) Sometimies long
timbers are very difficult to obtain, in which case the width of the
barn can be adapted to the length of the timbers obtainable, making
one strong splice at the center, if necessary. In each of the angle
formed at the intersection of two large tim.bers should be placed a
diagonal brace 3 or 4 feet in length, the ends of which are connected
with the main timbers by means of a mortise joint held with a dowel
pin, as shown in figure 102; this figure also shows a very efficient
method of joining a crosstie and a post.
One point especially worthy of note for storage barns is the
effort to include as much under a given amount of roof as possible.
Two types of roofs have been evolved in a progressive development
toward this end, the gable or "V" roof, and the gambrel, both these
roofs being shown in figures 103 and 104. The gable type has been
used a great deal, since the framing of the bents for this type of
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roof is quite simple; however, in attempting to employ the principle
enunciated above, it was soon found that the gable roof did not give
greatest amount of room under a given amount of roof, and in conse-
quence the advantapes of the gambrel roof cajne into wider recognition
A comparison of the two types vvill make the difference between them
m.anifest; the mow is only half filled when filled even with the
plate, and the gambrel roof provides a much larger space above the
plates than does the gable roof, even though it have a steep pitch.
The lovver pitch of the gambrel roof is so nearly vertical that it is
in effect almost a wall.
The timber frame makes a very strong and substantial structure,
and when the sills are kept off the ground so that they do not rot
and when the superstructure is properly protected by the exterior
wall covering, such a frame retains its strength for many years. It
is similar to the braced frame used in residence construction, exam-
ples of which can be found that are more than a century old. The
chief disadvantages of the tim.ber frame lie in the high cost of large
sticks of timber, in the difficulty of handling them, and in the fact
that many of the timbers have their tensile and shearing strength
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reduced by 50 per cent or more by the reduction in croso-section area
necessitated in the ir.aking of a mortise and tenon joint. The con-
trolling strain, however, ia usually a transverse one, rather than
one of tension or shear.
Plank Framing. The plank frame, since it is a comparatively
modern development, has perhaps as yet not reached its most perfect
and economical design. In the method of arrangement of the members
there is a great variation, and often too little or too much material
is employed, m-aking the resulting frame too weak or unnecessarily
expensive, as the case may be. Because of the special bracing nec-
essary to give the plank frame sufficient strength, the gambrel roof
adapts itself peculiarly well to this type of framing, and is used
almost exclusively. A gambrel roof support by plank framing pro-
perly designed can be entirely supported by the exterior wall posts
alone, no interior posts being necessary.
The plank frame usually consists of a series of units, or bents,
not more than 12 feet apart, each unit comprising a vertical rest at
each side and the braces, struts, etc., necessary to construct a sort
of a cantilever truss; these separate bents are unified and bound to-
gether by plates nailed to the tops of the posts, by purlin plates at
the break in the roof, and by subsidiary members, such as nailing
girts, braces, etc. The end beams are usually framed in an essen-
tially different manner from that of the interior bents. The inter-
ior bents are so constructed that the space above the second floor is
practically unobstructed, a very desirable and more or less necessary
feature, but this necessity is obviated in the end bent. Since the
end wall of a barn is a large vertical one without supports or braces
j
to resist any lateral pressure such as that of a high wind, the sticks
used in framing the end bent must be arranged to give the wall thp
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greatest possible strength and rigiaity.
In figure 105 is illustrated one ar-
rangement of the membe-^s of an interior bent
of plank framing 'vhich has been found to be
especially strong and practical. The de-
scription of such an arrangement for barns
varying in v/idth from 30 to 36 feet follows.
The side wall posts are built up of
three 3x10 pieces spaced two inches apart,
and extending from the floor to the plate;
in the open spaces are placed 2x8 pieces, of
a length equal to the desired clearance be-
tween floor and ceiling, usually'- 8 feet, and
the whole thoroughly fastened together with spikes, the free use of
which throughout the framing is desirable. Thus the post is made a
solid 10x10 for the first 8 feet of its length, thoroughly substantial.
On the top of the 8-foot pieces are placed the girders, which
support the joists. The girders themselves are supported at inter-
vals not exceeding 12 feet by interior posts built up of three SxlOs
equal in height to 8 feet plus the width of the girder, and spaced 2
inches apart, so the members of the girder ma3'- fit in between the
members of the post as shown in figure 107; or the height may be 7
feet 10 inches, in which case a flat 2-inch block covers the end of
the posts and the girders are placed on this. Both the girders and
the joists are designed by using the following formula for determin-
ing the size of beams subjected to a transverse strain:
L = ZhO^k
S
where L = safe load in pounds

a
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b and d = total breadth and depth respectively inche s
A = 100 for oak or hard pine, CO for soft pine,
and S = r.pan or length of beaii, _in feet
To illustrate the use of this formula, the size of the joists
ind girders of a certain barn are calculated as follows:
Let figure 106 represent the location
of the posts on the interior of the first
floor. The distance apart of the bents
may vary from 8 to 1'^ feet, and of the posts
in the bent from 6 to 14 feet. Of course,
the depth of the girders as well as of the
joists should be the same in all parts of thj:
barn, to maintain the level of the mow floor
consequently, v;e should make the design for
that part supporting the greatest weight.
Supposing the mow to be filled with hay, the
girder extending from a to b will support
the weight of all the hay in the rectangle
efgh ; this w^eight may be 6000 pounds, depend -
ing upon the compactness of the hay. The
formula will then be, using 2x10 hard pine
planks for the girder:
6000 = 2 X b X 100 X 100
12
FIG. 107 DE.TAIU OF POST AMD GIRDER b = O. 6 inches
or the approximate equivalent of two 2-inch widths of plank. The
girder, then, will be composed of two pieces of hard pine, 2x10 in
size
,
The joists in the rectangle abed will support the sam.e load.
1
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cind Gince they are to be spaced 2 feet apart, it is evident tl.at
there will be 6 of them in this rectangle with a total breadth of 12
inches. Substituting the known values in the formula:
6000 = 2 X 12 X d^ X 100, or
d^= 25, and
d = 5.
Since a plank 5 inches wide is uaually not obtainable, the next
larger standard size plank is used, a 2x6. This size joint will be
used throughout the entire floor, for though it mbj be unnecessarily
strong over certain spans, the spacing of the joists must not exceed
2 feet on account of the liability of the floor boards to break
should they be supported at v/ider intervals.
The plate is constructed of two pieces of 2x10 stock laid flat
on the top of the exterior post, or better, with one piece laid flat
and with the other set in vertically beneath the flat plank in order
to give the whole plate greater stiffness. This arrangement is
shown in the illustration of the method of joining members at the
plate.
Referring to figure 105, the framing of the roof truss proper
is seen to consist of two principal braces, a, the purl in brace, and
0, the ridge brace . The purlin brace, for barns 36 feet orless in
width, is composed of two pieces of 2x8 spaced 2 inches, the lower
ends of which are inseited into the spaces between the mem.bers of the
post, and rest on the girders; the upper ends are notched to receive
the purlin plate , which consists of two pieces of 2x8, which are laid
on edge to give the greatest possible rigidity, and which may be
spaced two inches to admit of a short diagonal brace extending down
to the ridge-brace; this is shown in figure 108. The ridge-brace
itself consists of a single piece of 2x10 for short-span barns, it
1
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rr^^^ts the corresponding brace from the other
half of the truss at the ridge, while at its
lower end it may be notched over the plate
or b-"ought below the plate. In the latter
event, since it comes between the two members
of the purlin brace, it will strike against
the center member of the exterior post and
v/ill have to be bent slightly in order to
Fig lOa FEAMIISS AT POB.i_iN& PLATE- enter one of the spaces; perhaps a better
arrangement is effected if it is cut to fit
closely against the center member, cLnd a
short strip nailed on each side, projecting
beyond the end of the ridge brace and extend-
ing into the spaces of the vertical post.
A short strut or two extending from the pur-
lin brace to the ridge brace and to the post
will aid materially in stiffening the truss •
F1GI09 rRAMlNS AT P1_ATE-
Figure 109 shows the method of joining the
various members at the plate.
The two halves of the truss are bound together o.t the top by
means of a short collar-beam of 3x8 nailed to the two ridge-braces.
This collar-beam should not be too long, for it must also support the
carrier-track, and if too Icing, will bring the carrier-track so low
as to interfere with the maxim.um filling of the mow.
It is very important that this type of self-supporting roof be
designed to resist any side strain or racking which might result from
high wind pressure upon the end of the barn. This is accomplished
to some extent by the rigidity resulting from the roof sheathing, but
additional bracing imist be provided in the form of sway-bracing.
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which ordinarily consists of long rieces of 3x8 fastened on diagonally
beneath the rafters and firmly nailed at every joint. This is illus-
trated in figure 110, a view of the side framing of a plank framed
barn.
Figure 111 shows one method of arrnaging the planks in an end
bent, studs being used to hold the horizontal siding. When, as is
usually/ the case, a hay door is put in one gable, a vertical post may
extend from the plate to the roof on each side of the door.
The plank frame has a number of advantages which make it espec-
ially desirable. Among these ma^?- be enumerated the following:
A saving is effected in the cost and amount of lumber used.
Timber can be used that could not otherwise be utilized.
A saving is effected not only in sawing, cutting, and hauling,
but in time of construction as well.
Practically all interior timbers and braces are eliminated.
Full benefit is gotten of the self-supporting roof, combining
triangles, long braces, and perpendicular timbers.
The possibility of weakening at the joints is eliminated.
A strong support for the hay carrier, with plenty of clearance.
i
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is provided.
The odds and ends of lumber can be utilized as braceo.
The Found Barn
/inother development in the direction of economic building con-
struction is the round barn, examples of which in a more or less
modified form can be found in almost every locality. The round
barn possesses some theoretical advantages v^hich make its designs
very attractive, but it is sometimes rather difficult to adapt these
advantages to existing practical conditions. A number of very
succcGsful attempts have been made, however, and the resulting barns
have proved to be quite efficient.
Some enthusiastic advocates of the round barn make such extra-
vagant claims for it that it is very difficult to substantiate them.
Some of the actually desirable feat\ires may be enumerated:
1. The round barn, especially when a silo is located at the
center, possess^%reat strength on account of the mutual bracing ef-
fect resulting from the concentration of the framing timbers support-
ing the roof. The roof of the round barn is almost invariably of
the self-supporting, plank frame type; in fact, in the construction
of the whole barn, this t3^pe of framing is employed.
2. Theoretically, maximum floor space with the same perimeter is
obtained at a minimum of cost, sinoe with the same perimeters in vari-
ous shaped figures, a circle gives the greatest area,
3. Increased storage space is provided because of the height of
the roof necessary to give it proper support.
There may be other advantages of more or less degree of. impor-
tance, depending upon the purpose for which the barn is used. It is
in the interior arrangement of the floor devoted to stalls and bins
that sometimes considerable difficulty is encountered. Unless the
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barn is very carefully planned, there is likely to be waste space and
lo;^n of efficiency in feeding and cle/.ning opR-^otions. The construe
tion of round barns of large uiumeters is practically precluded by
the inability to provide sufficient light when the interior stalls
are located toe far_from the .vindowc in the exterior wall.
Figure 112 shows the
method of framing employed in
a 60-foot round dairy barn.
The plate, which is necessar-
ily circular, is built up of
6 thicknesses of 1x6 on edge,
the boards being put together
so as to keep the joints well
staggered; the purlin plate
is constructed with a thick-
ness equal to that cf 4
boards. No posts are used,
studs being used to support
the v;alls and plate. Each
pi ir of rafters are braced as
shown in the illustration,
and below the break in the
roof an additional rafter is
put in between each pair of
regularl^r framed rafters, so
that in the lower section of
the roof there are twice as
many rafters as in the upper
section. The floor joists

extend radiall];- from the silo, as is shewn in figure 115, and have
one interior support.
Dairy Barns
The importance attached to the proper construction and care of
the dairy barn is emphasized in the following statement set forth by
P. B. Tustin of the Health Department of Winnipeg: "The cow stable
is the kitchen where the food for many city bc.bies is prepared, and
it is the duty of everyfarmer and dairyman to see that the kitchen
is clean. The dairy barn should be kept as clean as a dwelling
house, because the milk from the cows housed in the barn is consumed
by humans, usually without ainy intervening converting or purifying
processes, on the assumption that the milk as produced and handled
is pure. That this asGumption is generally incorrect, is testified
to by the fact that the dairy barns and cow stables on the great
majority of farms are reeking with filth. In many cases the allevi-
ation of this condition would be difficult and expensive, because of
the original design and construction was so ver^^ inefficient and un-
sanitary. A dairy barn can be constructed in such a way and of such
materials as to permit of its being kept absolutely clean and sani-
tary at no great expense of time or labor.
The proper and economical erection of dair3'- barns involves great
care and foresight in the design and arrangement in order to obtain
the greatest efficiency. A barn is a rather expensive structure,
and once built is not easily moved or altered in shape. The cite is
important; consideration must be given to the location as to the
points of the compass, the position of the surrounding buildings, the
proximity to the farm residence, and the appearance of the barn from
the highway. The size should be suited to the amount of stock to be
sheltered and the quantity of feed to be stored, and the interior

should be go arrancred as to fc^cilitate feeding and caring for the
stock. The appearance of the building when finished is a point to
bw given no small amount of attention, for the barn is a large struc-
ture ana can easily be made to dominate the ensemble of the farmstead
with a decidedly disagreeable effect. Some architectural features,
such as a cupola, a cornice, and proper framing of windows and doors
cost but little, yet do wonders in improving the appearance. Per-
haps the most important feature of a dairy barn is cleanliness, and
the use of concrete and steel where possible, and the installation of
an effective system of ventilation, -will go a long way tovvard esta-
blishing this feature.
The arrangement of the interior of the dairy barn is a problem
upon the solution of which there is a great difference of opinion.
It seems that almost evexy dairyman has a different idea which he
claims to be the best; this perhaps results from the special plan-
ning which each individual has had to do to satisfy the conditions
of his own special case, and whether or not his solution is applica-
ble to other equally special cases, is only problematical. The fact
remains that in order to arrive at the best and most economical solu-
tion of the problem, the conditions existing on the farm upon which
the barn is to be located and any special purposes for which the barn
is to be employed, must be carefully studied, and only general prin-
ciples of arrangements can be considered here.
Broadly speaking, various arrangements of interiors resolve
themselves into twfo kinds, namely: those in which the cows face to-
wards the interior of the barn, and those in vifhich they face the
opposite direction. It is assumed that there will be two ro'.vs of
cows in the barn, for long experience has shown that thisgives the
net practical results. The width of the barn will be determined
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by certain measurements of stalls, mangers, gutters and alleyways
thcit have been found by actual experience to be the most properly
suited to the animals and their care.
As far as arrangement is concerned, the two methods given above
differ only in feeding and cleaning facility. V/hen the cows face
in^ there is only one feed^vay, and two clean-out pasgage-ways; when
the cows face out, there are two feedways and only one clean-out pas-
sage, since generall3r the v/ork of feeding is greater than that of
cleaning, the work can be more easily and economically accomplished
by having only the one feedway incident to the plan of having the
cows stand vith heads together. In fact this is the plan that is
generally adopted, for besides the advantage mentioned heretofore,
there are other points in its favor; the light falls on the rear of
the cows, enabling the milker to see when the udders are clean and
the stablemen to see better in cleaning out the stalls; there is less
confusion in letting the cows in and out; the supporting posts can be
placed in the line of the head-rail, which is at the narrowest part
of the cow, thus saving room; the ventilating system is usually at
the walls of the barn, and the odor from the manure will not be so
great as vvhen the cows face out; and finally, it is easier to keep
the barn clean when the slope of the floor is from the center to the
outside, the drainage being more effective.
In any arrangement, the measurements of stalls, gutters, etc.,
are the same, and the dimensions given below are practically stan-
dard. The width of themanger will vary according to its construc-
tion from 2 feet to 3 feet, a wide, shallow manger being better than
a deep, narrow one. The length of the "cow stand" or stall, from
manger to gutter, should be 5 feet; this is a length which is suited
to cows of all sizes, adjustment being made at the stanchion for
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that all man-
ure may be con
fined to the
gutter and the
cows kept clea|i
The width of
the gutter
should be 16
inches, and
the depth of
its bottom
from the rebr edge of the cowstand should be 6 or 7 inches; the cow-
stand itself should have a slight slope towards the gutter. The
passageway at the rear should not be less than 4 feet wide, and a
width of 5 feet is amply large. The width of a central feedway need
not be more than 6 feet between mangers, and in fact a narrower feed-
way is often used. When the cows are arranged heads out, the centra:
passageway should be 8 feet wide if it is planned to be used as a
driveway, but if a litter carrier is used, a width of 5 feet is suf-
ficient. The width of stalls varies somewhat with the breed and size
of cows, from Z feet 2 inches to 4 feet; as a general average, a
width of 3 feet 5 inches seems to be the best. Figures 114 and 115
in cross section, and figures 116 and 117 in plan, illustrate the t..vo
arrangem.ents discussed above, and show in detail what differences
exist when the same plan is adapted to m.eet either requirement.
To further the effort to provide the most efficient sanitation
of a dairy barn, the floors m.ust be m.ade of some m:aterial which is
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light una non-abnor
bentj and which can
be easily and thor-
oughly cleaned.
Concrete floors
seem to fill thene
requi rement
though there is
great objection in
northern regions
especially on ac-
count of their
coldness. This
can be obviated to
a large extent by
using plenty of
bedding, or by put-
ting in removable
wooden platforms in
the stalls during
cold seasons. Con-
crete floors in
barns are not to be
troweled smooth,
but finished with a
rather rough sur-
face with a wire
brush or broom to
eliminate the
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danger of the cattl<
Glipping, There i
on the market a.
floor brick made
especially of fine-
ly ground cork and
a special stiff
grade of asphaltum,
molded under pres-
sure into brick
form; they can be
laid in cement mor-
tar, but it is bet-
ter to use asphalt
as a binder. V^hole
floors made of as-
phaltum have been
used, but they are
very slippery when
wet; the addition
of some fine gravel
to the surface coat
might be desirable.
If the barn is
of frcime construc-
tion, it is advis-
able to have the
walls lined on the
interior with

dressed and matched sheathing;, for severdl reaconn. One ol - -
factors which control th-e successful operation of a modern ventila-
ting system is a building that has tight walls, and these are insured
by the interior sheathing. Double walls are almost a necessity in
cold regions, and are of value even in warm weather, because the air
space between the interior and exterior walls insulates both against
heat and cold. The smooth interior walls resulting from the appli-
cation of dressed lumber also facilitate the sanitation of the build-
ing. It follows, of course, that where the walls are sheathed on
the interior, a tight close ceiling is provided, not only for the
reasons mentioned above, but in the case of a loft or mow above to
prevent dust and dirt sifting down to the stable.
In a barn used exclusively for cattle,
the height of the ceiling should not exceed
9 feet; great height of ceiling calls for
more heat to keep the stable comfortable and
is of no special advantage. i\s a matter of
fact, a clearance of 7 feet S inches between
floor and bottom of ceiling joists is suffi-
cient, and a greater height is not necessary
unless wagons are to be driven into the barn
The matter of equipment for dairy barns
is one of prime importance. Several manu-
factures have recognized this, and are devo-
ting all their efforts to produce equipm.ent
in keeping with modern ideas as to conven-
ience and economy of arrangement and as to
sanitation, V^ood for stall partitions is a
thing obsolete; steel tubing has taken its
~U8 1120M POST
I
plfa.ce. ntanchions are no longer
the uwkward, heavy wood contri-
vances once almost universelly
found but are made of li^ht cteel
so arranged as to have a lateral
swinging motion that gives the
cow almost as much freedom as when
cQ outside, yet i^.revents her from
^ ruoving backwards and forwards.
Mangers are made of concrete or
o steel, the latter type being ei-
^ ther fixed or movable. Even in-
g terior posts may be of steel, as
CO
^ shov/n in figure 118. Both feed
— and litter carriers are part of
_ the equipment of the dairy barn,
and a proper arrangement of them
perm.it s of the carrying of ground
feeds, grain and silage to every
manger in the barn, and the expe-
ditious rem^oval of all waste.
The gutters in the rear of
the stalls should lead to a mianure
pit outside of the barn so that
all the liquid manure can be saved and utilized. This pit racxy be
constructed of concrete properly reinforced and waterproofed; it
usually has to be put partly or wholly underground, depending on the
floor-level of the barn. If the liquid manure is to be arplied in
liquid form, a strong, serviceable pum.p should be located in the
J
' *-^:fr-^ Srf ?< —pi
t-
-
_i *
Dwest part of the pit to pump
t into tankc for tranoportc.-
ion; otherwise a "inantity of
awcluct, leaves, tanbark or cim-
lar substance can be put in the
ank which will absorb the li-
uid and which can be handled
i t h shovels
.
Figure 119 illustrates
he design selected by the State
f Wisconsin as the model t^'-pe
'f dairy barn for that state,
'he design was selected from
lumerous ones submitted in com-
)etition for a JlOCO prize, the
:ost of the building not to ex-
jeed ^2000. This was some
/•ears ago, however, and in all
probability the barn will cost
nuch more at the present time.
It has a number of good features
such as heading the cows in;
providing stalls for calves, the
bull, and sufficient horses to
operate a dairy farm of ^^5 cows;
a comiplete ventilating system;
litter and feed carriers; excel-
lent feeding arrangements.
Figure 130 is the floor plan of a specially well-designed large
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dairy bcrii housing niorc than
sixty cowB, eight horceE, sev-
eral calves, and a bul] . No-
ticeable featurec of this barn
are the exceedingly small a-
amount of waste space, and the
ean3'- accessibility of the si-
los .
Where a number of other
Cottle are kept in connection
with the dairjT- herd and conven^
ience in feeding them is de-
sired, a barn such as is shown
in figure 121 may prove to be
very desirable. This barn,
to operate to the best advan-
tage, should be located with
the open side to the south;
the south wall of the first
story is left entirely open,
being separated from the feed
lot only by a heavj?- ordinary
fence. In colder climates, i:
it is desired to keep the in-
terior of the barn warm, a par-}
tit ion may be erected just at
the south row of mangers. Box
e provided in which pregnant cows, cows with halves, or
ay be kept. Ample storage space is provided for feed, and
+
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for convenience in handling an
engine-dr i ven dump ' ' elevator
ii-ay be instal-ed. The driveway
Vetween the box stalls and eingl
retails is sufficiently wide to
. dmit of a wagon being driven thjf
entire length of the barn.
Figure 1C3 shows in detail
the somewhc^t novel arrangement
adopted in a round barn at the
Illinois Experiment Station. A'o
stall partitions are used; the
cows are simply fastened in the
stanchions at feeding and milk-
ing time, being allov/ed the run
of all the space outside the
mangers the remainder of the tim
they are in the barn. Large
box stalls can be formed if
necessary, by swinging around thf:
large gates, as shown in the
figure. The advantage of this
particular arrangement lies in
|
the fact that a large manure
spreader can be driven in and
around the entire building with-
out the least difficulty. Figure 123 shows the floor plan of this
structure as it would appear were stall partitions introduced; in
order to rroperly utilize the space, a larger silo, one whose diametei?
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i3 18 feet, must be built.
For a email dtciry burn, the one whose floor plans are chown in
figures 124 and 125 is particularly good. 'The location of the grair
bins, chopper and grinder on the second floor adinits of all the pre-
pared grain being delivered to the first floor feed room, from which
it can be expeditiously distributed.
Figure 12G gives the floor plan of a large round dairy barn.
Close observation will show that at several points space is not util-
ized to the best advantage. The silo is 2C feet in diameter, and to
reach to the roof of a barn of this size ivould have to be 50 feet in i;
height. This harn has the inherent disadvantage of all round barns
with great diameter,- there is not sufficient light in the interior
part of the barn.
FIG 126 A LAEGL eounp P/\112Y B^f^M
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VoTce Bfarns
A special barn designed solely for the accomr.od&t, 1 c n of horr,'^.3
ir not generally found on tho ordinary farm; it is on icrri.s ue/olcu
wholly to the production of horses that real horse barns are seen,
and here they are usually quite elaborate and expensive buildings.
A barn of this type has to fill severi.l rei-iuirements; there ri.ust be
large, rcomy box stalls for brood mares; isolated stalls must be rrc-
vided for stallions; if any driving horses are kept, standing stalls
must be arranged for them; a carriage room is usually a necescary ad-
junct; a harness roon is also desirable, because the ammonia arising
from the stables in which horses are kept is very destructive to lea-
ther and to cc^rriage varnish as veil; since a horse barn is generally
a roomy structure, storage space for hay and grain should be provided
in the loft space; and finally, living quarters must usually be pro-
vided for the groomiS and stablemen.
The character and temperament of horses are essentially differ-
ent from that of any other farm animials, and this consideration must
be kept in mind in horse-barn const ruct ion . Horses are vigorous,
active and restless, and a greater solidity of structure than is nec-
essary 7;ith other barns m.ust be planned for. In box stalls the
partitions n^ust be very strong, especially the lower part; tMs for
a height of 5 or 6 feet should be of 2-inch hard pine or oak, so that
it cannot be broken or loosened by kicks; above this part should be a
grating of -^-inch iron rods or hea^/y wire netting such as is used to
protect exterior windows. The purpose of this netting is to keep
the horse from being too closely confined, for otherwise he will be-
come unusually restless
-and irritable, since he is a gregarious anin:ai
and resents deprivation of the company of his own kind. In some
modern barns reinforced concrete partitions are meeting with favor.

since they are sanitary, pernianent, attractive, and offer no oppor-
tunity for gnawing or cribbing, a habit very common to yc ung horses.
Any charp edges in either wood or concrete partitions nhould be care-
fully rounded off.
If a permanent manger ic installed in the box stall, it should
I
be bound with sheet-iron so l.s to prevent gnawing. /, portable box
I or manger can be provided, which is put into the stall only at feed-
ing time, and removed when not in use; this, however, is more or less
of an inconvenience. Some horsemen prefer to throw the hay on the
j
floor of the stall, but this results in most cases in considerable
waste, especially with long hay.
The size of box stalls varies; they should never be less than
|
S feet in width, and a comfortable stall is IC feet by 12 feet in sizJ.
nt and ing stalls for single horses are usually about o feet v/idej
I
with a minimum of 4 feet 8 inches and a maximum of 3 feet Z inches.
|
j
!
I The total length of a standing stall from, front of manger to rear of
p
passageway should be 14 feet, divided as follows: ^ feet for the widtjr
of the manger; 7 feet for the length of the horse-stand; and 5 feet I
i
'
for the width of the passageway. These dimensions of course may be
1; varied slightly to suit special conditions. The gutter at the rear
I
of the horse-stand for the disposal of the liquid manure should be
il at least 4 inches deep, and 16 or 18 inches wide; it can be left
t
l!
jl uncovered, but may be covered with heavy perforated cast-iron plates
I
fitted into rabbets molded in the conrete floor,
i
The matter of floors for a horse barn is an important one. The
ij
floor is the part of the barn subjected to the hardest usage, conse-
I
quently ability to resist severe wear is a prime r5auisite. A
I
horse's feet are com.parat ively delicate, and the pawing and stamping
acteristic of horses, if done on a hard floor, is likely to be ij
I
::i8
injurious to then:. '"ith many hor. emen a packed clay floor ic Ihe
favorite, but this is insanitary and re^iUires frequent repair. A
wood floor of heavy plank is commonly put in barns, but it wears
rapidly and there is danger of injury to the horses should a plank
break. A concrete floor se-ims to meet requirements best, but it has
the objection of being very hard, so hard as to cause the feet of a
horse to become tender when he has to stand upon it continually. /.
|
removable platform of 3x4 pieces spaced i inch apart and placed long-
itudinally in the stall, solves this difficulty, and it can be re-
j
placed at no great expense when worn through. The floor in the pas-|
sageway should be roughened.
A sufficiency of light and adequate ventilation are two essen-
tials of a good horse barn. Interior stalls, that is stalls so far
away from windows that good light does not reach them, are undesira-
\
ble; 3 or 4 rows of stalls are sometimes placed in a barn, one row |
along each side wall, and one or two rows in the center, but it is I
better to have just the two rows of stalls along the outside walls
and use the central portion as a place for exercising. Windows
should be plentiful and should be so arranged as to be easily opened; |i
j
each one should be fitted with a wire screen to keep flies out during!
;|
summer. In inclement weather ventilation should be accomplished by
:|
some such ventilating system as the King. Exterior doors to stalls'
il and passagev/ays should be made in two parts, the upper half to be re-
placed in summer time by a screened door, protected by heavy wire
netting or by hardwood bars.
The provision for watering is unimportant as long as the water
|
is pure. Inside water-tanks are desirable, and if such are install-
!
ed the plan of the barn must be such as ivill admit of facilitating
jthe work of watering. Individual troughs for each stall are

difficult to keep clean, and the old fashioned way of carrying water
in buckets to the horces is a waste of time. The main requisites
I
are that the v«fater be: fresh ^nd cool in juiu..ert in.e , and tempered in
wintertime; this will add much to the comfort and thrift of the horse.
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In Figure 127 is shown a well arrani^ed laro^e stallion barn.
The barn is 52 feet wide and 154 feet long, with a self-supporting
1
roof that gives an abundance of loft room. The stalls are large
I
and roomy, and have doors opening to the exterior of the barn as
well as to the large interior exercising floor 24 feet wide. Fig-
ure 138 illustrates a convenient small horse barn with room for 18
;
horses in an emergency. Four box stalls of a good size are provided
and ten single standing stalls.
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General Purroae Ba rns
On a great many famiG it ic not practicable nor economical to
have separately a dairy and a horse barn; on farmc of this kind the
necessity of a general purpo-o barn is obvious. It i^ usually de-
signed to shelter only the cows and horses, with a provision made for
storage of large quantities of hay or forage and a small amount of
grain, but sometimes sheep or even swine are kept in the same build-
|
i
• !
ing. The principles applying to the various types of barns as here-
I tofore given can be applied to the plan of a general-purpose barn,
,
and an economical and attractive structure can be arran~ed.
i
j
The horse stalls and cow stalls should, if possible, be placed
I
'
i
I on opposite sides of the building, on account of the difference in
the amount of space re-iuired. Three cowstalls require only as much
width of space as two horse stalls. The grain bins can be placed on
I
the second floor if necessary, and this arrangement is especially
practicable when a portable grain elevator is available with -vvhich to
place the grain in the bins. The purpose of the grain bins is not
30 much to provide storage for a large amount of grain, as to make
I
easily available some grain during inclement weather when it would bel^
jl j;
II
an annoyance to have to carry it in from an exterior separate crib.
l
I A harness room should be located at some point convenient to the
1
horsestalls; it may be fitted with harness racks or with harness
|
j
hooks, and may serve as a repository for medicines, etc., which have
no other special place.
The Farm Residence
In a previous chapter the framing and construction details of
residences have been considered, and will not be gone into again herej
-As for giving plans for residences, the endless variations in plans
j
and the fact that everyone has his own ideas as to what constitutes

an ideal houce, renders it impracticable, besides, thin in the rinll
of the architect.
If the building of a residence ^ith a considerable degree of
elaborateness is contemplated, the proper plan of procedure is to
take any ideas to an architect and let him prepare a net of plans
and specifications. Another v;ay is for the owner to select one
from a set of stock plans and specifications and let the contract to
a reputable builder for the construction of the house; this way,
however, is not very satisfactory, inasmuch as preferred details can
I not well be included in the plans, and the building when completed !
will not express any individuality whatever.
There are some features, however, that seem to belong to farm
residences as natural attributes. The general style of architecture
adopted will of course be governed to a certain extent by the section
of the country in which the house is to be located. For instance,
j
a bungalow of southern California would look entirely out of place
!: on the bleak prairies of Canada; it would be preposterous to erect a
|l colonial mansion in the mountains of Wyoming. As a general thing,
!
i
i a farm house is more or less isolated, and it must not obtrude itself
;
on the view of the observer. Long, sloping, graoeful roof-lines,
I
ample porch space, simplicity in shape and design, with the absence
of obtrusive details such as numerous sharp dormers, towers, filigree
I
trimming, etc., all make for attractiveness and economy, two prime
I
I
considerations.
The woman vviio manages the household should be consulted as to
the details of the interior arrangement, for no one will know so well
I (
I
as she when a window is properly located or a door correctly hung.
j
||
The farmi kitchen need not be relegated to the position of least im.- !
I
J portance; it is the housewife's workshop, and should be given careful
1
consideration in the plan. Thouch a firerlace be not a nccesnity,
the coat of incluaing one will be more than returned in comfort de-
rived from it during chill spring and auturan days, to say nothing of
the traditional satisfaction that coraes from being able to sit before
a fireplace on long .v inter evenings.
i
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Chapter VI
VENTILATION
The provision of nome means for ventilating churches, factories,
school buildings, large office buildings, etc., is an exceedingly im-
portant factor in th;,': design of every such structure, and illustrates
the importance attached to the necessity of a constant supply of
fresh air; it ma^'- be that this necessit^r is recognized in these cases
because one can not help but notice that in places vvhich are more or
less crowded the ill effects resulting from such crowding are espe- \
cially emphasized. Yet an ordinary residence which has the design
|
of a good ventilating system incorporated in its plans is an excep-
|
<i
tion; were it not that coiriinon residence construction is so inferior
|
I
as to provide a sort of a ventilation through loose windows and
doers, the inhabitants of the house would be constantly breathing
j
vitiated air. As for farm buildings in which animals are housed,
the possession of a ventilating system is of such extreme rarity as
to be almost an oddity.
A more thorough appreciation of the value and importance of i
fresh air as a means of improving and m.aintaining animal health is
||
j
bringing about an improvement in methods of modern building construc-
I
tion. J^umerous devices are available .vhereby the ventilation of
i
residences can be effected, and progressive farmers are making use
I
to a greater extent than ever of ventilating systems for their
i
i
stables
.
Ventilation includes not only the supplying of fresh air but
I
the removal of vitiated air as well. Since the results ofventila-
;|tion are satisfactory only when the air of the inclosure is constant-
I
ly ^laintained at such a degree of purity that it can be breathed
I
without harm, it naturally follows that the ventilating system will
i
work at its great. :;>t erriaienc3'- when both of the afore-mentioned re-
quirements are met. If the first requirement only is fulfilled,
there results simply a dilution of the air iA r^c.Jy rrer;ent; the je^
centage of harmful constituents ia cons'^antly increasing, however,
so that, conditions remaining the same, a point is soon reached be-
yond which an increase in the supply of fresh air is useless, since
' no vitiated air is being removed.
From the above it is seen that there are two main reasons why
ventilation is rendered a necessity'-: fresh air must be supplied to .
furnish oxygen, the constituent of air essential to life; the harm-
ful gases, such as carbon dioxid, anur.onia, and methane, must be re-
I
moved. to these reasons there meiy well be added, a third one, that
I
of removal of bacteria which thrive in ill-ventilated rooms.
i
Residence Ventilation
The ventilation cf ordinary residences is usuall^r accomplished,
j
I
[
if at all, in conjunction with the action of the heating system; in
|
I
•
j
fact, the introduction of pure air can only be accom.plished properly
in connection v/ith the heating system., and any system of heating that
does not make provision for an adequate supply of pure air is in-
i complete and imperfect.
;| One of the primary facts we must know in the design of a venti-
jlating system is the amount of air needed; this can be very readily
I determined, if only we know the amount of carbon dioxid given off in
the process of respiration. From 400 to 500 cubic inches of air «
i per minute are required for each adult person, on the basis of 20 to
|
:' 3o respirations per mi-nute, and assuming that for the average person
I
requires 20 cubic inches at each respiration. The following is a
I
!
I
comparison of inspired and expired air, showing the approximiate effecti
P of respiration:

Inspired Expired
Air / i r
Oxygon^ per cent of volume Z0.2C 16
Nitrogen, " " " 78.00 75
Lloistiire, n n 2.
. 70 5
Carbon dioxid, " " " .04
The last named sleirient is usually taken as an index of the
purity of air, since the greatest variation occurs vvith this consti-
tuent, there being one hundred times as much of carbon dioxid in
expired as in inspired air. Various degrees of purit^r^ th&t is,
various percentages of carbon dioxid, ma^r be taken as standards, de-
pending upon conditions. To determine the amount of air necessary,
let
C = cubic feet of air required per person per minute,
a = parts per lOGCO of carbon dioxid in expired air.
b = cubic feet of air breathed per minute,
n = parts of carbon dioxid permissible in inspired air.
Then C = a b
If a = 400, and b = l/3, the formula becomes
C = 133
,
and by substituting various values of n, ;ve can
(n-4)
determine the amount of air reciuired per person for any standard of
purity. The folP.owing table is derived in this way:
Permissible number Cubic feet of Air Required per Person
of parts of COp per
10,0CC parts c? air Per Ilinute Per Hour
5 133 8CC0
O 67 4CGC
7 44 2667
8 53
9 27 1600
10 22 1333
12 17 1000
14 13 800
16 11 667
18 9.5 571
20 8.3 500
Authorities differ greatly as to the degree of puritv of the
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air re^iuired, Tut a ccninion and accerted fractice is to adopt 6 or 9
parts of carbon dioxid per 10000 of air, making nececsary about 30
cubic feet of air per minute, as a niinimur..
When the room for v;hich the ventilating calculations are to be
made are heated with gas, special provision has to be made on account
of the contcuninat ion of air resulting from the combustion of the gas.
Usually the combustion of one cubic foot per hour of gas vitiates air
to the same extent as is done by one person, and a gas burner ordi-
narily consumes 4 or 5 cubic feet per hour, so that an allowance of
air equivalent to the requirements of that number of persons must be
made for each gas burner. Candles, lamps, etc., also consume some
air, and provision should be made for them.
The det e irr.inat ion of the size of air flues can be made if two
factors are knovAin, namely, the total amount of air required per a
unit of time, and the distance the air in flues will flow in the s&Jiie
unit of time. Professor Carpenter, in his treatise on "Heating and
Ventilating Buildings", states that for residences the air velocity
iin flues is likely to be according to the following table:
I
Velocity in feet-per-second
; Inlet duct Outlet duct
First Story 2.5 to 4 6
Second Story 5 5
Third Story 6 4
At t i c 7 3
Supposing then, that the size of ducts is required for a third 1;
I
floor room in which 8 persons are located, and where the standard of
purity is to be maintained at S parts of carbon dioxid per lOCGO of
air
.
i
Cubic feet of air required per hour: 16CC x 8 = 12800.
Velocity of air in inlet duct: 6 x 5600 =^ 216CC
.
Velocity of air in outlet duct: 4 x 3600 = 14400.
Cross section area of inlet duct: 12800 = .6 sq.ft. or Sesq.ir
L _.
I
Cross section of outlet uuct: _1C.£."^' • .'^ Li.i.it. or loC ...^.1^.
As a matter of fact, however, separate ventilating fluf;s are not
usually installed in residences. The cracks existing in loosely
fitted windows and doors are usually counted upon to supply exits for
the vitiated air; that these are often inadequate is testified to by
the offensive odor that greets one's nostrils and the sensation of
stifling that one feels upon entering a crowded room. In a residencj;
heated with hot air excellent ventilation is furnished if the air to
be heated is taken through the supply duct from the exterior of the
building. If, however, the supply duct leads from the interior of
the building, there is little real ventilation, but simply a contin-
uous circulation of air already more or less vitiated.
Many residences heated b3^ steam or hot air are furnished with a
good supply of fresh air by the employment of a device known as the
"indirect raidator". This is simply a radiation placed ina flue
leading from the exterior of the building to the room to be heated
and ventilated. As the air within the flue is heated, it rises to
Ij
the opening within the room, thug starting a current that is contin-
lually bringing a supply of fresh, warm air into the room.
The presence of a fireplace or an open grate sometimes serves to
provide a satisfactory n^thod of ventilating a room. Special fire-
i'places of patented construction are available rihich act in much the
I
same mar.j-er as do the indirect radiators, by drawing in a suppl3/ of
j cold air from the outside, heating it, and passing it out into the
I
room. Such a contrivance is illustrated in figure 129.
i
Sometimes the question of ventilating rural school houses and
other stove-heated buildings of a similar type in which gatherings
or people occur. In cases of this kind the adoption of some plan

FIG 129
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w].ereby tlie ventilo.Lion Cc^n be i-cccm-
plished without the production of any
noticeable drafts and any marked de-
crease in the temperature of the room
is necessary. The smoke flue should
be arranged to rise directly up from
the stove, as shown in figure 130,
Surrounding the smoke flue, and reach-
ing within a foot of the floor, is the
outlet flue; its diameter may usually
be IS or ZQ) inches, and it should ex-
tend to the same height as the smoke
flue, with a cap at the top and a
damper at the bottom with which to
control the amount of air admitted.
Some sort of an inlet flue must be
provided; a good type is shown in the
figure. It consisting of a vertical
flue with its lower outlet projected
by a distributing Ci^p; the uppe^r end
has a revolving cap fitted with a
vane and with a specie! shape designed
to make use of the driving action of
the wind in forcing air down the flue.
The feature is of particular value at
times when there is little or no fire
in the stove to induce an autom.atic
circulation.

Ventilation o f Farm Duildinr.s
The experiments conducted at severs.1 experiment stations, nota-
bly those conducted at V/isconr,in, Minnesota, and the Geneva Ttation
of New York, deriiOnsirale that in buildings iii v^liich the farm animals
are housed a good ventilating S3^stem in correct operation has not
only great value as a factor in maintaining the good health ond con-
dition of the animals, but has a definite comn-.ercial value as v.eil.
V/hen living under the conditions induced by an adequate supply of
fresh air, hens la^'- more eg^s, cov\fS produce more milk, and animals
being fattened make greater gains, than the^'- would were all other
conditions the same and the supply of fresh air inadequate.
Until comparatively recently ventilation as applied to farm
buildings was practically'- unknown. In 1889, Professor F. H. King,
of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experim.ent Station, promulgated some
j ideas regarding the development of a system of ventilation v;hich has
I
become almost univerally known as the "King'' system. It is, in
1
reality, a "natural" system, one in which a few natural elem.entary
1
principles are applied; but since the application of the principles
lis especially ingenious and shows the result of much care and thought
) it is entirely?- appropriate that the system^ should be given the name
j
i of the man who has done so much toward the development of a really
!
i
important feature of farm, building construction.
'\ The King ventilating system consists of two sets of flues, one
1 f or the removal of impure air, the other for the inlet of a supply of
I! fresh air. Air that has been breathed contains a high percentage cfj
!
carbon dioxid and is heavier than pure air; consequently, the outlet
flues should begin near the floor of the building where the impure
|
i air will collect. V/hen this air ic rem.oved, fresh air is drawn in j!
^ \
]
throu;;',h the inlet flu?s vihich open near the ceiling; the purpose of
||

this is to afford it an opportunity, when necemary, to become
warmed, since gretiter heat in likely to be found at this point.
The employment of any artificial means of producing a positive
circulation of air through the ventilating system is usually im-
practicable, consequently we must make une of some or all of the
following nature! causes:
1. Difference in temperature between the air within the stahle
j
and that without. When air becomes warmed, as it will in a building
occupied b3' animals, it expands, decreased in density, and rises,
thus making way for colder, heavier air.
2. Wind pressure on the windward side of a building tending to
force air into it.
3. Suction on leeward side of a building due to aspiratory effect
of vi/ind.
4. Aspirat ion at the top of the outlet flue.
The second and third methods are perhaps not of much moment
I
except when the wind is rather high; the last named method is the
really important one. The diminished pressure existing at the top
I
of the outlet flue as the result of v;ind blowing across it, is a
jj
source of positive air circulation, the action being similar to that
j
I of certain spray machines or atomizers in which fluids are aspirated
s
i
I
out of receptacles b^;- passing swift currents of air over their ori-
\\ f ices
.
j
To design a ventilating s^rstemi of this type, all that is neces-
!sary to know is the velocity of air through the flues, and the
I
amiount of air required by the animals housed in the building for
i| which the ventilating system is being designed. Is a matter of fact
the first quantity is exceedingly variable, sometim.es reaching 500
feet per minute, but if we as'.ijme a rate of 300 feet per m.inute we
i
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can err only on the safe aide. 'Professor King giver, the follovang
table of approximate air reiiuireraent s for various farm animals:
Horses - 70 cubic feet per minute rer head
Cows - GO " . " ' "
Swine - 23 " " "
f^heep - 15 " " "
Hens - 0.5 " " "
Then to ascertain the cross section in square fset of the
flue thcit will supply sufficient air for any number of animals we
simply divide the total number of cubic feet of air required by 300.
For example: required, the size of outlet flue for a general purpose
barn accommodating 12 horses and 4 cows.
13 times 70 = 840
4 " 60 = 240
1080
= 3.6 square feet = croGS section axea of flue.
We should make two outlet flues, perhaps, one 1 foot by Z feet, the
other 1 foot by li feet.
The outlet flues should be constructed so as to be as tight as
possible, either of double thicknesses of v^food with building paper
betwsen, or of galvanized iron. In general the latter will be
found to be slightly lower in cost. The location of the outlet
I
flues will of coursebe governed somewhat by the shape and arrangenBn'l
t of the barn, but the c'.ief precautions to observe are that the flue
!
I
I
be constructed solidly and that it have as few bends as possible;
a -few sharp bends will be sufficient to destroy the air current v/ith-
in the flue.
The inlet flues shcu7Ld be individually quite small, about 6 bT
12 inches in cross section, but their total cross section area should
be slightly in excess of the total carrying capacitor of the outlet I
l^lues, to insure plenty of fresh air. As with the outlet flues.
1
their location will depend upon the plan of the barn, but generally
they are placed in the exterior wall of the barn, not more than 12
feet apart. They open into t^- barn ncux the ceiling, and
their exterior opening should be at least 5 feet below their inter-
ior opening, to prevent them from acting as outlet flues. Their
construction is ninilar to that of the outlet flues, but often when
a barn is being built the intake flues can be made self-contained
in the wall, of vitrified sewer tile, galvanized iron, etc. It is
well to protect both the interior and exterior openings with coarse
screen, to prevent birds from nesting inside of then:.
This system, which is illustrated in figure 131, will operate
with uniform success, if it is borne|
in nind that no system vi/ill operate f
without some care and attention.
The stable walls and ceiling should
be of very close construction, and
kept tight; the flues themselves
must be kept clean, for otherwise
they may become filled with refuse
that will seriously impede the air
circulation. Spider webs are es-
Dor.
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pecially obnoxious, since thev collect dust sometimes in sufficient
\ quantities to completely clog the flue. If the screens on the in-
take flues are not kept clean, the inlet of freshair will be preven-
I
I
ted by the trash drawn and held against the wires; this is extremely
\
\
I likely to occur when the screen is rather fine.
J
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Chapter VII
LIGHTING F/IPM BUILDINGS
For centuries candles constituted the only source of artificial
illuminat ion^ and even today their convenience and adaptability n.ake
their use (under certain limiting conditions) highly practical. The
discovery of the enormous fields of petroleum in the United States,
the distillation of it to produce kerosene in qualtitiec, and the
development of the wick type of kerosene lamps marked another epoch
in the progress of illumination, and so simple and cheap in operation
are these lamps that probably more than ninety per cent of the farm
houses of this country are lighted by them. The development of the 1
isolated gas and electric lighting plants, however, marks still
another step which is as far in advance of the kerosene lamp as the
kerosene lamp is in advance of candles, or even farther.
The three great questions of importance in considering lighting
systems are as follows: economy, or the question of cost of equiva-
lent illumination; sanitation, bearing health and efficiency or ill-
I
ness and inefficiency; and the esthetic consideration, the pleasure,
the attractiveness, of fine illumination that adds cheer and charm
I
to the evening hours in the home.
I
Candle s
In somie hemes candles are used to a certain extent because
lamps or other forms of artificial illumination are disliked on
esthetic, or, in some cases, ostensibly on hygienic grounds. Speak-
ing broadly, illum.inat ion by means of candles is either very inade-
quate so far as ordinary living rooms are concerned, or if adequate
is quite expensive. Experiments have shown that the degree of il-
lumination does not increase in nearly the same proportion as does
the size of the candle; that "sixes" are nearly as efficient, as
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regards the amount of light, as "eights" or "twelve?,". The amount
of light derived from an ordinary candle is slight^ xn jxcess of
,|
emitted by the standard candle, so that to obtain en e«iuivalent il-
lumination of ICC candle-power reiuires only 85 or SC ordinary wax
or raraffin candles. But actually the essential objects in the
room could be as efficiently illuminated hy perhaps 30 or 55 candles,
properly distributed so as to concentrate the light where desired, as
by 2 or 5 gas burners, or ± or 5 kerosene lamps. With sources such
as the latter, the illumination is of a much greater intensity near
the source then is necessary'-. In this respect candles have an ad-
vantage over other forms of lighting
, and when considered on this
basis, compare favorably in cost of equivalent illumination.
Kerosene Lamps
Kerosene lamps are so comirion that a discussion of them is al-
most unnecessary. The essentials of the lamp are a reservoir for
oil, a burner, a v/ick for carrying the oil from the reservoir to the
burner and constituting a part of the burner itself, and a shade for
the protection of the flame from drafts. The burner is so construc-
ted that the wick can be raised or lowered, thus controlling the
amount of wick projecting above the sheath; the end of the wick, to
which the oil is carried by capillary action, holds the flame, and
the greater the portion of wick projecting, the higher will be the
I
flame. i\ir to supply the flame is carried in through perforations
in the lower part of the burner.
|1
j| In lamps of ordinary size the candle power developed varies from
j
5 to 25, depending upon the purit3/- and nature of the oil, upon the
size and shape of the wicks, and upon the height of the flame. The
5 cost of illumination by this method approximates that of acetylene
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lighting, and is about one-third that of candlen. In spite of the
wide are of the :vick-tyr- r-f f Vgrosene Ir^uf , 11 Is not an eape-
cially good form of il] uiainat ion, since its light is yellow and not
rentful, and the products of the combustion cause an odor that is
^iuickly perceptible unless the room - -11 ventilated. When a
flat vick is uoed, ohe intensity of the light from the lamp is
generally unequal in different directions, less light emanating from
the ed-es of the flame than from the sides. In a flat acetylene
flame this same difference in intensity exists, but to so small a
degree as to be practically negligible.
Air-g;as Lamps
The system of lighting by so-called air-gas used for raising
mantles to incandescence in upturned or inverted burners is a som.e-
I
what recent developmient
,
though the method of pi'oducing air-gas has
been known for years. "Air-gas" is ordinary atmospheric air, more
j
or less completely saturated 7;ith the vapor of some volatile oil,
1
I
which saturation results from passing the air over the oil; if the
I
oil is highly volatile, no heating is necessary to produce the re-
quired saturation, but for a less volatile one gentle heating is
advisable
.
Though air-gas has been available for many years, its use in
flat-flame burners was net at all satisfactory, and it was not until
the advent of the incandescent burner that it could be used advan-
tageously for illumdnat ing purposes. Various systems using gasolere .
i
ijalcohol, and even kerosene are on the market, and operate with v&ry-
Ijing degrees of success. nince it is very difficult to control the
jjexact composition of the gas, there is great likelihood of variabili-
ty in the amount of light admitted. The quality of the light will

(rei..c.iri rracticcAlly corictant where incandescent burners are used, rinc|^
in this CL<7e it is from the glowing rti^ticles of ceria, thoria, or
similar metallic oxides that the 2ight i?, derivnd.
Portable, self-contained lai:;ps vi/ith incanuCGcent burnorc; uGiiig
gasoline, alcohol or kerosene are sold, and give fair illumination
when once in operation; but it is sometimes quite difficult to get
the generation of the right qualit3^ of gas started, especially when
the oil is of low grade. From the nature of the construction of
the lamp, it is also difficult to keep the mantle from breaking, so
the maintenance cost is rather high.
Acetyl ene Lighting
Acetylene is a gas of v/hich the most important application at
the present time is for illuminating purposes, for which its pro-
perties render it especially well adapted. The light of a bare
acet^'-lene flame resembles sunlight ver3^ closely in composition or
"•color", it being more nearly a pure white light than any other
common light used for illumirp ting purposes. Acetylene lighting
presents also certain important hygienic advantages over other forms
of lighting, in that it exhausts, vitiates and heats the air of a jj
i
room to a less extent, for a given yield of light, than do either
|
coal-gas, oils, or candles.
Acetylene is made by the interaction of water with a solid
substance called carbide of calciup.i, or calcium carbide; all that is
necessary is to bring the two into contact within a suitable closed
space. A diagrammatic representation of the sim.plest form of an
acetylene generator is shown in figure 132. It consists of a closedl
vesfiel containing water in the lower part and an arrangem^ent for
holding carbide in the upper part so that a regulated flow of the
carbide into the water will occur. Immediately the generation of
i
the ..ill encue, ihc ^uq thus produced in
iledaway through the distributing system of pipes
to the burners.
The method above described^ that of carbide-
to-water generation, is the one most cor.unonly used
in acet^'-lene generators. Water-to-carbide genera-
tors are mo-nufactiired , but are not so saj: isfact ory
PIG •'
as the first-named type. For portable lamps, both
table or stand lamps and vehicle lanips, the water-to-carbide system
of generation is more desirable sinceit can be more easily and defin-
itely controlled under the rather hard usage to which portable lamps
are subjected.
The burners used in an acetylene lighting system are of two
general tyres, the luminous and the incandescent. /,n "incandescent"
burner is one in v/hich the fuel burns with a flarne which is in itself;
atmospheric or non-lumincus , the light being produced by causing that
flame to play upon some extraneous refractory material that has the
property of emitting much light when raised to a sufficiently high
tem^perature
.
/, "luminous" burner is one in which the fuel is per-
mitted to com.bine with oxygen in such a way that one or more of the
constituents of the gas evolves light as it undergoes combustion.
?;^ith the luminous burner som^e means of cooling it to prevent
ultimate destruction is necessary. For this reason, luminous bur-
ners are constructed upon the principle shown in figure 133; the
gas rushing out through the central passage injects a certain amount
of air through the side passages, thus surrounding the gas v.ith a
thin coating of air, and the mixture is burned a short distance from
the top orifice. One tip only of this description evidently will
produce a long slender jet-like flame, in which the illuminating
J
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pGk. of the o.cetylei.e flame ic not
developed, economically, qo that in
corriiuon practice two tips are loccited
at an angle of 9C degrees, as in fig-
ure 134, yielding a flat flame at right
angles to the triangle. These burners
are made of soapstone, or steatite.
To operate an incandescent burner with success the gas must be
pure, and be supplied under an even, stead3r pressure. The burner
itself consists of a mixing tube with adjustable air-inlets some dis-j
tance back from the orifice, ovsr which the mantle is hung, the
whole being surrounded by a glass or mica shield. A gas mantle
consists of a mesh of combustible material, such as cotton or ramie
j|
fiber, which has been im.pregnated -.vith solutions containing certain
"rare earths", such as thoria, ceria, etc. V/hen used, it is adjust-
ed to the burner, then ignited, and the combustible miesh is con-
sumed, leaving a skeleton composed of the substances with which the
mesh was impregnated.
The best globes that can be used for acetylene lights, and this
applies to any other kind of light as well, are those made from some
material which protects the eye from the bright and direct rays of
light, yet disperses and diffuses the light so that none of it is
lost but all is used for illuminating. Plain v;hite glass, unless
I
the surface is specially shaped in prism.atic form, is quite unsatis-
i factory for globes. Colored or tinted globes should not be used
I
where the r.ighest light economy is wanted, though this is often sa-
I
crificed for effect.
Considerable prejudice exists against acetylene because of the
fatal explosions that have occurred in residences where lighting

systems have been installed. The exi.^u:;icaG huve been Cciused by
the bringing of a flame into a chamber in which there had been a
leakage of the gan. By installing the acetylene plant in a chair.ber
separate from the house, and employing reasonable precautions agaii.st
possible danger, an entirely satisfactory degree of safety can be
secured.
Electric Li ghting
Electric lighting is an especially attractive method of illumi-
nation because with the use of the modern high efficiency lamps, the
cost is not great, and it is safe and convenient. With properly
arranged circuits the light is instantly at one's conimand and no
groping in the dark is necessary to find it. This met tod of illmn-
ination is especially advantageous to the farmer in that it permits
lighting not only the residence but the barn and other buildings of
j
inflammable character, in a safe and efficient manner.
An installation simply to supply illumination may be made, but
where it can be afforded a larger system in which part of the instal-
lation can be used for other purposes and which is of sufficient sizej
to supply considerable power, is advisable. There are a nmnber of ||
sma^a machines, particularly about the house, that can be so easily,
|
j
economically and conveniently operated by electricity, that the use
of it can hardly be dispensed '.^^ith. Storage batteries are conven-
iently used in connection with the generator in order that power may
be available whenever the generator is not running. These are par-
ticularly desirable in private plants for lighting, for sufficient
battery capacity can easily be provided to supply power for fans,
j .
sewing machines, etc., so that th-^se may be run at any time when the
[<
generator is not in use.
design of an electric lighting system, the first thi

to ascertain ic the number of lainp-honrs required. This is done
by finding the total number of hours all the lamps are to burn.
From this v/e clu determine the nimiber of battery cells to uce. .:ince
each cell will furnish an average pressure of a voltage of about 2
volts. ''Tence if 110 volt lamps are used, 55 cells will be req.uirecj
I probably more than this, since a cell when nearly discharged will
give only 1.8 volts. Battery cells, however, are quite expensive,
and by using lamps of lower voltage, say 25 or 3C, the number of celi
can be reduced to about 15. One lamp permits one ampere of current
;
to flow, so the capacity of the battery in ampere-hours is equiva-
lent to the number of lamp-hours.
When a battery cell is fully charged it will give a pressure of
about 2.5 volts so that the entire battery will give a pressure of
approximately 59 volts. pince in charging a battery the current
must flow into the battery in a direction opposite to the flow of the
current when the battery is discharging, the entire voltage of the
battery is opposed to that of the generator; that is, the battery is
[ connected to the generator so that it tries to drive current through
'\ the generator vdiile the generator is driving its current at the same
|i t ime into the same end of the storage battery. Thus to enable the
generator to charge the battery, it should be able to generate a
greater current than the batter:^; and in charging the battery S or Q
|
amperes may be used, though 5 amperes may be the normal rate, so the
||
current delivered by the generator must be at least this amount. |!
Generators are rated by the kilowatts of energy they produce. The
|
num.ber of kilowatts of energy'- produced is equal to the product of
the voltage and amperage divided by 1000, In ordinary installation
the voltage is about 45 andthe amperage is 9, so the kilowatts pro- «
\
duced is approximately one-half.
|
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Host isolated lighting plants are driven b^'- means of gasoline
engines. While theoretically the rower of thr; generator ?,hoi.ild be
about e>.iual, practico.1 considerations, ouch as nigh ratings of the
engines and the fact that their full pov/er is not developed unless
they are properly adjusted, make it advisable to have an engine with
50 per cent greater power than that required to drive the generator.
For a -^-kilowatt generator, a 3 horse-power is not too large.
A switch-board and apparatus with which to control the generator
!
and storage battery is the next consideration. The switchboard
itself may be either slate or marble, the latter being much more
costly. The switchboard equipment will include the following:
1. Rheostat, to control the voltage of the generator.
2. Avjiieter, to measure the amount of current,
3. Voltmeter, to measure the pressure.
4. Circuit-breaker, to disconnect the battery and generator in
case of overload or reversal of direction flow of current.
5. End-cell switch, to control the voltage of the battery so
that it may be kept practically constant.
G. Plug switch, to admit of different connections to the volt-
meter so that the voltage may be measured at several places.
7, Two main switches, to connect the generator, battery, and
lamp circuit in am"- desired manner,
A. diagram of the wiring is shown in figure 135, It v/ill be
seen that is a double throw switch, by which the generator can be
connected to the battery for charging, or it can be thrown over so
the lights can be operated directly from the generator; in the case
( of the latter, the generator field rheostat must be adjusted to re-
duce the voltage to about 26 or 27 volts, or else the lamps will
soon be burned out by the excess voltage. By leaving this switch
j
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open and closing S^, the
generator circuit is opened
and the bat' ery is operating
the lights.
The size of the v;ire to
be used will depend upon the
amperage,, and all wires Ghou3i
be large enough to carry the
maximum current with only a
small voltage drop. Since the generator current is the heaviest,
about 9 amperes, a No. 8 gauge wire should be used to carry it.
From the distribution cabinets on each floor leads are run to each
room; but since usually not more than three lamps are used in any
single room, a No. 14 wire is large enough to carry the o amperes of
current that will be supplied on the room circuits.
The arrangements of the v/iring and of the lamps should be made
only after careful thought. Lamps should be located where they will
be most convenient and efficient. Switches should be placed con-
veniently, usually near the doer through which entrance is made into
|
a room. Three-way switches should be located in halls, so that the
lights can be turned on and off fromi either floor; this applies to
the basement also.
For years the carbon filament lamp was the only kind of incan-
descent electric lamp available. Then the tantalum filament lam.p
was invented, and was quickly followed by the tungsten filam.ent lamp.
With the last type of lamp a given amount of energy will produce
i about three times the candle-power that would be furnished by an
ordinary carbon filament lamp. A tungsten lamp giving 2C candle-
power and using an ampere of current under 35 volt pressure will use
i
a total of 26 ,vatts of energy^ or jut li per candle power;
whereas under the same conditions a carbon lamp would consume about
5-1 watts. Besides this, the life of tungsten lamps is longer thc.n
that of carbon lamps, and the light they give is clearer and more
nearly white.
i
Chfc.pt er r
HEATING FAPM HOUCES
The first essential to comfort in the i. L.-id of the avere^ge Amer-
ican is ample warmth in all rooms; a cold house is always an unccm-
fcrtable house, and, in-so-far, a cheerless home. -phe importance of
heating and its relation to health has been fully realized only in
recent 3^ears; if the house is not v/ell heated, all the occupats are
uncomfortable, but the children are the ones who suffer the most.
Their clothing is of lighter materials, does not well cover the body,
and on account of their activities, more easily becomes disarranged
than that of the adult members of the family; they play upon the
floor - always the coldest and most drafty portion of the room.
An even temperature indoors, -with proper ventilation, and the |
rational use of heavier clothing to meet a lower temperature without,
are the two grcc.t essentials of well-being as far as this phase is
|
concerned; the most fre.iuent cause of colds and their attendant ills
i
is uneven temperatures and severe drafts within the house. It is
not low temperature w^^ich causes one to "catch cold"; it it were
even/ one who ventured out in zero weather v/ould become ill. The V
man who goes outdoors at such a time without adequate protection in ^|
theway of clothing is likely to take cold; so is the one who within
his house, changes from a room at 70 degrees to one at 50 degrees,
unless at the same time he changes his clothing to compensate for the^
mhaiigb in temperature. For this reason the rightly-ordered hone ji
i
miust be evenly heated.
j
The aboriginal man, living in caves and rudely constructed huts,
found the attainment of an even temperature tvithin his building an
impossibility; to be well heated, a house must be well built, and his
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was not. For the earliest •^ooplen, th-^-^Rfore^ iVt^ ., -in protection
against cold wi..i always cloiLiui^, i.na I'ni.s ia Dti-Lx LLc main resource
of many millions 01 human beings. Put, however great the relir^nce
upon clothing to rrotect tho body against cold, heat from fire hi.n
always been an ii-.i ortant c.a..iL_unal resource.
Two main principles have be :m followed in the methods of obtain-
ing artificial heat; first, that of maintaining in e ach room its own
individual fire; second, the establishment of a central source cf
heat, with means for distributing that heat to the various rooms of
the dwelling.
The Open Fire
The earliest method of betting was no doubt a fire built upon
an earthen floor in the middle of the room. p,n elaboration of this I
method came with the use cf the creoset of the Middle ^ges, which is
essentially an iron basket designed to confine the fire and raise it
above the floor; incidentally this furnished a better draft. This
method possessed one advantage v:hich has never been excelled by an
j
I
heating system, inthat all the heat was transmitted to the room; but
j
there was a serious disadvantage in confining the products of com-
j
bust ion inthe room itself. It became imperative therefore, to obtaiii!
i
some relief from this condition, and a hole in the roof of the tent
or hut was made, but before the smoke could find the exit, it became
more or less distributed within the room. Then a chimney was built
for the purpose of taking the smoke directly from the fire and dis-
charging it from the room, the fire burning in an arched opening at
the base of the chimney. This was the first form, of the fireplace,
which has been used in a more effective way ever since in supplying
|
I
heat and in furnish.ing an at:..osphere of cheer and warmth in a homiC. ii
i
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The Fireplace
TV:C old fachicned fireplace was very large; some '••rro so large
as to hold a back-log no heavy that it must be hauled by a yoke of
oxen. But these large fireplaces were far from economical, and
little by little, especially after the use of coal bec:.r.e more com-
mon, they were restricted in size, and the basket-grate, which first
stood in the center of the wide, deep hearth, was closely arched in,
and became the coal-grate of modern days. The fire-pltce has many
disadvantages, such as uneven heating, ne.ed of almost constant atten-
tion, difficulty in handling ashes, danger from fire, o nd drafty
rooms; but the most serious disadvantage lies in its inefficiency as
a source of heat, since it constantly forces up the chimney a large
amount of heat which does not raise the temperature of the room, and
at the same time it steadily draws into the room a large volume of
cold air which must be constantly and -iuickly heated if the temper-
ature of the room is kept up to a comfortable degree.
The construction of an ordinary fireplace is shown in figure 136
The roof of the fire-chamber should not ordinarily be more than ZG
inches above the floor, unless it is built especially for burning
large logs, when it may be from 30 to 40 inches high, and as wide as
necessary. A rough rule by vvMoh to gauge the size of a flue is to
j
construct it with the opening one-tenth of that of the fire-place
opening. If the flue is contracted at the throat of the fireplace
it will insure the thorough heating of the air at this point and thus
I
greatly improve the draft. Ry contracting the throat in this way
it is very easy to construct a level shelf in the flue sbovc the
fireplace opening; descending currents of air and smoke strike this
shelf, rebound, and return up the chimney without puffing out into
the room.
i
A7
Stoves
Becauce of the inefficiency of
fireplaces, attention wi>3 given to the
development of something more efficient
and economical, and the result wac the
heating stove. In a way, this was but
a short step, for a stove is only a
portable fireplace with an adjustable
air supply. It was a great improve-
ment upon the fireplace, however, in
t'AfO particulars, that of producing a
more even heat and in being much more
efficient. Moreover, a stove radiates
heat not only froi.i itself, but from the
smoke pipe as well. In spite of these
advantages, it retained many of the
disadvantages of the fireplace, and was less picturec^ue . As a me-
thod of heating, the stove is net a very desirable installation in a
modern home.
Hot Air Heating
Some of the best engineering skill of modern days has been
applied to the problem of the application of the second great prin-
ciple of heating - th;,t of suprl^/'ing heat to a number of rooms from
a centralized plant. The first application of this principle was
probably the hot-air furnace. This consists essBntially of the
I
furnace itself, 7/hich is inclosed almost entirely in a sheet-iron
case, with sheet-iron ducts leading therefrom to the various rooms
to be heated; to fill the place of the air that is forced through
these pipes by convection currents, cold air is brought into the case
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thro^'. h .1 large nhect-iron duct, culled the cold-c'iir duct.
.".oL-oir furiiu-ces ii.re all ciuite similc^r, uIi. L ,rin^ o..iy In the
design and arrangement of the parts; they are ull the came in conrvis-
ting of a steel or cast-iron case, with firebox, grate, and ashpit.
Some are fed through a door in the side, the fuel being throv/n direc-
tly into the firebox; others have special arrangements so that the
fuel, which is comparatively small in size is supplied from belov/;
those possessing this feature are known as underfeed furnaces. The
fuel used in hot-air furnaces is almost alwa^^s coal, either bitum-
inous or anthracite.
Two distinct types of pipes are used for conducting the heated
air to the rooms: fir'^t, those which are nearly horizontal and lead
from the top of the furnace casing - these are usually round and made
of a single thickness of bright tin wrapped with t o or more thick-
nesses of asbestos to prevent loss of heat, and are called leaders ;
they should, if possible bs erected -vvith an ascending pitch of one
inch to one foot; second, rectangular vertical pipes or risers,
termed stacks, made in such sizes as will fit in the partitions of
buildings and to which the leaders connect. /«t the bottom of the
stack is an enlarged section called the boot, which is provided with
a collar for connection to the leader. At the top of the stack is
a rectangular chamber into which the register box is fitted. To
lessen fire risk these boxes should be made with double v/alls. Each
leader should have a damper near the furnace, so that when necessary
or desirable it may be closed; the nearer the damper is to the furnaos
end of the leader, the less -.vill be the danger of superheating.
Provision should be made for evaporating water in the air cham-
ber, to moisten the air forced through the house; most furnaces
are
eciUipped with a pan for this very purpose, which is an important
one;
I
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since warm air requires more moioture than cold to maintain a com-
fortable degree of .^.^^Li rat ion. It is a generally accepted ' ; '
-
taken belief that heat supplied by a hot-air furnace is necessarily
a dry heat; all that is necessary'- is to pass the heated air over
water
.
The hot-air furnace S3/stem of heating possesses certain advan-
tages, principal among which is the readiness with which the temper-
ature can be raised. In cost it is much below that of steam or
hot-water heating, two systems with vvhich it is comparable, and it
re.-iuires no care to prevent bursting of pipes or boiler from freezing.
Unless the construction is good, and the erection han been carefully
made, combustion gases are likely to be delivered to the rooms, which
is, to say the least, anno^J^ing; but this objection can be overcome,
and cannot be justly considered a disadvantage. The disadvantages
of the hot-air system lie in the comparative high cost of operation,
in the rapidity with which it loses heat when the fire become low,
and in the difficulty of even heating on windy days.
The question of the ventilation provided by a hot-air furnace
is an important one. The system presupposes a very generous supply
of air, which in properly erected systems, is fresh when brought to
the furnaces, is then heated and distri '-^ut ed to the rooms. When
so constructed that the air brought to the furnace is taken from the
interior of the house itself, the furnace is a source of danger, for
the air will become so devitalized that it will be absolutely unfit
to breathe. The air that is brought in to the furnace from out of
doors is likely to lose a great deal of its supply of oxygen, unless
care is taken to prevent the furnace from becoming too hot.
Steam Heating
Heating by means of steam came perhaps first as a development of
i
ci method of heot-' nrr tc overcomo the udvantan;eG ^rt, -nir heat^n;;^,
.
The eGsentials oj.' the 3yjLei:^ conaist of the boiler v. ill. Ihc i,.*ri.L.ce
beneath, a system of distributing pipes for the steam, and radiators
through which the heat of the steam is liberated into the rooms.
The theory concerned in the operation is '4uite simple: the water in
the boiler is heated, and steam is generated which rises through
the pipes to the radiators; since it loses heat through the radiators
some condensation will result, and this is either brought back to the
boiler or disposed of in some other way.
There are two general systems of heating, in the first of which,
known as the Gravity?- Circulating System, the v/ater of condensation
from the radiators flowing b3'- its own weight into the boiler at a
point below the water-line; ^n the second the water of condensation
does not flow directly-' back to the boiler, but is returned by spe-
cial machinery or in some cases 'j?asted. The latter system is some-
times called the High Pressure S^'-stem, because steam of any pressure
can be generated in the boiler, part of which can be used for pcv;er
purposes. High pressure steam, however, is seldom used for heat-
ing, but is reduced to not more than 10 pounds b3'- throttling from thfi
boiler or by passing through reducing valors; sometimes the exhaust
steam from engines ond pumps is used.
The boiler for house-heating with either steam or hot-water
should be chosen very carefully. It should be large enough to con-
tain a sufficient amount of water; the fire-box should be deep and
spacious; it should be easily accessible for cleaning; it should
have no joints exposed to the direct ac-ion of the fire; a sectional
boiler is the better, since no general explosion can occur should
I
one section give out; the construction should be durable and good,
j
the very best gauges, safety-valves, and other fi:nures should be
!
i
used, and it should be capable of working to its full capacity with
the highest economy.
The syster.is of piping ordirarily employed provide for eithr
partial or a complete circulating system, each consisting of main
and distributing; pipes end returns. Three r.yrXeL^r, of piping are in
coir.i.;on use.
1. Complete Circuit system. This is sometimes called the
"overhead single pipe system, and was first employed in this country
by J. K. Hills. In this system the main pipe is led to the highest
part of the building, usualljr the attic, from whence distributing
pipes are run to the various return risers, which extend to the base-
ment and discharge into the main return. A diagram of this system
is shown in figure 137. The supply for the radiators is all taken
from the -^eturn riser?, and in som.e cases the entire return circula-
lation passes through the radiators.
2. Ordinary One -Pipe System. /.s shown
in figure 138, in this system a large ste^m
n.ain, elevated close to the ceiling of the
basement, runs around to a point where the
the last radiator is taken off, and is then
connected into a return main to the boiler.
/.II the v'/ater of condensation returns throu^
the same pipe. This s^J-stem requires only
one connection to each radiator, this being
an advantage over the Mills system.
3. Two-pipe System. This system, showr
in figure 159, consists of steam and return
i-.c.ins in the basement and two connections to
each radiator. It is used in large buildings
III II
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niore thai, in resiuence heating.
It is difficult to nake a definite
omparison of the diffe^^ent piping syotems,
niiice so much depends ut Ir-^; 1 cc^d^tions.
Undoubtedly the complete ircuii eye l ex..
gives the freest circulation, and it is
applicable either to hot-water or steam
^.eating; it is simple in its construction,
and any small error in its installation
..ill not affect its successful operation to
|
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any material exieui. The fact that the . distributing pipes rmst be
placed in the top of the building will in many cases render the sys-
tem so objectionable that it cannot be used. It would seem that
with steam heating only one connection should be necessary for succe
ful operation.
lie main ster:m or hot-water pipe should be left unprotected, for
the loos of heat by radiation in such ^ case is very great. Carpen-
ter estimates the actual loss occasioned by leaving a small pipe
uncovered to be about 50 cents per annum per square foot of surface;
and an efficient covering, either one of the manny commercial ti^es,
or one made by applying 3 layers of asbestos paper, then a J-inch
layer of hair felt, the whole protected by canvas, would save at
least 75 or SO per cent of this.
Radiators for both steam and hot water system.s are i..ade of cast
iron or steel in almost any size or variety, fromi a simple pipe to th^
most ornate. They may be so arranged as to have one or more columns
of water in each section, being designated then as one-column, two-
column, etc. They can be had of such size and shape as to fit under
windows, in corners, around columns, etc. Steam and hot-water

rcidiators i.rr :j_uite similar ii ^^rnst met i on_, except that thn Icttor
have a horizontal passage coiiiiecting the sect ions at the oop aij .vull
as one at the bottom; this construction is rendered necessary in
order to draw off the air /.'hich geXYiem at the top of each flection.
Hot water radiators may serve admirably for steam circulation.
fjteam heating plants have been in very successful operation
for a number of years, and afford a ver^'- good solution of the heating
problem. ^^team or hot-water plants never cause danger from fire,
since, no part of the system can become overheated, either through
accident or carelessness. The pipe connections are inconspicuous
and sounds and odors cannot be carried through them as is the case
with air-ducts. Padiators are sanitary?-, sightly, noiseless, and
can be located in the most convenient place in any room. A steam-
|
heating syslem is simple and economical in operation, and requires
less care than a hot-air system. since there is only a comparative-
ly small quantity of water in the boiler, it v/ill be only a very
short time from the time the fire is built until steam is being-
generated and circulated through the ripes, thus hv^ating the rooms
quickly; but just as soon as the fire dies down, the steam circula -
tion ceases, and the temperature of the rooms falls as rapidly as
it had risen. Unless the pipes are carefully installed, water
hammer is likely to occur; this is caused by water accum.ulat ing in
low places or pockets in horizontal pipes to such an extent as to
condense some of the steam in the pipe, thus forming a vacuum which
is filled by a very violent rush of steam and water, causing a
severe concussion which sometim.es does considerable damage. In the
popular iV.ind there is an idea prevalent that steara and hot-water
systems necessarily afford moist heat, but siich is obviously not the
case; in neither of the two systems can moisture get out of the
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pipes, Gince they are cf cource water-tight. nomf^ti rr.es provision is
made for the escape of steam at the valves, but -cin. rally this is
such an annoyance that the valves are kept closed; so that unless
some provision is made for a supply of moisture, steam or hot-water
heat will be found to be drier than hot-air heating.
Hot Water Heating
Heating by means of hot water is accomplished by means of cir-
culating hot water in the radiators instead of steam. The principle
involved is illustrated in figure 140. A U-tube with the legs con-
nected at the top is filled with v/ater and heat
is applied at one side; the heated water is
lighter and ivill tend to rise, crossing over at
the connection and occupying the space formerly
filled by the cooler wfater which has now flowed
FIO. t40. MOT WATER.
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across to fill the space vacated by the heated
v;ater; thus a continuous circulation is maintained. Exactly the
same phenomenon occurs in the hot-water installation; the entire
system, radiators, circulating pipes, and boiler, are filled with
water; this water is heated in the boiler. The hot water in the
boiler is light, and has a constant tendency to rise, while the
water which has lost its heat through the radiators is heavy, and has
a corresponding tendency to fall; consequently, a circulation occurs
and is maintained as long as the temperature within the boiler is a
few degrees higher than that of the house.
Two general systems of hot-water heating are in use, namely,
(l) the open-tank system , and {Z) the clossd-tank, or pre r sure sys-
tem. In the former an open expansion tank is connected to the sys-
tem in such a way as to receive the increase in volume of water due
to expansion by heat, and is connected with the outside air by a
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vent TT-PS, nc th;,t there in no rrennurc on the trink, Tn the In'-ier
8y'.:.Leii., u similar tank io uggu. but the vent pip^ i-^ cioGCu, o.nu u
safety-valve io attached, so that by increasing the pressure on the
system, the water meiy be heated up to the temperature of low-pressure
Gteam, and hence less radiating surface and smaller pipes may be
used. With the open expansion tank, about the only chance for an
explosion ic the stopping of the expansion pipe by freezing or by
the closing of a valve in the ripe; and to prevent this, no valve
should be placed in the pipe, and it should be well protected from
frost. The expansion tank should be located several fset above the
highest radiator, and should have a capacity approximately one-twen-
tieth of the cubical contents of boiler, pipes, and radiators.
Almost any boiler that can be used for steam, heating is suita-
ble for hot-v/ater heating, there being but a slight difference in the
interior design to improve the circulation. In an efficient heater
the water is separated into small portions so that it may heat
quickl^r, and as little resistance as possible is offered to free
circulation. Efficiency in point of fuel consumption is an impor-
tant feature, as is facility and convenience in cleaning fire-surf acepfi
for a thin coating of soot will m.aterially decrease the efficiency.
Piping system^s for hot water are ^uite similar to those for
steeim heating, and as in steam heating, there are three s^'^stems in
vogue:
(1) The overhead system
,
exactly similar to the Mills system
with the exception that two connections are alv^ays made to the radia-
tor, one for the inlet and the other for the outlet of the water.
(2) The two-pipe system , the one most commonly used, has separate
mains and returns.
(^) The one-pipe system, has a single pipe running around the
i
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basement as in th-; corresponding steam cyctem, except that the main
hot--valer pipe riij^s from the boiler; the flcv; pipes are taken from
the top of the main and the water after passing through the radiators
is returned by a separate pipe which is connected with the bottom of
the main.
'Tot water apparatus should be kept full of water during the sum-
mer months, and or.ly enough supplied during winter to keep it at a
safe level. This excludes the air and prevents oxidation or corro-
sion of the pipes, besides reducing to a minimum the incrustation,
which might become serious if allov;ed to accumulate from several
filling!.
Hot water heating plants are highly satisfactory when properly
designed and installed. Hot water radiators do not becom.e so hot
as steam radifitors, consequently they do not reduce the humidity of
so great an extent. The heat can be kept quite uniform, the system
being easily/" controlled, and any radiators can be shut off without
resulting in the snapping or gurgling noises comiuon with steam. The
first cost is somewhat higher than of a steam installation, because
of the greater radiating surface, larger piping, and more expensive
fittings. Unless care is taken when the house is vacant, the water
in the system, is likel3/- to freeze and seriously?- damage the plant.
On the whole, however, it would appear that for average residences
hot-Vi/ater heating is the m.ost satisfactory/-.
Combination Hot-Air and Hot-Yi-ater Heating.
It is sometimes difficult to heat houses of large size with hot
air, especially the rooms distant from, the furnace, so some means
must be provided to carry the heat to these rem^ote and exposed parts.
T'^ius has been evolved a miethod of inserting in the combustion chamber
of the air-air furnace a small hot water heater which will heat the
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water to be c^.^ricd hy pipes to radiators located in the portions of
the hou3c iiiosl diliicult to hoat by warm air. As a rule, where then
is any choice, the portions of the house which should be heated by th(
hot v/ater are the halls, bathroom, and perhaps the rooms on the north
or west side of the house.
Vacuum Circulating, S^'-stem
In recent years th^^re has been in vogue a s3'-stem of heating
popularly known ^s "vacuuhi h:ating". This is simply a modification
of a closed system of steam h-^ating, in which the air is removed and
kept from flowing .back, thus permitting a circulation above or below
atm.ospheric pressure as desired, the pressure and temperature being
dependent upon the amount of fire maintained in the heater. For in-
stance, coi'ld the air be removed to such an extent that 26 inches of
vacuum be produced, the boiling temperature of the water at this
pressure vould be only 136 degrees F., and if just sufficient fire
were maintained to produce that pressure, the temperature would re-
main at this point; whereas if mere fire were maintained, so as to
produce greater quantities of steam., the pressure v.-culd rise with
a corresponding increase in temperature. Such a s3'-stem wo^^ld give
all the advantages pertaining to low temperatures and regulation of
tem.perature possessed by hot-water heating, and all the advantages
relating to high temperatures, smiall radiators, and low cost of in-
stallation pertaining to the steam system.
Design of Heating Systems
Hot-air SystemiS. Apparent 13^ there is no reliable rule that can
be applied to the design of a hot-air heating system, the rules given
by manufacturers varying widely, so to be safe it is best to have the
contractor installing the furnace guarantee that the furnace shall
heat the building to 70 degrees in zero weather without forcing the
i
furnace. The tables given by different authorities for the nizea
01 pipes also var/ a great deal, ..ku o -uj lajx^: ^udgrnei.w ./..^ x±^
be exercised in using them.
Carpenter uses a quantity which he designates "ec^uivalent glass
surface" in deducing rules for hot-air heating; by this term is
meant the area of the glass in the exterior v/indows and doors of the
room rlus one-fourth the area of the exterior wall surface.
Carpenter's rules are as follows:
1. To find grate area in square inches: Divide equivalent glass
surface in square feet by 1.35 or multiply by 0.8.
2. To find area of flue for any room in square inches: Divide
equivalent glass surface in square feet b^'" 1.2 for first floor, by
1.5 for second floor, and by 1.8 for third floor.
3. Make area of cold-air duct 0.8 of total area of hot-air flues
|
4. Ivlake area of smoke flue in square inches one-twelfth of grate
area, with one inch added to each dimension.
nteam and Hot-Water Tl-.c.ting S3''sterns. Because of different
I
conditions surrounding the installation of heating apparatu3,it is ira-
possible to give any set rule that can be used without modification
to satisfy all conditions. It is generally assumed that a pressure
jjcf from 2 to 5 pounds will be carried, and a temperature of 180
degrees maintained; when systems are designed for heating with a lowe]
jheat temperature at the boiler, as in vacuum heating, it is necessary
i
jto provide additional radiation. It is general practice to consider
I 70 degrees as the standard for inside temperature and zero for the
^outside; when there is a greater difference between the inside and
jthe outside temperatures, one per cent should be added to the radia-
tion for each degree difference in temperature.
The rule submitted by Carpenter for the proportioning of
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radiatorc is us follows:
the e j.UL Violent glc.Go area ^ua
1/55 of cubic contents for second floor rooms.
2/55 of " " " first " "
0/55 of " " " large halls.
Multiply/- this result by
0.25 if for steam
0.40 if for hot water.
This will give the radiation required in square feet, and
from catalogs in which the radiating surface per section of various
j
t3^pe3 of radiators is given, can be ascertained the number of sec-
tions necessary.
Pipe sizes can be determined from the accompanying table:
Size of pipe Size of Return Sq.ft. of Radiation
Steam Hot Water
1 J 40 50
l| 1 100 80
1^ ll 150 100
2 1-^ 27 5 200
2^ 2 500 525
3 2 750 500
3-i 2-^- 1000 700
4 25 1500 1000
Boilers are usually rated for direct cast-iron radiation, in
square feet. Most manufacturers are somewhat close in their ratings
so it is advisable to add 25 per cent to the total radiation re-
!|
quired in choosing the boiler, so as to provide for emergencies, and
I
to insure an ample supply of heat even in extremely/ cold weather
without unduly forcing the boiler.
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Chapter IX
fa5;m water supply
Prominent cjnong the money and labor-saving deviceo to Ahich the
modern and progressive farmer should give his attention, is the in-
dividual water system. Strangely enough, 7/hile water is the most
necesoary of all commodities, is used more frequently, in larger
amounts and for a greater number of purposes, the old method of
carrying water by buckets is so conn.-on as to be deplorable, in view
of the fact that other arrangements so much inore convenient and econ-
I
omical, are entirely/- feasible. In the average home not ecj,uipped
|
with a water supply system, not less than fifteen minutes a da^'- must
be spent in pumping sufficient water to supply'- the mere necessities !
of the household. Fifteen minutes a day in the course of a year,
will amount to ten days of nine hours each, and the income on ten
whole days efforts in a year will certainly more than warrant the
additional expenditure.
All stock thrive better if their water is pure and if they can
get plenty of it, so as far as this phase of the matter is concerned,
it is a miatter of dollars and cents. To the dairy farmer, especial-
ly, is water supply important; he uses more water than the general
farmer, and must supply it an even temperature all the year round.
It is an undisputed fact that the drinking of ice water during winter
reduces the vitality of the stock and decreases the amount of milk
produced. Hogs, too, are peculiarly susceptible to the dangers of
impure water that often are present when the supply of water is in-
sufficient; and in warm weather it is decidedly advantageous to have
a carefully cleaned watering place, for the hog will drink a few
swallows every twenty minutes if it is within reach. Clean water
is ecLually important in raising healthy poultry; one poultry writer {
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annertG that t^-- v,-it'-r contained in the eggs that are laid ..i...a...iy
would fill a canal a tiile long, .^O feet wide and ZC feet deep.
The development of rural v;ater supply systems has been deplora-
bly p.low, conj^i i-ring their importance; the knowledge that good
systems are extant and that their principles and operation are satis-
factory does not seem to have led to their extensive adoption.
Recently there seems to be a stronger tendency toward their more
widespread use, pi'O^a^ly because of the fact that there has been
fostered a definite attempt to improve rural home conditions, and
that manufacturers, realizing this, have entered more earnestly into
the field of producing really good systems,
Sources of Suppl3'-. in almost all cases the source of rural
water supply lg either a well or a spring; it is only in rare instan-
ces and exceptional cases where circumstances and conditions are
especially peculiar that surface water or rain water is used for
human consumption. v;hen the course is a spring, it should be pro-
tected b^'- a concrete curbing, to rrevent the ingress of surface or
soil water that might bring contamination.
Wells are either dug or bored. In the case of a dug well, the
diameter must necessar il^r be great enough to admit of a man working
j
within it, as well as of the necessary hoisting apparatus for remov-
ing the earth when Siuy considerable depth is reached. The walls are
[usually/ lined v/ith brick or stone masonry, to retain the earth and
I
keep it from entering the well. Wells of this type are comparative-
ily shallow; they are comiron in regions where the soil-water stands
at a high level, and they depend upon the seepage to keep them
I
j
supplied with water. On account of this circumstance, they are
more or less dangerous, since if the seepage occurs from some stra-
tum which originates at the surface of the ground or at some point
I
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ne..r it there is great likelihood of impurities being carried into
the well. Innumerable caner, are on record 'hnr- ih^^ cause of a
typhoid fever or similar epidemic could be traced .directly to oome
well in which contamination had occurred as a result of transmission
of the bacteria through shallow subterranean channels f rorn 1 he vault
of an outdoor privy.
Bored wells are the only solution of the water supply problem
in regions where no springs exist and the water-bearing strata are so
deep that they can not be reached by digging; a well more than one
thousand feet in depth is not at all out of the ordinary. The me-
thod of producing a well of this kind is to bore a hole with an
augur vv^.ich n'ill pass through a pipe of the diameter desired. As the
hole is bored, the pipe, or "casing", is driven down as fast as the
augur removes the earth ahead of it. Special rock drills have to be
employed when passing through rock strata, and when an underground
boulder is encountered which deflects the augur, dynamite must be em-
ployed to remove it • V'hen a stratus has been reached which bears
water in sufficient quantity and of desired quality, the boring is
dis continued and a section of pipe called the "screen" closed and
pointed at the lower end, and perforated for about three feet of its
length, the perforations being protected by a fine brass screen, is
inserted within the casing at its lower end so as to penetrate the
water-bearing strat\im. Water enters through the screen, the meshes
of which are fine enough to keep the sand out. Some sort of a
pump, operating through rods which reach to the level that water rise^
within the well, or deeper, is employed to raise the water to the
surface. Ecred wells give a supply of water that is almost certain
to be cold and pure, since it has passed through sufficient filtering
mediums to be thoroughly purified.
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Art ..... ' ..1. .v^l " r- —
'.veils penetratiiig u ^^uii^x otratci.
f Guch ci nature and conformation
th' t the v/ater an r. Tf'rult
pre,:. cure is forccu. cut o.- Ihe lo^
of the well as in a fountain.
The explanation of this can eanil;^ be gotten from figure 141, which
shows the v;a ter-beariag strcaui-i to be in the form of a depression
with its ends higher than the top of the well. This t^.T^ of well
is met with in all parts of the country; it derives its name from
the fact that investigation v/as firct made of it in the French city
of Art is (formerly called ArtesiumO about 1750.
Cisterns are alm.ost universally used as a storage place for
rain water. The method of their construction is similar to that of
dug wells, except that in many cases the walls, bottom and even t he
top are made of concrete.
Types of r.'ater Supply Systems
The term "water supply system" may be taken to m.san the m^ethod
hy which the water is taken from the source of supply and delivered
or distributed at points m.ore or less convenient to the place where
it is used. In earlier days, v/hen dug wells were the only type
known, the "sweep" and the "wheel and chain" or the windlass, were
the only means used to lift the water from the wells. Later, coin-
cident with the development of bored wells, windmills came into use
as a power for operating the pumps by which the water v;as raised.
For many years, during the latter part of the nineteenth and through
the first decade of the twentieth century, they were practically the
only source of power on the farm, but the recent development of the
internal com:bustion engine, or gas engine as it is more familiarly

known, has brou^^ht about its wideui.i'Lc.^ uuoi. liohj the flexiui^xLy end
reliability of the gas engine as compared to the windmill, has added
to itG popularity. In corjnunities where electricity ia available,
thi3 source of rov/er is being taken advajitage of.
Hydraulic ?am. This form of ro.;er for distributing water
through pipes has been in use in a small way ever Gince itn inven-
tion by Montgolfier, in 1796, to whom credit is given for having
first perfected the automatic machine. Hydraulic rams are in ^uite
common use in localities where conditions are favorable, but they
are practically all of small size designed to raise but small quan-
tities of wa ter, and that to small heights.
Figure 142 is a diagrammatic represen-
tation of a simple hydraulic ram, E is the
source of supply, A the supply pipe, B the
channel, which should be long and straight,
^ '..nd b the valves, a opening downward and
b upward, C the air-chest, and D the dis-
charge pipe. Water first flows out in
quantity through valve a, but when it has acquired a ..^_'tain velocity
it raised that valve, and the opening is closed. A certain impact
results, which raises valve b, and some of the water passes into the
air-chest C, compressing the air above the mouth of the discharge
pipe; the air by its elastic force closes valve b, and the water whicji
has entered is raised in the discharge pipe D. As soon as the im-
I
pulsive action is over, and the water in the channel is at rest, the
I
valve a falls by its own weight, the flow resumes, and the whole
i process is repeated.
It v/ill be seen that while a portion of the water is wasted in
performing the operation the power is secured without cost and

attention. The ..dcr co.ii be rcxiced lu u height many times as great
as difference in water levels at E and a; if no energy were lost in
friction and in raising the valves, the height of c-ncent would be to
the fall as the ^luantity which flows out at a 11; Ig thi-t which is
raised, as for instance, one fifth of the total amount of water flow-
ing out of the channel could be raised to four times the height of
the difference in water levels. As a matter of fact, economical
operation depends somewhat upon the amount of fall; good practice ad-
vises that under ordinary circumstances, one-seventh of the water
can be raised and discharged at an elevation five times as high as
the fall, or one-fourteenth can be raised and discharged ten times
as high as the fall applied, and so in like proportion as the fall or
elevation is varied. One manufacturer gives the following rule for
determining the quantity of water which a rsjri will deliver: multiply
the fall in feet by the number of gallons flow, divide this product
by twice the height to v^hich the water is elevated, and the result
will give the quantity of water (in gallons) which the ram should
deliver.
In installing a hydraulic rcji: there are several precautions
which if observed at the time will often save trouble later. The
upper end of the supply pipe should be a foot or more below the
surface of the water, and protected by a strainer or secreen to pre-
vent it from becoming, clogged. Pipes should be laid straight to
reduce friction as much as possible, but if turns are necessary, long
bends are better than sharp angles. The length of the drive pipe
should be approximately five times that of the vertical fall, and
should be uniform in diameter throughout. The ram and all pipes
jshould be located below the frost line, and the ram itself should be
olted on a level foundation, at a height sufficient tc keep the
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ir.fetup valve u from being covered with wacte water.
The chief cause of trouble, other than that which would obvious-
ly re;=:ult if the foregoing precautions were disregarded, are imperfec
seating of the valves, v;hich ct.n be remedied by grinding, and the
filling of the air chest ^vith vvuier. It is essential for the succesl-
ful operation of the ram that this be prevented, and rams are provi-
ded with a small air or "snifting" valve^ vv^ ich cvdmits f. certain
amount cf air at each impulse; if this valve becomes clogged or
flooded with waste water the air chest fills with water and the
operation of the ram. ceases.
When the supply of usable water is so sm-all that even a small
ram would give practically no discharge, and when a more abundant
supply of unusable water is available, double-acting or double-supply
rams are used. Their operation is identical with that of single-
supply rams, the impetus valve being located so that there cannot be
in the water discharged any m.ixed usable and unusable water.
Pressure Systems
The system.s that have been described in the preceding pages
constitute various miethods of transmitting water from the source of
supply to the point of consumption or to reservoirs. llodern water
supply installations go further than this - they include arrangements
for supplying the water under pressure to any. part of the farmstead.
There are three methods in common use whereby this pressure is ob-
tained, the gravity system., the hydro -pneumiatic systemi, and the pneu-
miatic sj'-stem.
Gravity Tank System. In this system., which is one that has bee
widely used in the past and which is still employed to a considerable
extent, the water is forced into tanks that are elevated higher than
the highest water outlet. From these tanks a system of pipes carry
i

the water to all the points at which it ic needed. The pressure at
the outlet depends, of course, principally upon the height ct which
the tanks are located.
The gravity system, though of the simplest type, has certain
disadvantages. Its value is affected by the weather - in lyarm wea-
ther the water stored in the tanks becomes warm and flat in taste,
and in cold weather it is likely to freeze. The tanks themselves
are likely to rot if made of wood and to rust if made of steel, and
their suprorts are often unable to withstand the strain to which
they are subjected, and serious accidents sometimes occur when they
collapse. Finally, an elevated tank can seldom be given any archi-
tectural treatment that will prevent it from being a decidedly ob-
vious and unpleasant feature of the landscape.
Kydro-pneumat ic system. This system was evolved to overcome
the inherent disadvantages of the gravity tank system. The essen-
tials of the system, as shown in figure 143, comprise a hydro-pneu-
matic pump, a storage tank,
and a distributing system, of
pipes. The pump is so con-
structed that it can be ar-
ranred to pump either air or
.ater into the storage tank;
the tank itself is built of
sheet steel, and will usually
carry a sustained pressure of 150 or 175 pounds without any difficul-
ty .
In the operation of this system, water is pumped into the tank,
compressing the air with v;hich the tank is filled; the air is thus
constantly exerting a pressure upcn the water and when anv faucet in

the fir? nysteri l.^c.-ling fror. the tank is opened, rr ir. forced
out by 1 he prcccure of the air within the tank. The [roper prer>r:ure
which should be maintained in the tank can be easily calculated, if
we know the height of the ^ighest outlet. Tince the tank is usually
jocated in the basement, the highest outlet is not usually more than
Z2 feet above the tank. The air within the tank before water is
pumped in is at a pressure of one atmosphere, or about 15 pounds;
this is the eq.uivalent to the pressure of a colu:nn of water 34 feet
high; a column of water 25 feet high will exert a pressure slightly
in excess of 10 pounds. Then to force the last drop of water out
against atmospheric pressure at the highest cutlet, the pressure
within the tank at the moment of emptying should be 15 plus 10, or
25, pounds. This, then, should be the pressure within the tank
before any water is pumped into it, if all that is pumped in is to
be driven out at a pressure not less than 25 pounds. As the tank
is filled, the air within is gradually compressed until it reaches
a pressure of from 75 to 100 pounds, the pressures usually maintained
in tanks of this type.
To calculate the size of tank necessary for any installation,
we make use of Boyle's law regarding the elasticity of gases; i.e.,
the temperature remaining the same, the volume of a gas varies in-
versely as the pressure; or, pressure times volume is a constant.
Expressed as a formula, it is
pv = k, or P^v^= P,v,,
.
Let us assume that we desire to install a tank v;hich will hold 240
I
gallons of water at GO pounds (gauge) pressure. The initial pressur^
I
as noted above, is 25 pounds; the final pressure is 60 pounds plus
the pressure of one atmosphere, or 75 rounds: the initial volume is
unknown, as is the final volume, but we can express the final volume
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in terras of 1^' - initid vo^ui.ie . z^- 240, and thuo have o; :y one
unknown ^luantily in the equation.
Then 25 v-^ = 75 (v, - 240)
,
25 = 75 - 180CC,
50 = 13000
= 560.
That is, the total capacity of the tank to fulfill the required con-
ditions is 360 gallons.
The hydro-pneumatic system has proved to be avery popular and
^
successful systeiv. and as developed b','" several manufacturers, leaves |
)
4
little to be desired in the way of good operation.
There is a slight leakage of the air imprisoned within the tankjj
since some of it is carried away by the outgoing water; for this
reason it is occasional!'/ necessary to pump in a small quantity of
extra air, to prevent the pressure from falling below the desired
standard. The chief objection to the system is that there is likely
to be an accumulation of sediment in the bottom of the tank; this
objection is not very great, however, for even should there be bJiy
accumulation it can be easily rernxoved through special openings for
the purpose. The great advantages of the system lie in the fact
that it can be installed within the basement of a residence thus
avoiding dcn~er of freezing, and that an^^- recscnable degree of pres-
sure can be maintained at a re^iuirement of only a few minutes atten-
tion each day, or even less often, depending upon the size of the
tank.
Pneumatic System.. The pneumatic system derives its nam.e from
I
the fact that while there is a storage tank as an essential part of
|
the system., it contains nothing but ccmipressed air. The other esser-
tials of the system, besides the air-storage tank, are an air-
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c ciur ' xi) . ' ij o r , u.
1
i specially designed
ant on-. t i c pump , and
I
i* oy.jtCi.. of diijllM-l
i bating pipes lead-
ing therefrom.
Figure 144 in uasu
to illustrate the
operation of the
FiG.\'^A PNEur-iATic SYSTEM. pn3uiaLLtic sj^'stem.
The submerged pneumatic pump is in reality a double cylinder contri-
||
i
vance, with connecting valves, each cylinder having air-supply and
exhaust pipes and a water discharge pipe. While one c^'-linder is
filling, the exhaust pipe being open and the air supply pipe being
closed, the ether one is discharging under pressure the water con-
tained /vithin itself, the exhaust pipe being closed and the air
supply pipe from the pressure tank being open. As soon as the
second cylinder is empty, the valves are automatically operated,
the exhaust opening and the air supply closing; the opponite occurs
in the first cylinder, the exhaust closing and the compressed air
now driving out the water contained therein through the discharge
pipe.
All the necessary opening and closing of valves is done auto-
matically by the pressure of the air itself. The automatic mechan-
ism is placed above the cylinders, and contains a valve having sever-
al openings, through vvhich the air alternately enters, or returns as
exhaust, from, the two cylinders. The entire pump being submerged,
the cylinders fill through intake valves whenever air is allowed to
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escape. The ^:r.takp rnd r^^tl-^t valvar, n re cnitonatic in ciCtion, cn.l
the v.a or is w>u..;tuc^ :..i.a
-ix ;^oi.t^x-^cd (->].-L sriiul ely wilhcuL f'ercej'.t-
ible break in the flow from the faucet.
The pneuunatic water supply system is the latest in -Invelopraent
.
It possesses lever^l features that are more or lesr: aa^'L^nLa^^eouSp
such as obviating the storage of water, requiring only one air-
storage outfit to supply both hard and soft water, and being so flex-
ible that it can be adapted to practically all conditions.
!^ot Water Supply
/. modern water supply'- installation is not complete unles-^ pro-
vision is made for a supply of hot water to sink, laundry, lavatory \
and bath tub. The cost of it is not excessive, since the addition-
al equipment necessary includes storage tank of small size, heating
coils within the r&nge or furnace
or both, and a piping s^'^stem for
distribution. A diagrammatic il
lustration of a hot water outfit
is shown in figure 145. A repre-
sents the boiler or storage tank,
B the heating coils, and C and D
the inlet and outlet pipes respec-
A
/9
1^
-^((Firr^ tively. As heat is applied at
FIG 1-4-3 HOTWA^TER CII?.CUL/\Tlon
B a circulation is induced so that
all the water within the tank is brought through the heating coils.
Ordinarily the water stored in range boilers, for use in the
home, is heated in a -.vater-back located in the fire box of the kit-
chen range, or in coils of pipe in the furnace. The latter plan
of course results in heating the water only at that season of the
year when the furnace is in use, so itis advisable to have a water-
i
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back in the token range as well, so that advantage can be taken
of the dLaly -(M^.king fires. A water-back ' nimply a hollow casting
with t;vo tappod openings for the inlet and outlet pipe connections,
as shown in figure 146. Soraetimeo it
'^///////////////////////////////////////
//\ ^c.^ a r;ortition cast horizontally pi,rt
way across go that the water vi/'ill be
^ f
\..'////////////y/////////^//////7777/A
YA \ VA given a more extended circulation.
I ^ i
!_ZZr opening for the outlet, or return
Y//////////////////J///////;////rT7777m
F«:.i'»e w^Te^e^cK. pips, shculu be made close to the top
wall of the water-back so that the very
hottest water can flov; out and not be trapped to become converted
into steam. Water-backs are made much thicker than would seem nec-
essary to withstand the pressure to which they are subjected, but
this pressure can never be determined, as it ma3' vary from £. rre-?5ure
never above 30 pounds per square inch to a street main pressure of
ICO pounds per square inch, or more. r^tien too the casting is sub-
jected to severs shrinkage strains at times and to the strains result-
ing from, the cold water within and the intensely hot fire v.ithout.
To provide for all this, they are ordinarily designed to withstand
an ultimate pressure of 700 pounds per square inch. The most comron
cause of waterbacks burc;tinb is freezing of the water in the water-
backs or connections. Consequentl37-, where ranges are exposed in
winter weather, extra precautions should be observed to see that the
water pipes do not freeze, and if the fire in the range goes out
during the night, it is well to m.ake sure that the water-back, flow
and return pipes are free from ice before firing is started in the
morning
.
Inhere gas is available, a contrivance known as the automiatic
instantaneous water heater renders the use of water-backs and pipe
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coils wnr.ecer^^i.ry
, T^^^r^ consT-tr of -overal cciir r.f v-- - r, -r-r^Q-^
pipe, occupying u spo-oe inside a. casing and placed iiiiiried lately over
a set of Bunsen burners; by this construction, almost all of the heat
developed by the combustion of the gas ir, absorbed >)y the coiln c;nd
transmitted to the water. The arrangcjuoxit also includes a combin-
ation automatic gas and water cock, and a thermostat to shut off the
sur-ly of gas, but still leave the water flow, v/hen the temperature
of the water exceeds a certain degree.
The operation of the heater is quite simple. When ckny hot
water faucet in the system is opened, the pressure in the automatic
valve is relieved, and a supply of gas is admitted to the Bunsen
burners, which is ignited by the small pilot light which is always
burning in close proximity; in a few seconds the water within the
coils is heated. The water-controlled gas and water valve is unique
in that the flow of gas and vjater are adjusted to each other in such
a vjay that the flow of water through the cop:^er coils is proportional
to the amount of gas being consumed, so that just sufficient gas is
consu^ned to heat the water required. Tv'hen the water has reached the
desired temperature, or the flow of water has ceased, the gas is
automatically shut off.
As ordinarily constructed, automatic instantaneous heaters are
rated to heat one gallon of water for each cubic foot of gas consumed
from ordinary temperature to 130 degrees Fahrenheit, which is about
the right tem.perature for domestic water sup-'^ly.
i
;:?4
Chapter X
Plumbing and Sewage Disposal
Plumbing systems for buildings include not only the drainage
systems whose purpose is to remove wastes, but the water supply sys-
tems described in the previous chapter as well. Bacteriological
investigations show that more disease results from the bacteria
carried in through the water supply than from the drainage system,
so every precaution must be taken in the installation of the former
to make it as safe as possible. However, improperly constructed
drainage systems are a source of great danger, and much can be done
to increase their efficiency and safety by selecting good e'.iUipment
and having it correctl3'- installed.
Drainage systems include the house sewer, house drain, soil
waste and vent stacks, fixtures, and fixture connections. The house
sewer generally made of tile pipe or cast iron pipe, extends from the
street sevver to a point not less than five feet from the outside of
the foundation wall where it connects with the house drain; it also
receives the discharge from roof gutters, foundation and area drains,
ana cellar drains. The house drain, constructed of iron pipes which
should be given an asphalt coating both inside and cut, is a system
of horizontal piping inside the cellar or basement of a building,
that extends to and connects with the house sewer; it receives the
discharge of sewage from all soil and waste lines, and somiCtimes rain
water from roof gutters. Every house drain should have a main drain
trap located just inside the foundation wall, and should have a
clean-out ferrule at the end that turns up to connect with a soil or
waste pipe. A house drain should never be less than 3 inches in dia
met er
.
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r.oil GtacVs are those that receive the discharge from water
clo-rir and urinals, although they may also receive the discharge
from other fixtures; they connect with the house drain at the lower
end and their upper end extends above the roof; soil pipes are the
con;-ecting pipes between closets or urinals with soil stacks. V/aste
stacks are similar to soil stacks except that they are connected with
fixture3 other than closets or urinals; the connections are called
waste pipes, vent stack is a special ventilating pipe extending
from a point below the lowest fixture up to a point above the highest
fixture, while it may connect with the stack or extend separately
through the roof; its purpose is to supply air to the outlet of fix-
ture traps, thus preventing the water seal being broken by siphonage
or back pressure; the connecting pipes between it and the traps are
called vent pipes.
There are two systems of stacks and branches in use at the
present time, namely, the one-pip e system and the two-p ipe system.
In the former a single stack is employed, to which all fixtures are
conrtcted, using non-siphon traps, or traps in which the seal cannot
be broken by siphonage. This system is much more economical than
the two-pipe system, since the cost of the roughing, or putting in the
stacks and pipes, is only about half of that of the latter, and the
cutting of walls and floors is minimized. From a sanitary stand-
point it is satisfactory, and the only objection to it is the possi-
bility of a slight gurgling noise in the waste pipes when a fixture
is flushed. In the two-pipe system siphon traps are used, and a
vent stack is provided by which the seals of the traps are protected
by a sA'-stem of vent pipes; the more direct the pipes are run and the
fewer fittings used, the more satisfactory will be the operation.
In ordinary residences the aiajnter of soil pipes and stacks is
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almoct L.lwayG o inches, becaunc ^.d-.i ^^j'^.^^-'^c d.. i.'^., made with traps
not more than 5 inchen in diameter, and because the stacks can be
easily concealed in the wails of the building. Soil fipss and v;aste
pipes should always be the full size of the waste outlets frcm the
fixtures, the outlet 3 being large enough to permit the fixtures being
emptied .^uickly so as to thoroughly flush the pipes. The following
table gives the sizes of soil or v/aste pipes and of the corresponding
vent pii:'e for comi;.on fixtures;
Fixture Diameter in Inches
Soil or Waste pipe Vent pipe
Water closet 5 2
Bath tub 1^ l-l
Lavatory It 1-^^
Bidet l| l|
Shower bath 1^ It
Sitz bath l|- ll
Kitchen sink l-^- to 2 1-^
Slop sink 2 to 5 l| to 2
Laundry tub 1--- l-l
Urinal l|- l|-
Drinking fount a i n Itt Iti
A trap is a contrivance which is used to -"Tevent the passage of
air or gas through a pipe without materiall3r affecting the flow of
sewage. To give good results and to perform their function proper-
ly, they should be either made so they cannot be siphoned or have
their seals broken hy back pressure; they should be sufficiently deep
to withstanu a. icng i:eriod of loss by evaporation without breaking th
seal; and they should be self scouring so that no deposition of solid
sewage can occur. Figure 147 illustrates some conmon types of traps
The selection of the fixtures used in a plunibing installation is
of consideratle importance. To be perfectly sanitar^r, they must be
of some non-absorbent, non-corrosive material that will not easily
craze, crack or break, and that has sm.ooth surfaces to v/hich soil will
not adhere so firmly that it cannot be broken. strainers or cross
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"barr! j^hrvld r,br.trnct outlets as littl'^ '.c
j'OSwiuxc, 30 IhoL u scouring flow v.i^x liOL
be prevented. Overflow outlets ohculJ be
rcvidecl for tho--;e fixtures v/hop.e WLicte out-
lets have: '^toi X'j, . Ihe pluiiibing lor dl
fixtures should be free and open, that is,
not hidden by vifOodvKork or other casings that
vvould cut off light and air.
Water closets. Water closets are made either of solid porce-
lain or of porcelain enameled iron, the former being much preferable,
since they will neither stain nor get foul and can be obtained at the
same price or even less than the latter. They are made in various
forms, the simplest being the hopper closet, shown in figure 148,
which consists of a funiiel or hopper-shapeo. bov;l
fitted with a flushing rim. or a pipe-rwash connec-
tion; they are not desirable, since after flush-
ing the^^ are left dry and present a mcLximum cur-
face to be soiled; this surface sometimes becomes
covered with a coating of bacterial slime that is
extremely/ foul and disagreeable in odor. The
FIG i-^e r,opPE.E CLo&ET washout closet is shown in figure 149; it is
superior to the hopper closet, but the body of water retained in this
type of closet is so shallow that fecal m.atter is not submerged, con-
sequently offensive odors are given off. The wash-down closet, fig-
ure 150, is a good tyj^e when properly designed so as to give a suf-
ficient depth of water to prevent odors and to prevent an^'- interior
surfaces from, becoming soiled. The best type of closet yet designed
is the siphon-iet closet shown in figure 151, in which some of the
water flows through a jet at the bottom of the seal, starting siphcnic
i
1
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action v;V.ich oi..; li-- tV- Vrwl
-luicki^r ,,nd ccnir.letel-
VIO.I<»9 WASHOUT CI_OStT FI& iSl SIPmOM-JE"'' Oi_OSET
V/ater closets should be so constructed that no woodwork sur-
rounds them; they are usually connected to the soil pipe by means of
a cemented joint. The seats should be about an inch thick, of hard
wood finished with severe! coats of good spar varnish. Soft wood
seats with while enamel paint are not satisfactory since they are
easily discolored by urine and gases about the closet. Flush tanks
may be located either near the ceiling or just back of the closet, th
latter form being prefereable on account of accessibility for repair;
the flush connection in the latter form is larger than in the high
tanks, to compensate for the loss in head.
Bath tubs and Lavatories. These should have a smooth, imper-
vious surface, large unobstructed outlet, an overflow channel access-
ible for cleaning, and no crevices for the accumulation and retention
of dirt. Bath tubs are usually made of porcelain-enameled iron, sine
their construction is simple and subjected to no severe usage and
their cost would be too high for ordinary installations were solid
porcelain used in their construction. Lavatories are better made of
solid porcelain, but cheaper ones giving very satisfactory service
|
can be obtained in enameled iron construction. The same applies to
sitz baths and bidets.
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Ginks. beot oinks are made of pore x... ; li Ji^d.-CxCa :.rou und
of solid porcelain, in almost any desired size. Kitchen sinks,
when LisGd for dish-washing, should have a draining tra3r attached,
and should have a rub^-er n.at or v;ooden grating on the bottom so they
will be less destructive to china or glassware that is accidentally
dropped in the sink. All sinks ohould be fitted vdth a grease trap
that is easily accessible for cleaning, which will prevent accuir.ula-
tion of grease on the waste pipe.
Farm S egage Disposal
The city resident need never worry about the problem of sewage
disposal, for as a municipal problem it is taken care of for him;
but to the farmer and the resident in a small com.n.unity where mxunici-
pal advantages are not to be had, the problem is a really serious one
and has occupied the at ention of a number of skilled engineers, who
have evolved various methods of sewage disposal which experience has
shown to be more or less successful in operation.
One of the most undesirable, and certainly the most disgusting
and insanitary, features of perhaps 95 per cent of the farms in this
country is the privy as it is ordinarily found, bare, unprotected, a
breeding place for flies, and a source of danger from all kinds of
transmissible diseases. Much has been written about the sanitary
privy, and many have br^en the schemes for devising one, but the best-
is only a makeshift, and possesses many of the inherently bad defects
of all privies,
j
The installation of a water-supply and plumbing system^ renders 1
ijnecessary the provision of some method of taking care of the wastes
jfrom the various fixtures. In somie localities cesc-pools are used,
endangering the water in surrounding private wells and creating an
unwholesome condition of the subsoil in the immediate vicinity of
I
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the buildings. r'uch a condition is inexcusable, yet is often per-
mitted to continue for years, and as soon as one cesspool refuses
longer to do its work, another is dug, until the ground is often
honeycombed with these pits. Pvornetirnes the sewage is discharged
into storm drains, with the result that stoppages are frequent ^ i;u
the subsoil is seriously contaminated by leakages through imperfect
;ioints. In olher localities is followed the very dangerous proce-
dure of discharging sewage into streams which in dry weather ma^'' be
but a trickling streajii; this practice is objectionable even when
the stream contains sufficient v^ater to effect a considerable dilu-
tion of the sewage.
Cesspools af Tord a popular and simple m.ethcd of getting rid of
|
sewage, but there is a very prevalent m.isunderstanding as to their
safety and effectiveness. As a matter of fact, they ma3r apparently
|
completely dispose of the sewage, but they cannot be considered san-
itary, since in time the soil surrounding them will become v;hat is
known as "wat er-logped", and will retain decompor.O'i sev/age to such
an extent as to be extremel37 objectionable. There is alv^ays the
possibility of the unpurified and possibly infected sewage finding
its way into and contam.inat ing an underground bod3!' of water from
which wells, even at a considerable distance, derive their supply.
Acceptable methods of disposing of sev^age in a sanitary manner
are as follows:
1. By irrigation.
2. By the use of some form, of a septic tank.
Irrigation, as applied to sevvage disposal, may be either of the
surface or subsurface type. Surface irrigation, as the name im-
plies, consists of the discharge of the sewage upon the surface of
the ground, necessarily at some considerable distance from occupied
I
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biiilJirio;3 end from any well or cource of water oup;ly. To frevent
saturation of the .'rubcoil, it ic UGually necensary to r^ixce under-
drains of corcnion drain tile beneath the irrigation beds, at a depth
of from four to six feet below the surface of the ground, and .vith a
good outlet into a ditch or Gonie other v;ater course. FJubsurface
irrigation does not differ much from irrigation proper save that the
sewage is ap-lied beneath the surface of the ground. For the pro-
per operation of either of these systems the land to be irrigated
should be comparatively dry and porous in character, and in size
large enough to provide for two or more beds of equal size, so that
sewage may be diverted from, one bed to another at frequent intervals
to allow the land last irrigated to rest and regain its normal con-
dition.
The, septic tank method of sewage dispodal is, in fact, the
most scientific, perfect and efficient system of sewage disposal yet
devised. Until recently it was confined almost exclusively to the
disposal of the sewage of cities and large villages, and of buildings
and institutions of a public character. Though its application to
small plants is as yet in a more or less experimental sta-e, still
the developments that are available are much superior to any other
methods yet devised.
The modern theory of complete sewage disposal is exemplified
in these small plants. Sewage, in general, is a complex lii^uid con-
taining organic as well as inorganic matter both in solution and
suspension; the sewage from households consists of kitchen, laundry I
and bathroom 'tastes, dirty water from scrubbing, and human wastes
from, closets. Modern biological methods of sewage purification are
based upon the fact that all sewage, contains numberless bacteria,
most, of which are not only harmless but useful in acting upon sewage

material. Thene bacteria are of two claoBes, the anaerobic bacteria
which "live and multiply only in the absence of lijf.ht and air, - nd
the L.erol'ic bacteria, which require the oxygen of the air to live
and functionate. The anaerobic bacteria liquify and gassify the
organic mat'er in auspencicn in the sewage, .vhile the aerobic bac-
teria act upon the organic matter in solution and assist in the
processes of oxidation and nitrification.
The sewag-? treatment comprises two stages:
1. A preliminary process for the reiiioval of the organic matter
in suspension; this necessitates as part of the apparatus a chamber
knovvn as the "septic tank", in which the anaerobic bacteria are
given an opportunity to perform their functions.
2, A purification process whereby the oxidation and nitrifica-
tion of organic matter in solution is accomplished; this is carried 1
on in filter beds or in subsurface irrigation systems Vi'here suffi-
cient air is available for the successful operation of the aerobic
bacteria,
oeptic tanks consisting of only one compartment as shown in
figure 152, have been given excellent results in actual use. As
long as the single compartment
/V; - -X'
-^•;J^ tank is not disturbed, the bac-
terial processes occurring in it
are not disturbed and its opera-
tion is successful. "'ithin a
short time after sewage enters
the tank, a scum will form on
".s .52. siMGLe-cH-^MBE* stPTic T^^M.. "t h c surfacc an inch or mere in
thickness, consisting of a solid mass of putrefactive bacteria, and
which serves to keep out the air so that the anaerobic bacteria can

work. Thus scuiii should not be disturbed, for disturbance ;vill re-
tard the putrefaction proceso. For thio reunon a single chamber
tank is not entirely satisfactory, because whenever it is desired
to clean the tank, the scum must be disturbed, A double chamber
tank, as illustrated in figure 153, is more desirable since it will
provide an undis-
Tntormitten t
turbed settling
chamber, besides pei^'
mitting of the in-
stallation of an
intermittent flow
siphon, v/hich is a
^"'''^ decidedly advan-
tageous feature.
The size of the tank can be built to suit conditions; 25 gallons
of sewage per person per day will give a basis upon which the size of
the tank can be proportioned. A -vidth of 3 or 4 feet and a depth
the same is satisfactory, and the length can be made to depend upon
the amount of sewage to be taken care of. Usually it is well to
have the tank large enough so that the sewage may remain in it for
two or three days, thus insuring a bacterial action sufficient to
liquify the sewage almost completely. The tank should be built of
some watertight material, preferably concrete to which hc^s been added
some form of commercial waterproofing.
From the tank the liquefied sewage is discharged into s subsur-
face drainage system, where the aerobic bacteria are enabled to com-
jplete the disposal process. This system consists simply of ordinar^^
drain tile, laid in the ground not deeper than a foot or 15 inches
from the surface of the soil to the top of the tile, with loose.
i
protected joints. The length of the drainage syctem v/ill impend
upon the character of the soil, stiff clayey noils re'-iUxi .i.^,, that 5
feet of tils be laid for each gallon of sewage discharged, while
open porous soils will re.iUire only 3 feet of tile for the sair.e
awount of sewage.
If the tank were so constructed that there might be a continual
seepage of sewage from it, as would be the case with the tank shown
in figure 15:3, the soil surrounding the drainage system might become
so water-logged that no oxygen could penetrate it, thus destroying
the action of the aerobic bacteria. To obviate this difficulty, a
device known as the automatic intermittent flow siphoi. 1 'nstalled
in a second chamber; this siphon can be so adjusted that it will
operate only when the depth of the sewage in the siphon chamber is
sufficiently deep to start siphonic action. Since the siphon is
adjustable, it can be made to discharge as often as desired, permit-
ting, in the mieantime, the soil surrounding the drain tile to dry
out and absorb a new supply of fresh air. The objection might be
made that in cold climates the sewage in the distributing tile might
freeze, thus preventing the operation of the system, but experience
has shown this objection to be unfounded, the gases arising from the
sewage generating sufficient heat to counteract cold and prevent
freezing.
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